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Preface

Our 1987–88 Committee on Classroom Practices chose to issue a call for manuscripts which would promote students' speaking and listening abilities. We were specifically interested in successful classroom practices which used oral communication to develop student confidence in a variety of speaking situations and to expand student understanding of literature through both analysis and performance. The committee viewed talking and listening as everyday classroom experiences which lead to increased learning through better reading comprehension and improved written expression of ideas.

After our November 1987 meeting, the call for manuscripts was issued in Language Arts, English Journal, Council-Grams, College English, and English Education, as well as in the journals of NCTE-affiliated organizations. By September of 1988, we had received many manuscripts from teachers throughout the country. These manuscripts, with authors' names removed, were evaluated by committee members Carla Cárdenas de Dwyer, Beverly Busching, Nancy Broz, Kent Gill, Jackie Proett, and Iris McClellan Tiedt—a committee representing several geographic areas and grade levels.

Twenty-four manuscripts were finally selected and submitted to the NCTE Editorial Board for approval to publish. All of the contributions represent exemplary classroom practices using talking and listening activities to further learning. The committee hopes this volume will provide new ideas to help teachers extend student learning in their own classrooms.
Introduction

In the classroom we use talking and listening activities to help students develop self-confidence, to help them expand their understanding of literature, and to help them clarify their ideas in both spoken and written expression. Included here you will find practices to help you create in your own classroom an environment in which students share ideas, listen to one another, respect each other's similarities and differences, and really care about learning. Teachers from elementary, middle school, secondary, and college levels have contributed to this volume successful classroom practices using talking and listening to enhance learning.

You will be able to take the ideas presented here and adapt them to your own grade level, modifying the strategies and materials to suit your students. For example, Norton's article on teaching personification and Kempthorne's presentation on point of view are easily adaptable to any grade level, depending on the sophistication of the literature you choose. Johnson's chapter on strategies for developing effective use of the voice is intended for an elementary-level audience but would be equally effective in a secondary classroom. Henderson's panel presentations can be adapted to most grade levels by adjusting the level of difficulty of the ideas used.

The first section of this volume is composed of activities using talking and listening to expand students' understanding of literature. Underhill shows you one way to get started so that students will listen to each other as they discuss. Three creative uses of a tape recorder to collect student responses and reading of poetry follow. Responses to literature include a talk show format, small-group collaboration, sharing of reading response journals, and talking about and performing literature and plays, as well as a speaking project about the arts which connects the students' real world with the classroom.

The second section is composed of talking and listening activities designed to develop students' self-confidence in speaking before a group and listening effectively. Johnson shows students how to use their voices effectively. Hardin offers activities combining persuasive

...
writing and speaking. Thanos and Avadian show students how to "map" a speech for a formal presentation. Suggestions for a classroom debate and panel presentations based on student research follow. Wallace offers ways of improving communication across cultures in an international business class. Wyatt explains how finding the underlying pattern in a speech aids student confidence in listening. Ways to weave listening and speaking throughout the school day follow in Plourde's essay. This section also includes two different approaches to an interview: Thomas aims at student interviews based on controversial topics, while DeZure shows students how to be sensitive to the beauty in other people's lives—to learn to hear the message behind the words they say. Cassells' talking to close the school year with a positive touch concludes on just the right note.

Throughout this volume you will find talking and listening activities used as ways into writing, from essays to research reports. Reading the writing aloud, talking about the ideas, and listening to suggestions, in small groups or pairs, are often mentioned. Talking and listening in response to literature, prior to writing a formal response, is also common in a number of chapters. The writers in this volume share a common understanding that talking and listening activities promote learning through promoting clarity of thinking and expression. We believe these classroom practices will provide successful learning experiences for you and your students.

Patricia Phelan, Chair
Committee on Classroom Practices in Teaching English
I Talking to Expand Understanding of Literature
Follow the Bouncing Ball

Harlan Underhill
Greenhills School
Ann Arbor, Michigan

The ninth graders were bouncing off the wall. Well, not quite literally, but close. My new student teacher, Leslie, was conducting one of her first discussions. I had retired to the tablet armchair at the back of the room. About half of the students were engaged in yelling across the room at each other remarks such as “Achilles was STUPID to go back into battle!” or “YOU DUMMY! He HAD to! It was his FATE!” The rest were engaged in private conversations of a similar nature or commenting snidely to each other about the people who were shouting. In particular, the little blond twelve-year-old who was taking calculus that year was standing at his place successfully out-arguing those across the room, making up in logical power and command of the reading what he lacked in height. I wasn’t worried about Leslie; she had already proved herself a tough and astute classroom manager. I was, however, somewhat embarrassed for myself. Here I was, a teacher of many years’ experience who had already had these kids for a semester and had not yet managed to “accustom them to productive discussion.”

Leslie stood up, sat on the desk, and swung her feet over into the hollow square of tables. That got their attention. After taking in good humor their remarks on her small silver plastic lizard-skin loafers, she said, “This can’t go on. We have to find a way to have an orderly discussion. Only one person can talk at a time and the rest have to listen. You guys are as noisy as the Greeks on the beach. Any suggestions about how to do it?”

“Way to go, Leslie,” I thought.

The silence was only momentary. First came the standard adolescent appeals to authority:

“YOU call on us.”

“Throw anyone who talks out of class.”
Then, the dour dark-haired comic book freak said, “I'll bring in a pole and make a scepter. Then we can pass it around, just like in the Achaean assemblies.”

“I've got an even better idea,” yelled the twelve-year-old calculus student, jumping out of his chair and zipping toward the door as the bell rang. “I've got a nerf soccer ball. I'll bring it in tomorrow.”

As the room emptied I turned to Leslie and we both said, “A nerf soccer ball?”

The next day the diminutive genius did in fact bring in a light sponge-rubber ball about the size of a grapefruit painted with the black and white pentagons of a soccer ball. Instead of merely calling on someone, Leslie threw the ball to a student with a hand up. He or she spoke until they were finished and then tossed the ball to someone else with a hand up or back to Leslie.

They were charmed by the new game. Only one of the boys winged it at someone else, and surprisingly the act met with a murmur of disapproval and was not repeated. One of the girls caught awkwardly, but most were in sports and were ready to enter in. The girls tried extra-hard because for once they saw the chance of getting their say without being shouted down by thickening vocal cords.

After three or so days in which the procedure worked fairly well, the students began to be impatient with the time lost in actually throwing the ball back and forth. We switched to merely having the student who was talking call on the next speaker from among those with raised hands. I kept a tally on the board by initials so that everyone could see how many times someone had spoken. The students' instinctive fairness limited the loudmouths somewhat; in addition, Leslie kept urging them quietly to pick someone who hadn't spoken yet.

No game works forever, though. As the early warm weather of spring arrived, our resolution to insist on truly courteous discussion diminished. Nor did we ever get to the final stage of a discussion in which students participated spontaneously yet decorously, one by one, without the cues of either the nerf ball or a raised hand. The closest we came was on that day late in the spring on which the county communicable diseases physician had spoken to an assembly on AIDS. The students responded to the additional opportunity we afforded them to discuss the disease in class by doing so with model respect for each others' opinions. Whether it was the topic itself that drew forth such behavior or whether the prior practice had helped, I cannot say, but at least it demonstrated that the kind of discussion we had been aiming at was at least possible for students of that age.
The decorous give-and-take of those intense yet serious discussions on the choices facing Achilles and on the choices the students themselves faced in their own lives was among the most satisfying classroom time I spent last year. A number of years before I had used a variant in the tenth grade with success: I picked the first speaker of the hour. Then, that speaker having finished, I picked the next from among those with raised hands. I stipulated that there could be no repeat speakers until everyone had had a chance, and I kept a tally on a scrap of paper. They immediately introduced a wrinkle that would permit a dialogue between two particularly engaged speakers; that device was the "yield," in which someone who had not yet spoken yielded to a previous speaker who wanted to reply to a point.

I now use a similar procedure in the eighth grade for reading original compositions out loud: I pick the first reader, and then that student, having read, chooses the next. I stipulate that boys must choose girls and girls boys. I continue to be bothered both by the fact that some are consistently not chosen until late in the hour and by the faint traces of party-game romance that these rules introduce. Nevertheless, methods by which a speaking student determines when he or she will relinquish the floor rather than the teacher's functioning as chairman have worked successfully at least for limited periods of time at three grade levels. The nerf-ball method provides a vivid physical analogue of the kind of courteous, decorous, yet spontaneous discussion we probably all hold as essential to real exploration and examination of a topic. In particular, I enjoyed seeing the students participating in finding the means to what I suspect were their own real ends—getting themselves heard by their peers.

Perhaps some year, I'll give an extra-credit assignment in which students are invited to research and construct a proper scepter for an assembly of the Homeric heroes. We'll elect a Talthybios or Eurybates and see whether that physical analogue of the good discussion procedure I'd like them to internalize is any more effective or less hokey than our experiments in 1987 with following the bouncing nerf ball.
"You See Their Interselves": Small-Group Discussion of Poetry

Louann Reid
Douglas County High School
Castle Rock, Colorado

In teaching poetry, most of us have encountered secondary students who feel exactly like the following second grader, although they may express it differently: "Poetry is icky. I wish poetry was out of sight. I wish it were out of this world, or at least in Europe" (Harp, as quoted in Pattison 1975, p. 15). Most students and many teachers view poetry as something studied in school, then best forgotten. Students find the language, ideas, and sentence structure difficult, and teachers find too few resources available to help them solve students' difficulties.

I first became interested in a new method of improving speaking, listening, and response to poetry in the summer of 1984 when I heard Peter Benton of Oxford, England, discuss his work with groups of thirteen-year-olds discussing poems without a teacher. I decided to study the students in my classes to see if they were as capable as the British students Benton described. Later I attended a workshop by Canadian professor Patrick Dias, who helped me further refine Benton’s procedures to fit my students. I now use the following steps:

1. Ask students to read the poem at least once before class to develop questions or a possible interpretation.

2. On the day of the discussion, have students form groups of three to five. Give each group a tape recorder and the following instructions:
   "Talk about the poem until you have nothing else you want to say about it. If you quit and then return to it, please indicate that on the tape. You may want to consider the following four questions, although you don’t have to: (1) What is the poem about? (2) How does it say what it is saying? (3) What do you like or dislike about it? (4) Why do you feel the way you do?"
3. After twenty or thirty minutes, have one person from each group report to the whole class. After each group has reported, all students may discuss the differences in interpretations. You may also want to ask for clarification of vague or unsupported statements and provide closure by summarizing the interpretations.

The following excerpt from a discussion about the poem “Boar’s Head,” by Georgia poet Tom Liner (reprinted at the end of this chapter), shows that students are capable of carrying on this sort of discussion. Although only two of them speak in the following section of the tape, four boys are discussing this poem, which is about a trophy hanging over the mantel. Although the boar’s eyes are usually dull and “it hangs there / gross and tasteless like a bad joke,” the head changes in the firelight. The speaker implies his feelings as he remembers the boar’s life and the moment of the kill with “the hounds dying / in the mingled blood of beast and beast.”

I: What I want to know is why did he call it “Boar’s Head?” I mean, I know why he called it that, but why did he write about such a stupid thing?
2: ’Cause it makes you think about things. You know, it makes you think about hunting, where you go out to kill it just to put it on your mantelpiece.
I: That’s disgusting.
[They discuss the meaning of taxidermist and where boars live.]
I: Why would he write about killing something and then it comes back to life? Is that what it says? Because he kills it, then it’s on his mantelpiece, then [interrupted by next speaker]
2: When he looks in his eyes that’s what he gets from the feeling of it.... But that’s... I mean when you look into something’s eyes, you get a feeling of something different, don’t you?
I: Yeah, that sort of changes the whole plot of the story.
2: But seriously, when you look into someone’s eyes you see...
I: You see...
2: You see what they...
I: You see their interself.
2: But seriously, when you look into somebody’s eyes, you see what they feel, what they see, and how they see it, in somebody else’s eyes.

These boys have worked their way through the poem, using evidence from it and from their background knowledge. They return to the first boy’s question about the subject of the poem until he is satisfied that they have answered it. He realizes that the poet is
talking about understanding the feelings of others (their "interself"), and the second boy summarizes that section of the discussion.

In a whole-class discussion, the progress is often linear, moving from recall to comprehension to analysis and evaluation. There is seldom time to loop back to previous questions. In addition, it is impossible for any teacher to know what each student does not know, and it is intimidating for students to ask. Yet they are capable of much more than we might imagine. I have found evidence in several discussions that most questions can be answered by the group members. Someone always seems to know what a taxidermist is or where boars live, for example. Students also get around to asking the same sort of questions a teacher would, but because they raise issues of theme or language when those issues are relevant to them, they will remember longer the meaning they have constructed.

Unfortunately, successful small-group discussions do not just happen. Oh, we all know the advantages of group discussion: students talk more when the intimidation of the large group is absent, they listen to each other instead of tuning out the teacher, and they collaborate to construct the meaning of the work. However, the disadvantages are equally obvious. There is nothing more discouraging (or noisy) than a group or groups who are off the task. Do not assume that just putting students in groups will bring about meaningful discussions. We must prepare them for a form of instruction that may be unfamiliar. Devote at least two class periods early in the term for students to get to know each other (excellent suggestions are in Gere 1985). Then, be sure that the task and your expectations for the end product, such as reporting back or individual written interpretations, are clear.

Let students know that you care about their success. Make sure they know you think the discussion is serious business. That does not mean hovering over them as they work, but it does mean being available if they have questions and occasionally walking around from group to group.

The best device I've found to convey this message is the tape recorder. After some initial recorder shyness, students seem to ignore the machine as they discuss the poem. Putting a tape recorder in every group serves three purposes. First, when students know you plan to listen to the discussion, they take it seriously and stay on task. Second, when you listen to the tapes, you learn so much more about individual students than you could through whole-class discussion alone. It is an ideal way to analyze students' speaking, listening, and response skills. Finally, it is useful to have students listen to the tape
on another day and analyze their own skills. Research tells us that metacognition—thinking about thinking—leads to increased learning (Jones 1985, Reeve and Brown 1984, Vygotsky 1978).

Through this process of active speaking and listening, students can learn more without enjoying it less. They become confident that they can “figure out” a poem without having to resort to an outside authority. An added benefit of this method for teachers is that, like the boy discussing “Boar’s Head,” we realize that we can see the students’ inner selves as we listen to what they have to say.

BOAR’S HEAD
by Tom Liner
(reprinted by permission of the author)
the light has gone out of its eyes
now dull glass
done by the taxidermist’s unholy hands
eyes tamed and dead, blind
it hangs there
gross and tasteless like a bad joke
an ugly decoration for the mantel
no breath there
tusks blunted and dry
but when the wind is cold
and the fire smothers red ashes
sometimes it changes
the shadows move in the corners
and the glass eyes shine
they take and hold the light
drawing fire in
they grow liquid and glare
rage
as they did once in the hot woods
glaring at the sun
absorbing its white heat
from the insect-drowning air
heat feeding hot blood
of a heart made to kill
the snout moistens
sniffs the scent of hounds
and coarse hair bristles twitch
ears flick and quiver scarred
by death-fights in the gloom
of pine-thicket and black-water swamp
hearing the hounds of its death coming
howling in the shadow-trembling woods
tusks grow sharp again
silvered with saliva
and its breath is foul and hot
with the hunger to slash and stab

to rage among the baying dogs
in a fierce and dusty tangle
of fangs and ripped bellies

to kill until the fire goes out of its eyes
and to die, killing

I sit on the hearth beside the dying fire
remembering the day in the hot woods
remembering the hounds dying
in the mingled-blood of beast and beast

I look at the dead glass eyes holding light
and its breath burns, burns in my mouth.
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3 Learning Poetic Mood through the Fine Arts

Elizabeth Altenburger
St. Agnes Academy
Houston, Texas

The most exciting lessons I've ever taught were in the poetry unit. Yes! The neglected—“I'll get around to it”—unit. If the classroom teacher can hook into something familiar for the students, then he or she has captured the spirit necessary to lead to critical analysis of a literary piece, specifically poetry. Poetic mood is one element of poetry that students understand in other forms, for example, in music. Therefore, drawing upon familiar music would be a good beginning.

For this activity, it is best to divide the class into approximately four groups, with the teacher serving as a fifth response unit. Tape recorders are needed for each group. Ask for a volunteer from each group to bring any musical tape the following day while a different volunteer brings any picture (from a magazine or book), art print (check with the art teacher), or painting (from home or the public library). The teacher should also bring a tape and a picture, plus a copy of a poem for each individual in the class.

The activity begins with listening. Each response group listens to another group’s tape, with the teacher accepting a student tape and one group accepting the teacher’s tape. (If the students “jam” to the music, it’s OK! Just be sure you’re in control.) After listening a short while, the students and the teacher respond in writing to one of the following questions: “How does this make you feel?” “What mood does this put you in?” Responses will vary greatly from “happy” to “sad” to a possible teacher’s response of “frantic” to Heart or Sammy Hagar. These written individual feelings are shared by each member of the group within the small-group setting. One student volunteer records the consensus of the group before they listen to the teacher’s next question: “What is there in the music that produces this feeling in you?” Individuals respond in writing and share with the group.
The recorder writes the group consensus. Encourage a different group member to read the group response this time, after playing a short portion of the tape for the rest of the class. Responses to the music may touch on rhythm, vocabulary, beat, or subject matter. When the teacher presents, it is important to suggest that we each bring certain factors to bear on any piece of art, whether music, poetry, or the visual arts. These factors include age, background, exposure to the form, and maturity. Request student volunteers to verbally elaborate on this suggestion. As the students see the other class members and the teacher willingly presenting and discussing without arguing, their fear of the speaking mode should begin to diminish.

Next, circulate the picture, print, or painting to another group and ask each individual to write his or her response to the following question: “What emotion does this picture elicit?” The group should select a new recorder who notes the group consensus. Next question: “What devices does the artist use to create that emotion for you?” Responses may include the colors, the texture, the subject matter, or whether people are in it or not. The emotions may be fear, anger, love, or nostalgia. Encourage a different group member to share the group response with the class. Another group may comment on the finding, and variations in suggested moods should be explored verbally. As long as a student can explain or support his or her reasoning, the answer is OK.

Remember that the teacher’s age may have a decisive bearing upon his or her response to a popular musical piece or to pop art or to any form, whereas the students may find the teacher’s selections old-fashioned. Nevertheless, the reasons will work into the proper vocabulary of mood. The students and teacher bring background, family, socioeconomic conditions—basically all that they are—to the arts. So does each artist.

A single poem should be read at this point, first silently and individually, and then in unison. (You might try Robert Browning’s “Pippa’s Song” or Shelley’s “A Lament.”) A choral reading of this nature frees the shy student to verbalize. Choral reading may be a new experience for most students, and they may be surprised to realize that although they spoke the same words, they could hear others ahead or behind in the reading. They may have heard different inflections or tone of voice, also. Comment on this, but let it serve for another day’s elaborative lesson. The written response to the reading should answer the following questions: “What mood is
expressed?” “What words, lines, rhythm, or subject matter led you to identify this mood?” “What difference is there between your feelings after each reading?” These responses should be shared with the whole group. Hopefully, by this time, introverted students will volunteer to read their responses. There are no wrong answers, if the student can support his or her findings. The teacher should not have a preconceived answer. To prove your position of fairness, ask the students to bring in poetry which you, the teacher, can read and comment upon sight unseen.

Following this one- to two-day exercise, have students bring in complementary pieces of art, music, and poetry to share orally with the class. Their presentations or monologues should invite discussion of mood. If space is available, the teacher could provide a triptych over which the student drapes a piece of fabric, the color of which complements the mood being created. The print or picture is attached, or a copy of the poem is framed with something as simple as construction paper and is placed near the backdrop or on a small easel. A three-dimensional object might add to the overall picture. The tape could be played and the poem read before the discussion of mood. This last suggestion should be modeled first by the teacher.

This small lesson for a poetry unit could be extended to include listening for tone of voice, for audience, and perhaps for purpose, as well as extended to a discussion of the literary devices. Present these in forms familiar to the students and build from these specifics to the whole poem. By building from specific to general, we lead the student to deeper critical thinking (synthesis) instead of the usual method of presenting the whole poem and tearing it apart into its components (analysis). If the poetry unit is designed to culminate in original writing by the student, then the teacher must give the keys to designing a poem before that student would know where to begin. The use of other fine arts as teaching tools lends itself to the poetry unit.

Listening and speaking skills are only two of the four skills needed for the interactive classroom encouraged by James Moffett and by Louise Rosenblatt. The other two skills, reading and writing, are usually attended to, but listening and learning, as well as risking to speak, must be strengthened. Short, nonthreatening responses will lead to less student tear. Action by other classmates reduces the “on-stage” feeling, also. Finally, writing first before speaking gives the student security. Security, ultimately, leads to more participation. And the more interaction between students, the better the lesson!
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Robert Frost remarks in one of his best-known essays that a poem “begins in delight and ends in wisdom.” Although most of us would certainly agree, those who have ever taught a unit on poetry also know the frustration of trying to transmit this enthusiasm to students, who generally value a poem about as much as they would cherish a refrigerator in an igloo. In an attempt to overcome this general antipathy for poetry and to persuade students to pat Pegasus’s nose even if they won’t mount and ride, I have tried everything from introducing the poetry unit with selected lyrics from Simon and Garfunkel to dramatizing Matthew Arnold’s “Dover Beach” with darkened room and a recording of waves washing down the dreary shingles of the world. Most of the time the class has sat there, unmoved, more like cow patties in the meadow than riders of the skies. However, one of my most successful attempts to generate excitement about poetry involves a listening-and-speaking exercise that challenges students to use their boom boxes for something other than the latest rock music.

I begin this assignment by playing a twenty-six-minute tape of Gilbert Highet’s “The Sounds of Poetry,” recorded in 1968 but still timely and readily available (Jeffrey Norton Publishers, 145 E. 49th St., New York, NY 10017). I ask the class to take notes on this tape and in the remainder of the class period to write a summary of and short reaction to Highet’s comments. The renowned Oxford don’s lecture is easy to follow; in his clipped English accent he analyzes how sounds and rhythms are used by poets. Making the point that most poetry was written to be spoken, sung, or chanted, he emphasizes that readers are likely to miss “the pleasure of the ear.” He then discusses what rhyme, alliteration, and rhythm contribute to poetry, interlacing his comments with examples ranging from W. S. Gilbert’s The Pirates of Penzance to Milton’s Paradise Lost. He even quotes briefly
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from French, Italian, and German poems, lines not all of which will be understood by our students—nor even by most of us—but demonstrating how sounds can convey an emotional impression even if content is not understood.

Throughout his lecture Highet avoids technical terms as much as possible. For example, he does not mention assonance and consonance but focuses on alliteration, demonstrating how the sibilant s can convey horror and how the quiet, breathy $f$ can suggest the soft activities of springtime. Similarly, Highet does not complicate meter by naming numerous types of feet but speaks only of iambic pentameter's "heroic line" before showing how poets use repetition with variation of alternating stressed and unstressed syllables, thus creating rhythm which satisfies an innate desire in humans. Obviously Highet's approach is designed to develop appreciation of poetry rather than ability to scan lines.

Once the students have listened to the taped lecture and written a response to it, I ask them to make tapes of their own. Specifically, their assignment is to choose any poem they want (sometimes I limit their choice to the textbook we are using in the course) and to prepare a six- to eight-minute speech during which they (1) introduce the poem, explaining briefly what it is about; (2) read the entire poem aloud; and (3) demonstrate how the sounds of the poem create particular moods and attitudes. Instead of presenting comments directly to the class, each student prepares a tape. I suggest that they can cut expenses by sharing a tape, but each student must work independently. They are cautioned not to focus too much recording time on reading the poem but rather to choose appropriate phrases and lines from the poem to support their analysis and whatever generalizations they make. I usually try to arrange a "recording studio" where students can work. I make available the Highet tape if students wish to listen to it again, and I always provide a tape recorder for any students who don't have access to one.

After the students' taped lectures have been turned in and I have responded to them—usually on the tape rather than in writing—I play a few of the best in a class and invite comments, thus providing another listening-speaking experience.

The results of this assignment have been gratifying. In listening to and commenting on Gilbert Highet's lecture, students get practice in note-taking and in writing expository prose. In preparing their own speeches, they get experience in analyzing poetry and organizing ideas. By using the tape recorder, the students overcome their fear of speaking to a group and obviate the embarrassment they normally
feel about reading poetry aloud to their peers. Finally, having successfully given this lecture on tape gives many of them the confidence to speak well when later in the course they make a report or read aloud before the class. Thus the exercise of listening to and making a taped lecture helps students to develop their communication skills and their ability to analyze poetry. In short, their beloved boom boxes provide springboards to Pegasus.

Reference

In lieu of a major test on *Great Expectations* in my ninth-grade English class, I have designed a group activity that calls for more than rote learning and passive reading and that involves creative thinking at all levels of communication: a talk show. This activity shows students that extending their thinking can be fun, and the assignment forces a closer reading of the text than a major test would require. To prepare for the activity, I divide the class into groups of six to eight and assign each group three or four “guests” (major characters in the novel) to be interviewed, three products or services taken from the novel to advertise (details of setting), and three “news items” (major events in the plot) to cover in their program. Each group is expected to develop these elements into a fifteen-minute talk show with commercials and a brief “newsbreak.”

After choosing a project coordinator and a host for the talk show, the groups are instructed to develop an interview with each guest/character that includes questions and answers covering significant events, personalities, motives, etc., in the novel. (Example: “Estella, why did you treat Pip so cruelly when you both were children?”). Commercials (e.g., for Joe’s forge or Pumblechook’s corn) and newsbreaks (e.g., “Convicted Felon Escapes,” “Young Gentleman Foils Abduction Scheme”) should reflect details discovered in close reading (e.g., the location of Clarriker’s branch offices) and a knowledge of elements of fiction. The show must also be titled and be developed in the style of one of today’s popular talk shows.

I set aside three or four class days to work on the project. Students are expected to develop visual aids: props, settings, title, product names and illustrations, credits, etc. Some reluctant readers are induced by peer pressure to complete the novel. Reading and re-reading, vision and revision result. Motivation develops in some
borderline students when given the opportunity to make a nontraditional contribution: some nonreaders are excellent artists or actors, and enjoy involving their own special talent in the project. To further stimulate interest and develop listening skills, I encourage questions from the audience and assign those questions extra-credit points. An ambitious class might also videotape the production, if time and resources permit, and critique the project after viewing the videotape.

The evaluation of each project should involve the entire class. To promote active listening, I provide an evaluation form to each member of the audience, while the performing group completes another individualized self-evaluation. The latter is a confidential form that lists each group member by name and provides for ranking or grading each member's participation in the project. The self-evaluation includes an evaluation of the project as a whole and a statement of how the project might have been improved or changed. These evaluations are usually refreshingly candid, and are very useful in enabling the teacher to assign a fair grade. The teacher's final evaluation is a double one: a group grade and an individual grade based on preparation, faithfulness to the text, originality, overall smoothness and delivery, organization, and completeness (all assigned characters, products, and events must be covered). Superior acting, audiovisual techniques, and inclusion of more complex fictional elements (e.g., foreshadowing, irony, figurative language, and theme) earn bonus points.

Enthusiasm for the project runs high, and students usually claim to learn more about the book from this activity than they might have from studying for the usual objective test. The success of this assignment is reflected in their scores on the novel portion of the six-weeks' test, in which the objective format is used.

This assignment readily lends itself to other novels or epics and not only involves all levels of cognitive activity but also develops critical thinking, writing, and oral skills.
For years I agonized over and complained about the unwillingness of my students to participate in, or even to prepare for, my American Literature class. I teach high school juniors who are usually too apathetic to read their assignments, too laid-back or frightened to respond even if they have read them, and too pragmatically upwardly mobile to listen even if others might probe the deeper questions which literature invites—or so it seemed. But they have begun speaking and listening in my class in the last few years. Why? Because they are speaking and listening to one another, not to me.

Like most teachers, I give homework reading assignments from an anthology or a handout. I used to spend my class time "going over" these readings, which meant explaining what my students invariably called the "hidden meanings" behind the difficult prose they had muddled through (or failed to muddle through). Now, though, each reading assignment entails several student responsibilities in addition to perusal of the text, and these responsibilities take the form of responses. Students are required to write down and bring to class a quote that intrigued them, a question which puzzled them, or an insight they would like to share (these form the basis of the group-discussion component of class on the following day).

On many days, two student leaders run the two parts of class—journal sharing and group discussion. Different students are assigned the roles of journal-assigner/sharing-moderator and class discussion leader each day (these positions can be voluntary at first, but everyone must take a turn eventually). This process gets me out of the position of picking on people. It also forces students to see how difficult running a class discussion can be, and forces them to respond out of
peer pressure as well as out of the need for a good participation grade. On some days, students actually conduct lessons themselves, seeing the classroom from the other side of the front desk. For my part, I get to see the classroom from the students’ side, sitting in a student desk and noting participation points (if the discussion becomes too lively—as it often does—I might even forget to note the points).

Ground Rules

A few ground rules at the beginning of the semester set expectations for behavior and provide guidance to the student leaders and the rest of the class:

1. Calling on persons must be done fairly and equitably, not capriciously or vindictively. In other words, discussion leaders cannot protect their friends from involvement or unfairly give them too much attention; also they cannot call on people in order to embarrass them or to get even with them.

2. Everyone must listen when someone is reading aloud or speaking, and the speakers must speak loudly enough to be heard by everyone.

3. During journal sharing, before calling on the next respondent, discussion leaders must summarize each person’s journal response as a check on listening and clarity of communication. During class discussion, students wishing to respond to another’s comments must first briefly summarize those comments before stating their own positions. (For example, students might begin their comments with “I see. You think Beatrice meant to entrap Giovanni. I believe her when she says she ‘thought only to love’ him.”)

4. The discussion leaders must act primarily as moderators and summarizers, not as the focus of discussion.

These ground rules help to set standards for good group conduct, and I can always bail the leaders out if they get into a tough situation. The rules also serve to remind me of my need to stay out of the way and let my students learn about literature.

The Journal Component

Typically, as the class periods begin, the designated journal-assigners write on the board a stimulating starter for the ten-minute journal
period. Since I give points for length, I can check for that shortly before time is called and save myself from having to lug these monstrous journals home. At the end of the ten minutes, the journal-assigners become sharing-moderators, eliciting responses from students, who may read aloud from their journal entries or just talk about what they wrote while the sharing-moderators encourage others to respond. The moderators close the discussion when they feel most of the class have had their say. This procedure guarantees oral response because the members of the class have responses ready in the form of journal entries. Even the very taciturn can at least read their entries. And what about listening? Remember that one of the ground rules for the leaders is that they must briefly summarize the last person's response before calling on the next. And students wishing to respond to another's comments must first briefly summarize those comments before stating their own positions.

The Discussion Component

After the journal sharing is completed, or about halfway through the period (I help the moderators keep track of time), the discussion leaders conduct class discussion in a number of ways—small-group sharing of written responses, large-group sharing (which is like the journal format), focus on a few selected responses, reading aloud, recitation, acting out dramatic pieces, or any other stimulating approach to generating thought and discussion. Leaders choose the format for discussion but use the written homework responses as the matter for discussion. Once again, the ground rules are in effect: summarizing is required to ensure good listening and clear communication, I am no longer the focus of the discussion, and students take responsibility for the class. I am the keeper of the points. I sit and make note of who responds and make sure that those called on have done their homework. Participation counts in my class, and I am freed from center stage to attend to it.

Individual Presentations

The final unit of the year forces my students' speaking skills to a more formal level. They have learned to respond, they have learned to be articulate. Now they must also gather and convey information, hold the center stage for a few moments, and maintain poise in a performer-audience situation: each of them must prepare and teach
one of the twentieth-century poems from our anthology. I use poetry for this assignment because I love it and students often say they hate it, and because a poem is short enough that I can make students responsible for an explanation of every word of the text. They sign up for poems on a first-come first-served basis and are scheduled for presentation dates which correspond to the chronology of the poems (our American Literature course is a traditional survey one semester long). Students must research the background of the author as well as his or her aesthetic; they must read, not recite by memory, the poem aloud with expression; and they must explain the poem, accounting for every word. They may bring in any visual aids necessary to clarify their presentation of the poet or the poem: a picture of Amy Lowell and of traditional seventeenth-century female dress for “Patterns,” a shell and other items for e. e. cummings’ “maggie and milly and molly and may,” pictures of the moon walk for Robert Hayden’s “Astronauts.” The presentations may be as elaborate or as simple as the students choose. They may use the entire period or any part of it (if I am short of time, I limit the presentations to fifteen minutes and schedule them accordingly). But on their scheduled day, the students teach the class.

When a student has finished his or her presentation, each of the other students in the class must write a brief critique, and five students selected at random ahead of time must ask questions. I also grade the presentation on content and performance, but the presenters are often more eager (and anxious) about the critiques of their peers than about my evaluations. Some make overheads and show videotapes to help clarify the poems for their classmates; some simply share the poet’s bio, read the poem aloud, and do a textual analysis. Some stumble and blush; others rise to the occasion like full professors of their subjects. I am not the expert on Hayden or Mari Evans or Adrienne Rich or Amiri Baraka; they are the experts, and I watch each semester in amazement and delight. Of all of the American literature we study, the piece each student remembers best, knows best, and loves most is the poem he or she teaches to the class.

**Conclusion**

Many students are frightened at the beginning of my class about having to speak in front of others, about having to monitor class discussion, and about having to teach a poem. But by the end of the class, they are more confident, louder, clearer, and more articulate.
They even begin reading their assignments because their peers will be calling on them and responding to and evaluating their ideas about the literature—because someone other than a teacher will be listening to them talk about what they think. Admittedly, I sometimes must sacrifice my favorite interpretation of a given piece because it does not emerge from the leader’s discussion and I cannot dominate the class period with my own concerns. I leave a few pieces to myself (“The Hollow Men,” “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking,” “The Birthmark,” and “The Open Boat”) because I need to teach, too, and because I love to teach those pieces. But the best experience of teaching is to see students grow into independence because of what we have taught them. And I can sometimes best teach them that independence by giving them the responsibility of teaching.
When I began this peer-group experiment about three years ago, my chief aim was to help my community college students improve their writing in an introduction-to-literature course. Now that the method, which I'm going to describe in some detail here, is fairly well-oiled, the writing component is still important. However, I think we see the greatest benefits in the students’ increased confidence in speaking about literature and listening to other students’ speaking about literature.

Here is the process, step by step:

Groups

During the first week of classes, the students are divided into four or five groups of five or six each. These groups are permanent for the term; only occasionally do I make judicious changes in the group formations. A few years ago I used to wait a week until I got to know the students a little and then formed groups according to my notion of an academically sound mix. I've now stopped playing God. I seem to be getting at least as good groupings by allowing the students to select their own peers.

Reading Assignments

Instead of always assigning the same material to the whole class, I usually assign different poems or stories to each group. For instance, the groups might receive one sonnet by Wordsworth, one by Byron, one by Shelley, and one by Keats, respectively. Or they might be assigned to read different sonnets by Shakespeare. The same would
go for short stories. Toward the end of the term, when the groups are working smoothly together, we do drama, with each group taking on one of the following: Antigone, Macbeth, A Doll's House, Pygmalion, and Death of a Salesman. This stage in the process is the most exciting because we are treated to actual performances of key scenes in the plays. These shows have ranged from simple readings by seated students to elaborate productions up front with costumes, lighting, and special sound effects. I require nothing, only suggest. Peer pressure is productive.

One caution: I do not use texts that have an elaborate academic apparatus; since my course constitutes one extended exercise in generating one's own judgments, the barer the presentation of primary text material, the better. The class procedures themselves will present variety and challenge, and I'm always there to supply background and guidance.

Journals

The students also have to keep a careful record of their readings in special notebooks referred to as journals. The system, which I call "double-entry journal-keeping," goes like this: on the left-hand page of the journal, the students write an objective summary description of their reading. Then on the facing right side of their journal-notebook they write down their personal reactions to their reading. I encourage crisp, neutral writing on the left side; on the right side, expansive free-writing with emotional risk-taking.

Group Discussion

Early in the semester, I begin each class with a brief lecture—either an overview of what the class is doing or an explanation of some technical literary point. I also offer suggestions for a focus in the group discussions coming up. As the weeks go by, however, my own talking gradually yields to the primary activities of the course.

For about a quarter of an hour (depending on the length of the period), the members of each group—acting like a workshop—discuss the day's reading assignment among each other. The starting point most of the time is the journal entry that one of the students reads aloud to the rest (they take turns). Then the others respond either impromptu or by reading from their own journals. Part of the clearly defined task is to organize their group presentation.
Group Presentations

The group presentations are the highlights of the collaborative speaking method. Each group in turn presents its story or poem to the whole class. The group members speak on a rotating basis. First, one member of a group begins with an objective summary or description of the assigned reading. (It's important that exact page references to the text are given so the rest of the class can follow in their books and mark them up, as will be explained shortly.) Next, someone else in the same group offers a personal response. When a group has not reached interpretative consensus (which happens often), several members will read from their journals or make arguments in favor of their views. At this point students in other groups are invited to ask questions. Although, as the instructor, I chair these sessions and sometimes interject clarifying information, I basically try to stay out of the proceedings. Initiative, self-reliance, and courage are what I ask for—and get.

While one group is giving its report to the class, the other students are following the presentations both by listening and by following in their texts. They are encouraged to underline, to make entries in their own journals, and to ask questions—which often results in heated debates that are far more spontaneous than arranged “panel discussions.” (I've been humbled to note that many students listen to their peers’ literary analyses more eagerly than to mine.) One result of the process is that the students become familiar with material that they have not actually been assigned to study as homework.

Tests

My students write their essay exams with open books and open journals. In fact, in support of their literary discussion, they are required to quote from their own journals, as well as from the primary sources in their texts. Though they’re responsible only for the texts assigned to their own group, they’re encouraged (bonus points offered!) to include in their written discussion remarks about material presented by other groups. In fact, I’ve noted that the most successful students actually go home and read literary pieces they heard about in class but were not required to read in their own group.

Discipline

I tell the class at the beginning of the course that in the final essay they will be asked to describe and evaluate the work presented in
their group by each of their named peers; knowing this, few students try to get a free ride since they apparently believe their classmates' evaluation to be more rigorous than mine.

Further, because the students actually need honest and full journals to function in the group, in the class, and on the essay exams, it's not necessary for me frequently to look over their shoulders into their journals. I do not directly grade the journals, though some teachers might choose to do so. (When specific students occasionally plead with me to read sections of their journals, however, I readily comply.) I find quizzes unnecessary. The course grade depends on performance in group/class and on the half-a-dozen essay exams that they write.

Conclusion

Improved writing was my original aim, and indeed, the journal-writing seems to have helped improve my students' essay-writing. But the emerging by-products—which I think have become primary benefits—are (1) better speaking and listening in class as a result of the journal-writing, and (2) better analytical essay-writing as a result of all the intense speaking in the workshop-like groups. Above all, students gain confidence in their ability to read literature and express opinions; as a result, I seldom get my own opinions lamely given back to me. Instead I hear genuine student voices. I see writing styles that struggle to be born.
In an effort to focus on independent reading, oral language, and critical thinking skills, the Parkway School District, in 1980, implemented a program entitled TALKING ABOUT BOOKS. The program provides class sets of paperback books to teachers. Some 175 titles from current children's literature, selected by Parkway teachers and librarians, are used with heterogeneously grouped classes in kindergarten through tenth grade.

TALKING ABOUT BOOKS extends the work already being done in reading and writing to the areas of listening and speaking. For most people, effective group discussion skills are essential tools throughout their lives, since groups are the basic operational units of our society. These skills, however, do not come automatically. They must be learned and practiced regularly.

The aim of the TALKING ABOUT BOOKS program is to guide children to help one another to learn through reading books and then discussing basic questions in them. The books used are not to be "taught"; rather, they are to be read independently, generally outside of class time. For this program, the emphasis is on thoughtful responses to ideas in the book brought out in peer-group discussions, not on literal comprehension or retention of factual information. Most boys and girls have expressed the feeling that they understand and enjoy books more after sharing ideas. Poor or reluctant readers have added that it was the first time they gained true pleasure from reading.

Following students' reading of a book chosen by the teacher as appropriate to the class's needs, the children are divided into two groups for the purpose of discussing responses to open-ended infer-

---

* This chapter first appeared in slightly different form in The Pennsylvania Speech Communication Annual © 1987, Vol. XLIII. It is reprinted with permission.
ential questions. One group is led by the teacher; the other, by the librarian or other trained adult leader. These group discussions are videotaped. Teachers play back selected portions of the videotapes to the participants so that they can observe and evaluate their own behaviors in light of predetermined criteria.* These criteria are defined on student self-evaluation forms suitable for the particular age level (reproduced at the end of this chapter). The only “testing” in the program occurs in the discussion itself, after which each child is asked to evaluate his or her performance in speaking, listening, and generating ideas.

In the course of the discussion, a few of the main themes are examined thoroughly. Boys and girls are given the opportunity to express their opinions about questions posed by the leader and to listen to what other students have to say. The leader does not react in any way to suggest that a student’s response was “right” or “wrong.” The children may ask questions, too, but only the other boys and girls may offer answers. The leader also encourages participants to agree or disagree with the author or with fellow discussants, and to support their opinions with reasons based on their reading. The students are encouraged to make their statements and direct their questions to one another rather than to the adult leader.

An important element in a book discussion is wait time, a period of silence after a question has been asked to give participants time to reflect on their responses. A second wait time occurs after a question has been answered. Teachers using wait time in their classes have found that it results in increases in both the number of students responding and the length of their responses, and that many students will add to or amplify their answers during these brief periods of silence.

The self-evaluations that are completed by each participating student following a discussion are designed to increase attention to speaking and listening skills, as well as to thoughts and ideas. On an increasingly difficult scale as students advance through the grades, emphasis is placed on a refinement of elements of the speech process: vocal clarity, articulation, fluency, appropriate volume, rate, speech etiquette, and confidence. Listening skills focus on the development of an active listening attitude by emphasizing attention, interpretative listening to teacher questions and peer responses, listening for ideas...

* David Fletcher (“Oral Language and the Language Arts Teacher,” Language Arts 58, no. 2 [February 1981]: 219-24) summarizes the work of Emma Platto and others who have pointed out that tests of oral language “should specify the objectives for listening and speaking in terms of knowledge, skills, and attitudes; audience, situation, and purpose; cognition and affect, and casual, informal, and formal language use.”
as well as facts, weighing information, focusing on the speaker, ignoring distractions, asking questions, and giving feedback.

Three Fifth Graders

Among one fifth-grade group who used the program, the three students who made the highest gains in total reading are interesting examples. Beyond the measurable gains in reading, the self-evaluations submitted by these three fifth graders show three kinds of gains that are less easy to measure but which reflect objectives of equal importance to reading in the elementary language arts classroom. Gary, Charla, and Paul are students of varying abilities who gained proficiency in critical thinking, social consciousness, and reading for pleasure.

Improved Critical Thinking Skills

Gary was an above-average student in every subject area. His social skills were highly developed; he was respected as a leader by his peers. In the course of the book discussions, Gary came to recognize that thinking about the answers to higher-level questions stretched his mind and challenged his imagination.

After the first discussion, Gary wrote that the thing he liked most was “answering the questions.” By the fourth discussion he “found it difficult to listen to people who didn’t explain their ideas,” and noted that he needed to “think harder.” Gary wrote, “This discussion helped me to talk and understand more.”

“Listening to others’ ideas” was noted as the highlight of the seventh discussion by Gary. He set as a goal for the next discussion “to think and talk harder.” Subsequently he felt that “it took too long for me to express my ideas,” and that it was necessary to “listen harder.” These statements show Gary’s recognition of the total group’s increased facility in generating responses to open-ended questions. On his twelfth self-evaluation, Gary wrote, “The discussion helped me to see attitudes toward others.”

Increased Social Awareness

Charla, a fifth grader of average ability, was eager, willing, and highly motivated to learn. Following the first discussion, Charla noted on her self-evaluation that she spoke less than she should have, adding that the discussion helped her to see that she need not be “afraid to talk.” Charla set fuller participation as her goal for the second
discussion. In evaluating her performance, Charla felt that she contributed more than she should have “because I didn’t bring other people that hadn’t talked into the discussion.”

As her goal for the third discussion, Charla set the encouragement of others, but she did not succeed and wrote, “I should bring other people into the discussion.” By the fourth discussion, however, Charla commented that she did encourage others, although it was most difficult for her “to stop talking.” It is interesting to note that Charla found that the thing she liked best about the discussion “was the part when we did a lot of piggy-backing” (i.e., building upon other students’ ideas). Active interchange of ideas involving many discussants was exciting to her.

Following the fifth discussion, Charla again commented, “I just didn’t let other people [contribute] who didn’t talk enough.” Setting as her goal to decrease the number of her own responses in the sixth discussion, Charla checked that she contributed less than she should have (see the Intermediate Grades self-evaluation form). “The thing I liked best about this discussion,” she wrote, was “that people who don’t talk a lot came into the discussion.” Charla saw a cause-and-effect relationship between her talking less and the functioning of the entire group. In subsequent discussions, Charla found a comfortable level where she could feel she “talked enough but not too much.” She continued to be very aware of her classmates, specifying at one point that “Kim and Kristine came into the discussion.”

Developed Love for Reading

When Paul entered the fifth grade he was in the lowest reading group. He did consistently poor work on the reading comprehension sections of several standardized tests. The basal reader in which Paul worked was a full year below that of average fifth graders in the group. Paul lacked motivation and by his own admission did not enjoy recreational reading. His responses to questions about the stories in the reading text were shallow and did not give evidence of thoughtful reading. Paul had rarely read an entire book appropriate to his age level; the library books he chose were either “easy readers” or those that included many illustrations and a minimum of text.

Paul contributed very little to the first two book discussions. He indicated on his self-evaluation that although he had read the books, he spoke less than he should have, adding, “I only talked when she [I’re leader] said my name.” He also wrote that he did not like to talk out loud and that the thing he liked most about the discussions was “watching our self on TV.”
By the third discussion, Paul wrote that he had enjoyed the book read by the group and noted that the discussion helped him to see "how my ideas are different" from his classmates. Paul began participating comfortably during the fourth discussion. He wrote that the discussion helped him to see that he could talk out loud. By the fifth discussion, he circled, for the first time, that he had contributed his fair share. He wrote that he had set a goal to participate more actively and "stayed with it." "This discussion helped me to see," Paul continued, "that I can talk out loud." He even became aware of his fellow participants, noting that it was difficult for him to encourage those who had not spoken, "but I did it anyway."

In filling out his self-evaluation for the sixth discussion, Paul again noted that he had enjoyed the book. There was evidence of Paul's newfound enjoyment of recreational reading at home as well as in the classroom. He chose to read during independent work times and checked out a variety of books from the library. By the seventh discussion, Paul wrote that "books are fun to read," and by the eighth discussion he was participating so much in the discussions that he wrote, "The hardest thing for me to do in the discussion was keeping still."

By the end of the fifth-grade year, Paul, out of a class of twenty-five students, had submitted the second largest number of book reports—fifty-four. His SRA scores for Total Reading in the fall of the sixth-grade year indicated a gain of seventy-four points. Most notable, however, was Paul's changed attitude toward reading, which can be attributed both to the types of books used in the TALKING ABOUT BOOKS program and to his recognition of underlying meanings brought out by the type of inferential questions asked.

Conclusion

The TALKING ABOUT BOOKS program is now in its ninth year in the Parkway School District, where it has won wide acceptance by both teachers and parents. The books are perceived as a valuable adjunct to the reading and language curricula. Teachers have also found correlations with topics in social studies, science, and even mathematics. The oral language strand of the program presents a discussion technique that teachers employ in other group-involvement situations. Many students have enhanced their critical thinking skills as well. And, as in the case studies of Gary, Charle, and Paul, spin-offs into other areas vital to children's growth and maturity as both students and people continue to be noticed.
I WAS A GOOD SPEAKER

1. I spoke so everyone could hear me. 
   YES  NO

2. I looked at people when I spoke to them. 
   YES  NO

3. I contributed my fair share to the discussion. 
   YES  NO

   —more than I should have  Why?

   —less than I should have  Why?

4. I feel people in the group paid attention to what I said. 
   YES  NO

5. I was afraid to talk during the discussion. 
   YES  NO

I WAS A GOOD LISTENER

6. I listened to each student. 
   YES  NO

7. I looked at each speaker. 
   YES  NO

8. I interrupted other speakers. 
   YES  NO

9. I thought about what others said. 
   YES  NO

I SHARED MY IDEAS WELL

10. I had read the book. 
    YES  NO

11. I explained my ideas clearly. 
    YES  NO

12. I backed up my ideas with reasons. 
    YES  NO

13. I helped keep the discussion on the topic. 
    YES  NO
SPEAKING SKILLS

1. I spoke as clearly as I could. YES NO
2. I think that everyone in the group could hear me. YES NO
3. I looked at people when I spoke to them. YES NO
4. If I did not understand, I would have been willing to ask questions. YES NO
5. I contributed my fair share to the discussion. YES NO
   ________________________________
   _______more than I should have*
   _______less than I should have*
   * You may give a reason for our answer in the space below.

6. I feel people in the group paid attention to what I said. YES NO
7. I was afraid to talk during the discussion. YES NO
8. I encouraged others. YES NO

LISTENING SKILLS

9. I thought it was important to listen to each student. YES NO
10. I looked at each speaker. YES NO
11. I listened politely by not interrupting. YES NO
12. I was willing to listen to others' opinions. YES NO
13. I was easily distracted. YES NO
14. I accepted others' ideas without thinking about them. YES NO
15. I could understand other students' ideas. YES NO

(continued on following page)
**IDEAS**

16. I was prepared for the discussion.  
   YES  NO

17. I think that everyone could understand my ideas.  
   YES  NO

18. I backed up my ideas with reasons.  
   YES  NO

19. I built on other students' ideas ("piggy-backed").  
   YES  NO

20. When I disagreed, I backed up my reasons with information from the book.  
   YES  NO

21. I helped keep the discussion on the topic.  
   YES  NO
NAME__________________________
SCHOOL________________________
DATE__________________________
DISCUSSION TOPIC________________

FORM #1-1S
Junior High School
STUDENT SELF EVALUATION

**SPEAKING SKILLS**

1. I spoke as clearly as I could.  
   - YES  
   - NO

2. I think that everyone in the group could hear me.  
   - YES  
   - NO

3. I looked at people when I spoke to them.  
   - YES  
   - NO

4. I contributed my fair share to the discussion.  
   - YES  
   - NO

   more than I should have  Why?

   less than I should have  Why?

5. If I did not understand, I would have been willing to admit it.  
   - YES  
   - NO

6. I was willing to ask questions.  
   - YES  
   - NO

7. If I disagreed, I felt free to do so.  
   - YES  
   - NO

8. I feel people in the group paid attention to what I said.  
   - YES  
   - NO

9. I was afraid to talk during the discussion.  
   - YES  
   - NO

10. I was considerate of others.  
    - YES  
    - NO

11. I encouraged others.  
    - YES  
    - NO

**LISTENING SKILLS**

12. I thought it was important to listen to each student.  
    - YES  
    - NO

13. I looked at each speaker.  
    - YES  
    - NO

14. I allowed others to finish.  
    - YES  
    - NO

15. I allowed others to speak.  
    - YES  
    - NO

16. I listened actively (didn’t fake attention or daydream).  
    - YES  
    - NO

17. I was willing to listen to others’ opinions.  
    - YES  
    - NO

18. I distinguished between information from the book and people’s own opinions.  
    - YES  
    - NO

(continued on following page)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IDEAS</th>
<th>YES</th>
<th>NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19. I was prepared for the discussion.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. I think that everyone could understand my ideas.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. I supported my ideas with direct citation and/or incidents from the book.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. I backed up my ideas with reasons.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. I built on other students' ideas (&quot;piggy-backed&quot;).</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. I examined ideas before accepting or rejecting them.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. When I disagreed, I backed up my reasons with information from the book.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. I helped keep the discussion on the topic.</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NAME_____________________
SCHOOL____________________
DATE_____________________
DISCUSSION TOPIC_________

FORM #1-HS
High School

STUDENT SELF EVALUATION

SPEAKING SKILLS
1. I spoke clearly and articulately.        YES NO
2. My voice volume was appropriate.        YES NO
3. I maintained eye contact with my audience. YES NO
4. I was an active contributor.            YES NO
5. I was willing to admit if I did not understand. YES NO
6. I initiated questions and/or explanations. YES NO
7. I felt free to disagree.                YES NO
8. Others listened to my contributions.    YES NO
9. I felt free to talk during the discussion. YES NO
10. I was considerate of others.           YES NO
11. I encouraged and supported other group members. YES NO
12. I encouraged others to participate.    YES NO
13. I controlled unnecessary vocalizations. YES NO

LISTENING SKILLS
14. I thought it was important to listen to everyone. YES NO
15. I maintained eye contact with each speaker. YES NO
16. I refrained from interrupting others.    YES NO
17. I refrained from dominating the discussion. YES NO
18. I actively listened to all contributions.  YES NO
19. I maintained an open mind toward others' opinions. YES NO
20. I distinguished between fact and opinion. YES NO
21. I focused my attention on the discussion at all times. YES NO

(continued on following page)
**THINKING SKILLS**

<p>| | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22. I was prepared for the discussion.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. I presented my ideas clearly.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. I supported my ideas with direct citations and/or incidents from the book.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. I supported my ideas logically.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. I extended on others’ ideas.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. I examined ideas before accepting or rejecting them.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. When I disagreed, I supported my thoughts with references from the book.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. My ideas were relevant to the topic.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. My ideas demonstrated insight.</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stimulating the imagination, bringing delight by seeing likenesses among unlike objects, making the abstract concrete, and expressing larger ideas in briefer terms are a few of the reasons for encouraging children to appreciate, to use, and to interact with figurative language. Authors of literature and poetry for children, especially authors of award-winning books, rely heavily on figurative language to enhance the impact and the beauty of the text. Unfortunately, figurative language implies other than literal meanings, it is therefore difficult for many children to understand.

Personification, a form of figurative language in which animals, objects, or concepts are given human characteristics, is found in literature ranging from picture storybooks for the youngest children to poetry and novels for adult audiences. Personification provides an excellent introduction to figurative language and lends itself to analysis and performance.

The following activities show that children from second through eighth grade can understand and appreciate personification in literature. These activities ask students to (1) identify personification during listening and observation, (2) discuss and analyze personification following listening and observation, and (3) perform tasks that enhance understanding of and appreciation for personification. Before beginning any of the activities, the teacher should clarify the meaning of personification through examples.

The Little House (Personification of Objects)

The illustrations and the text of Virginia Lee Burton’s The Little House (1942) show how an author and an illustrator can effectively use personification. Prior to oral reading, ask students to listen and look for answers to the following questions:
1. What pronoun is used when the author talks about the house? Could the word be used when talking about a person?
2. What actions can the house do that are similar to your actions?
3. What feelings does the house express that are similar to your feelings?
4. What causes the house to have each of these feelings?
5. When have you had similar feelings?
6. How do the illustrations help you understand the house’s feelings and character?

Following the oral reading, students discuss the above questions. When doing the activity with younger children teachers can read the whole text for appreciation and continuity and then reread and discuss individual pages. With older students teachers can stress that illustrating and writing picture storybooks for children are adult occupations. In addition to searching for evidence of personification, older students can look for reasons why Burton’s book won the Caldecott Medal for illustrations.

This discussion phase emphasizes that the house is always called “she”; that personified actions include watching, waiting, thinking, hearing, feeling, and dreaming; that personified emotions include happiness, curiosity, surprise, sadness, loneliness, and fright; that the bright, cheery country made the house happy, while the dirty, crowded city caused opposite feelings; that children frequently experience similar feelings; and that the illustrations show the house with corresponding expressions and rely on colors to enhance the mood.

During the performance phase, younger students pantomime the feelings expressed by the house and create conversations that might occur between the house and her city or country neighbors. Interesting conversational partners for the house include the horseless carriages, the subway, and the moving truck. This activity extends an understanding of personification as children consider how these objects might respond if they had the house’s personified qualities.

Older students also benefit by creating conversations or by telling the story from the point of view of one of the objects. Now they must consider how they could effectively personify a subway, a carriage, an apartment, or a truck. What comparisons would they make? Poems such as Charles Malam’s “Steam Shovel” and William Jay Smith’s “The Toaster,” found in the poetry anthology Reflections on a Cyl of Watermelon Pickle (1967), enhance the discussion and show students how poets effectively personify objects.
**Picnic (Personification of Animals)**

Emily Arnold McCully's *Picnic* (1984) is an excellent source for developing relationships between personification and illustrations. The wordless text forces children to observe the detailed illustrations and to produce their own text that includes the personified mice responding to setting, conflict, plot development, characterization, and point of view. This resulting literary style is obviously rich with personification.

During the observational phase children look carefully at each of the illustrations. They consider the following questions:

1. How does the illustrator let you know immediately that mice will have at least some personified characteristics?
2. What actions are similar to your actions? How does the illustrator show these actions? How would you describe these actions in personified terms?
3. What feelings or emotions do these mice seem to be expressing? How does the illustrator show these feelings? How would you describe these feelings in personified terms?

The discussion following the observation emphasizes that the illustrator includes drawings of mice living in a house, riding in a truck, and preparing to play baseball; that the artist shows mice driving a truck, preparing the picnic setting, playing ball, strumming an instrument, hugging each other, and crying; that the artist depicts happiness through mice jumping for joy, loneliness and maybe fear through tears, determination and self-reliance through hunting for food, worry through searching for a missing son, and love through the mice's responses when finding the lost child.

With this book the performance phase includes many rich possibilities. In addition to creating a story to accompany the illustrations, students have created dialogues among the mice as they prepare for the picnic, as they play games at the picnic site, as they search for the missing mouse, and as they experience a happy reunion. Students have developed understanding of personified emotions as they create the inner thoughts of the mouse who is lost or the thoughts of Mother Mouse and other family members when they discover that a family member is missing.

Older students may expand their understanding of when personification is appropriate and when it is less desirable by comparing fantasy in which animals are appropriately personified with contemporary realistic fiction and informational books in which animals
should not be personified. For this comparison develop a chart that includes the following information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Personified Fantasy</th>
<th>Realistic Fiction</th>
<th>Nonfiction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characters:</td>
<td>Animals behave like people, with human thoughts, motives, and emotions.</td>
<td>Animals behave like animals. Information agrees with animal behavior.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Setting:</td>
<td>Can be imaginary.</td>
<td>World as we know it.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plot and Content:</td>
<td>Animal conflicts similar to human conflicts.</td>
<td>Observable animal behaviors. Life cycle of animal.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illustrations:</td>
<td>Animals may be dressed like people and show emotions.</td>
<td>Photographs and drawings of actual animals in real surroundings.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Begin the discussion and analysis with comparisons between *Picnic* and an informational book about mice such as Oxford Scientific Films' *Harvest Mouse* (1982). Analyze and compare the characters, setting, story content, and illustrations. Consider why each is effective for its own purpose. Additional animal comparisons for this activity include Anthony Browne’s personified *Gorilla* (1983) and Carol Fenner’s nonfictional *Gorilla, Gorilla* (1973), Beatrix Potter’s personified *The Tale of Peter Rabbit* (1902, 1986) or Robert Lawson’s *Rabbit Hill* (1944) and Lilo Hiss’s nonfictional *Diary of a Rabbit* (1982); and E. B. White’s personified *Charlotte’s Web* (1952) and Jack Denton Scott’s nonfictional *The Book of the Pig* (1981). Personified fantasy and realistic fictional comparisons include Dr. Seuss’s personified *The Cat in the Hat* (1957) and Sheila Burnford’s realistic fiction *The Incredible Journey* (1961) and George Selden’s personified *Harry Cat’s Pet Puppy* (1975) and Jim Kjelgaard’s realistic fiction *Big Red* (1945, 1956).

**Hiawatha (Personification of Nature)**

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow’s *Hiawatha* is available in numerous sources as well as in two shorter versions illustrated by Errol Le Cain.

---

Personification in Children's Literature

(1984) and Susan Jeffers (1983). When this activity is done with older students who have backgrounds in other types of poetic elements, the discussion and performance can include rhythm, imagery, and alliteration as well as personification. The activity as described emphasizes how these literary elements and illustrations enhance the appreciation of poetry with older students.

Before sharing one of the illustrated versions of the poem with students, draw the beginning of a literary web on the board. With “HIAWATHA” in the center, draw spokes going to Personification, Imagery, Alliteration, and Rhythm. (This poem may require several readings, with the first reading merely for pleasure and general feelings.) Ask the students to listen and to look for answers to the following questions:

1. How is the setting (nature) personified? What words does the poet use to personify nature?
2. What image does the personification create in your mind?
3. What images are created by descriptive terms?
4. What examples of alliteration do you hear? How do these words enhance the poem?
5. Listen to the rhythm of the poem. What words help reinforce the rhythm? What impression does the rhythm create? Why is it effective for the poem?
6. How do the illustrations match or enhance the personification and the imagery of the text?

During the discussion and analysis phase fill in the information on the web and discuss the images created or enhanced by each literary element. Share with students the fact that Le Cain's Hiawatha's Childhood won the 1985 Kate Greenaway Medal for illustration in Great Britain. Ask them to consider whether Le Cain's sense of imagery might have influenced that choice. The web on page 48 was completed with eighth-grade students.

Choral arrangements of Hiawatha are excellent methods for highlighting personification and author's style. For example, readers theatre arrangements emphasize personification and characterization by providing narrator parts and various character roles. Character roles include lines for Nokomis, Hiawatha, pine trees, water, fireflies, owl and owlet, and Hiawatha's animal brothers. Both readers theatre and choral speaking arrangements enhance students' appreciation of the rhythmic quality of Longfellow's poem. We frequently accompany oral readings with a drum beat.
Choral arrangements also provide ways to analyze the effectiveness of poem divisions. Although the words are the same for both of the illustrated texts, Le Cain and Jeffers chose different divisions of the text. Consequently, different lines are grouped together. For example, the Le Cain version places the lines about fiery tresses and the spirits' death-dance on one page with an illustration in hot reds and oranges; the next page shows the frosty nights of winter and crowds of ghosts in icy whites and dark greens. In contrast, the Jeffers version places all of these lines on one page accompanied by shadowy ghostly figures. A page-a-group choral arrangement enhances the analysis of the two texts. For Le Cain's version the class is divided into fourteen groups; for Jeffers' version, ten groups. The students practice their assigned pages, present the total book as a choral arrangement, and consider the effectiveness of each division. Groups may try different divisions if they decide that neither text is the more effective.

During these activities students discover that personification enhances literature and their appreciation of the literature. They also discover that poetry is enjoyable.
References

One important task in teaching prose fiction and creative writing is to help students understand that novels and short stories are not autobiographical reports. Students too often assume that the narrator or main character must be the author, and in their own writing frequently are constrained by their memory of what actually happened, thinking their stories must stick to the "facts" of personal experience. Although students should be taught the value of personal experience in reading and writing fiction, they need also to understand how point of view can make them better readers and writers.

The following activity asks students to demonstrate their comprehension of point of view by writing and then reading aloud a brief part of a story from an assigned viewpoint, and by listening to identify the viewpoints of pieces written and read by their classmates. This pattern of writing, reading aloud, and purposefully listening to their own stories helps them develop their creative and analytical skills and provides an excellent atmosphere for discussion. Since good writers and readers, like effective speakers and listeners, share concerns for focus and voice and vantage point, this exercise works well in literature and creative writing classes to show how the skills of the writer and reader (or speaker and listener) are interrelated. Demanding but enjoyable, this activity requires and encourages all the students to take an active part in a sound literary discussion; indeed, in short order most perform well as writers and readers, speakers and listeners, and individually and collectively as artists and critics.

Before starting this activity, the instructor should define several basic narrative viewpoints, such as omniscient, third-person limited, first person, and interior monologue, and illustrate each with passages from literary works. Textbooks often define and illustrate various viewpoints, but examples are of course easy to find elsewhere. For instance, part of the Molly Bloom section of *Ulysses* might be used to
illustrate interior monologue, the opening of *Huckleberry Finn* to explain first person, and so on. Such samples should be made available to the class and read aloud to enable the students to see and hear the writing as it functions at once as literary text and speech. The instructor should also note some of the distinctions in style and effect of each viewpoint. This discussion of professional models helps the class see ways to write, read, and discuss their own work.

After the idea of viewpoint seems clear, the instructor should distribute a scene containing several characters and some central action. The scene can be as simple as the following: a man, about forty-five, in a business suit, is sitting with a woman, about twenty, at a table in a restaurant. Seated alone at a nearby table is a boy, about ten. Suddenly the woman stands and pours her drink over the man’s head.

Such a scene should be enough to get the students started. Some will ask for more information, but most will be happy to provide further detail to make their stories unique. Later, they will see the extent to which the precision of detail depends on viewpoint and imagination.

Next the instructor should pass a box with slips of paper designating, say, the following viewpoints: omniscient, third-person man, third woman, third boy, first-person man, first woman, first boy, interior-monologue man, interior woman, interior boy. These ten angles may be repeated to suit larger classes, or in smaller classes students can be asked to write from more than one viewpoint; either way, significant variations in style and content will become an important part of the subsequent discussion. After drawing an individual assignment from the box, each student should write several lines (one hundred words or so) of a story in the randomly drawn viewpoint. When they have finished writing (10–15 minutes), they should take turns reading their passages aloud while the rest listen to identify the viewpoint.

This activity is most instructive because students learn by doing. They demonstrate their knowledge of viewpoint as writers who can speak in fictive voices, and demonstrate their understanding as readers who can listen with an educated ear. Drawing lots adds a sense of fun, fairness, and challenge because the students have to write in viewpoints different from their own. Reading aloud (speaking their pieces) lets them warm up their voices and indulge in some play-acting that creates a relaxed atmosphere for the open discussion of creative and critical notions. Sharing their writing quickly provides many examples of different viewpoints, and having to identify each
viewpoint tests their listening skills. Moreover, the discussion of each piece provides each writer an immediate critique and requires all to explain their intentions and interpretations in precise terms of viewpoint.

Overall, the community effort (in a "name-that-tune" spirit) leads to a delightful process of discovery and understanding. Writing, reading, hearing, and discussing these little stories that are generated so quickly helps the students see ways to get started as artists and critics. Surprised and entertained by the different stories from one simple scene, they not only learn how much a story depends on viewpoint but also inevitably detect complications in viewpoint that lead to more sophisticated discussions of style and meaning. Most important, they learn that the work of the writer and that of the reader are ineluctably connected and ongoing, that creative writing and critical reading are in significant ways the same activity, that better writers make better readers, and better readers, better writers, any way they look at it.

The students also learn that they can talk about literary matters in enjoyable and productive ways—in ways that make even reading and writing a vital part of their personal experience.
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a worthwhile play, and then by producing it, will students learn how to read and see a play by themselves, especially young people who have no tradition of playgoing.

Why Read This Play? (Rationale)

Generally speaking, students need to learn how to read, interpret, and present a play simply because drama is a basic human activity. In specific terms, though, I need to ask myself why they should read and produce a particular play, W. W. Jacobs' The Monkey's Paw. First, this play is a rousing tale of the supernatural. (Although Stephen King never gives credit for it, the plot of his novel Pet Sematary is that of The Monkey's Paw.) Furthermore, the play is a model of a taut, well-made dramatic piece with three scenes, a single setting, only five characters, and every word contributing toward a single preconceived effect.

The play, however, is more than a macabre potboiler; it deals with an elemental human issue: the possible existence of fate. Although at first meeting the characters appear ordinary enough, they represent various responses to this notion. Herbert, the son, is skeptical of the power of the monkey's paw. Sergeant-Major Morris, a credible witness, is one who has observed at firsthand the powers of the occult. Mr. White, the father, believes in fate if it brings him personal gain. Mrs. White, the mother, initially uninterested in the men's debates, believes in unnatural forces the most strongly when they are called upon to return her son from the dead. This is a tightly constructed play, then, one which reveals through characters in action various views toward a supernatural manifestation of fate, with the most satisfying response to the notion of fate being—in this play, at least—that it is better not to contest fate but to live one's life ignorant of the unseen and irrational forces that can be unleashed by our meddling with the unknown.

Knowledge the Students Will Assimilate and the Skills They Will Practice (General Instructional Objectives)

After having read, discussed, and interpreted a well-made and worthwhile play and presented it orally as either readers theater, acting with scripts, or actually producing it in the classroom or on stage, the students will be able to:
• respond emotionally, possibly with personal associations, to a play.
• describe the setting of a play, including its physical location, furniture, and other properties.
• explain what the characters in the play are like, based upon how the playwright describes them and what they say and do.
• tell how characters move around the stage and explain how their movements and personalities relate to the overall meaning of the play.
• describe dramatic elements of plot, initial situation, rising action, climax, and final resolution; tell how these elements are exemplified in a play; and relate their significance to the total impact of the play.
• discuss with the teacher and with other students questions (teacher- or student-created) designed to help comprehend setting, characters, and plot.
• make a statement about the value of a play, based upon intrinsic and extrinsic criteria, with the statement being substantiated by evidence from the play.
• cooperate with other students and adults in producing a play, using one of three approaches: readers theater, acting with scripts, or actual production.

How to Teach the Play (Teaching Strategies)

I need to make a number of professional judgments when I teach the play. If my students are fairly sophisticated about reading and producing plays, then I can review quickly the matters of plot, character development, theme, staging, and so forth. If the students are largely ignorant of these matters—as I suspect most middle school youngsters would be—then it's necessary to spend some time introducing and establishing these notions. In any event, I want to have the students read the play fairly quickly for an initial personal reaction and then read it over a second time more carefully and systematically, after which they will finally produce the play for an audience.

Reading the Play as a Script

To have a firm basis for future reading of plays, students need essentially to read the play as a script. I explain to the students that
when a director and actors first read a play as a group, they follow the same procedure. I have the students sit in a circle or move their seats around to form a rectangular table large enough to include everybody. I assign them various parts, showing them as they go along how to read a dramatic text as a script so they might assimilate setting, character, physical appearance, mannerisms, voice, background, motivation, delivery of lines, and the overall pacing and tone of the play.

Setting
To introduce the students to setting, I draw a diagram of a typical proscenium arch stage on the chalkboard and direct them to "set the stage" by drawing in the features of the set, including walls, windows, drapes, and all furniture and other properties and their positions on the stage. Later, I might encourage interested students to draw or paint a picture of the set or to construct a model of the set design.

Characters
I tell the students that they can begin to understand the characters by visualizing what they look like from the playwright's descriptions. For instance, in *The Monkey's Paw*, the author tells us that Mrs. White is "a pleasant-looking woman," but leaves it up to the readers to create their own images of the character.

I learn most about the characters in a play, however, by what they say and do. I need to impress upon the students that from the speeches and behavior of the characters, they can gather evidence to substantiate their responses to the play and justify their interpretations of the play.

Plot
If the students are ignorant of traditional ways of viewing plot, I introduce basic terms dealing with the structure of a play. I may either run off the items with a copy for each student or write them down on the chalkboard and take a few minutes discussing them to make sure we all share generally agreed-upon meanings. I point out that a play, like any other story, has to start at a certain place, move along in a specific direction, and end satisfactorily. It has, in other words, a beginning, middle, and ending, and the parts all fit together—like any work of art—in a satisfying whole.
1. Initial situation: The first part of the play introduces the conflict. If the play is short, usually one major character meets a single problem or conflict about which he or she must make a decision. The rest of the play deals with how the major character attempts to resolve the problem and what happens as a result of his or her behavior.

2. Rising action: After the playwright has established the major conflict, introduced the characters, and provided the necessary exposition (in the best plays, subtly and unobtrusively), he or she must keep our interest in the play. This is done by introducing a series of complications following from the main character's reaction to the initial conflict.

3. Climax: The climax is the high point of the play, the part of greatest intensity. It is the instant at which the chief character decides to act one way or another with respect to the major conflict.

4. Resolution: The resolution is what happens to the main character—and to the characters who have reacted to him or her in some way—as a result of how he or she behaved when faced with the major conflict. The technical term for the final resolution in a play is the French word dénouement—literally translated as "untying"—which signifies an "unravelling of the plot of a play or novel" (American Heritage Dictionary 1973).

Reading Orally, Discussing, and Interpreting the Play

After the students have read the play out loud fairly quickly, I have them reread it in a systematic fashion. At this point, it's a good idea to have them read out loud each of the three scenes separately and discuss the play as a group, following—but certainly not restricted by—the guide questions provided below. Once they have learned how to use teacher-designed questions, they will become confident with framing their own questions as a technique for satisfying for themselves what is happening in a play.

Discussing Scene One

1. What is the setting of the play? Describe the White cottage. How is it furnished, and where are the furnishings placed?

2. What does Mrs. White look like? How does she feel about the men's wishing on the monkey's paw?
3. Describe Mr. White. What do we learn about him from Scene One?

4. Tell us about the Sergeant-Major. (First of all, what is a Sergeant-Major? What kind of a man becomes and remains a Sergeant-Major?) He says he is "tough." How do we know this? Relate the story he tells about the monkey's paw. What is the "essential meaning" of this story to you? State your understanding in a few sentences. Is this an unusual tale to be told by a tough army man? Why?

5. In an effective opening scene, the playwright includes words and events that will crop up later in the play. We call this practice foreshadowing. Every word, especially in a short play, counts. Note where the following details occur and, after you have read the whole play, relate their significance to the plot:
   • exactly how much money Mr. White stills owes on the house.
   • Herbert's shift at work. At what time does he usually come home?
   • what kind of job Herbert has.
   • what the first wish on the monkey's paw was.
   • why the old fakir put the curse on the monkey's paw. How the wish would come true "so natural."
   • what the bolt on the front door to the cottage was like.

Discussing Scene Two

1. What does Mr. Sampson look like? What is his purpose in the play?

2. How does the playwright keep our suspense in Scene Two after the initial conflict? What complications arise?

3. How was Herbert killed? How was his killing related to the initial conflict? Did we have a hint—a foreshadowing—in Scene Two of how he was to die? What was it?

Discussing Scene Three

1. How long had it been between Scene Two and Scene Three?

2. Why does Mrs. White, who didn't believe in the monkey's paw, now want to make a wish on it?

3. What foreshadowing do we have that if Herbert is brought back to life, it would not be a good thing?

4. What is the effect of the candle going out—"utter darkness"—as Mrs. White makes her wish?
5. Why didn't Herbert appear immediately when Mrs. White wished for him to be alive?

6. How does the playwright keep the suspense mounting toward the end of Scene Three? Describe in detail how he accomplishes this.

7. Why does Mr. White make the last wish? Explain.

8. What is the effect of the ending of the scene—quiet after "tempestuous" knocking, "a flood of moonlight. Emptiness. The old man sways in prayer on his knees. The old woman lies half swooning, wailing against the door post." Explain in your own words what is happening.

Discussing the Play as a Whole

Now that the students have read the entire play over a second time, the class needs to talk about it as a whole. Questions like the following are designed to encourage general discussion.

1. How did the reading of the play make you feel? Explain your feelings.

2. Did you enjoy the play? Why or why not? Did it hold your interest? If so, how did it do so? Did you wish to know what would happen next once you started reading?

3. Although the basic idea is an incredible one, how did the playwright make the plot seem plausible? Did the complications, for instance, proceed realistically from the initial conflict? Given the way the characters reveal themselves, was the climax appropriate? Was the final resolution—dénouement—satisfying? Did you feel at the ending that this is the way "things should be"?

4. Were the characters believable? In what ways? Was what they said consistent with what they did?

5. What do you suppose the playwright is saying about people and life in general? (You might wish to think about the friendly dispute between Herbert and the Sergeant-Major in Scene One.)

6. How good was the play? There are two ways of judging the play. First, how well was it put together? And second, does the play deal with something important for people to think about? Support your evaluation with evidence from the text.

Putting on the Play

Now that the students have read the play out loud quickly for a general impression and have reread it more carefully, following
systematic strategies, they will find it rewarding to produce the play in one of three ways:

Readers theater: The actors sit on stools before an audience in class or on a stage and read from their scripts held in binders.

Acting with scripts: The actors walk through the play with scripts in their hands before an audience in class or on a stage.

Actual production: The actors produce the play before an audience in class or on stage. The actors memorize their lines, use expressive gestures, move about the stage, wear costumes, and use properties, such as furniture and other objects.

If the students stage an actual production, they need to decide about the following:

1. Setting: Should there be flats to designate the White house or should there be just curtains and the necessary furniture and other properties?

2. Lighting: How would lighting and other special effects be used?

3. Parts: Which students would be best suited for the roles? Students who wish to play certain parts should read or try out. It may be advisable to have more than one cast for the play, to give more students practice in acting.

4. Makeup: How should the characters appear? What makeup is needed?

5. Costuming: What costumes are necessary?

6. Properties: What furniture and other properties should be rounded up?

7. Acting: The students need to learn the fundamentals of acting on a stage:
   - how to move across a stage, move upstage, and move downstage
   - how to assume stage positions
   - how to memorize lines
   - how to reflect emotions
   - how to make stage gestures
   - how to play a character realistically, such as an old lady or a military man
   - how to achieve and vary pace

Evaluation

My evaluation techniques are directly related to my purpose—teaching middle school students to see a play as they read it. Moreover,
I can use my general instructional objectives directly for evaluating the students' success.

The following are various ways of assessing how well the students have learned the terms related to dramatic literature and how well they can perform the skills necessary for reading, responding, and interpreting plays. Students will:

1. Make an immediate emotional response to a play (short written response).

2. Describe or define, with examples,
   - the general elements of setting, plot, characters, and theme.
   - dramatic elements of a play, such as initial situation, rising action, climax, and final resolution.
   - the three kinds of play production (readers theater, acting with scripts, and actual production).
   - the basic elements of play production, such as setting, lighting, acting, makeup, properties, and costuming (oral recitation or short written responses).

3. Explain how the general elements of a play and the dramatic elements of a play are exemplified in a particular play (oral recitation or short written responses).

4. Describe how a particular play could be adapted to various methods of production (oral recitation or short written responses).

5. Describe how the elements of play production—setting, lighting, acting, makeup, properties, costuming—are demonstrated in a particular play (oral recitation or short written responses).

6. Identify the elements of a play and analyze how the elements are employed by the playwright in a particular play (oral recitation or short written responses).

7. Make a statement about the value of a play, using intrinsic criteria (e.g., how well the structure of a particular play holds together) and extrinsic criteria (e.g., how valuable and valid are the notions revealed in the play about how human beings behave) (written response).

8. Read a play they have not read or seen and write a response to the play, including the following:
   - a personal emotional reaction
   - an analysis of the general elements and dramatic elements of the play and of how the playwright has exemplified them
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- a personal statement of the value of the play, basing this evaluation upon intrinsic and extrinsic criteria and upon substantiation from the text

Where Do We Go from Here?

My middle school students have learned a basic vocabulary for dealing with dramatic texts, have learned by producing a short, well-made play how the elements of dramatic literature work to produce a single powerful effect, and have learned how to use systematic strategies for reading, responding, and interpreting new plays. They are now ready—as they mature socially and psychologically—to apply their internalized understanding of dramaturgy and play production to more challenging full-length plays such as Our Town and Death of a Salesman, and with the expert guidance of a sensitive and knowledgeable teacher to turn to the great dramatic texts of Western civilization, Hamlet and Antigone. If I have been successful with my planning and instruction, they are well prepared for this most basic and crucial of human endeavors.
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I flunked Oral Expression.... It's this course where each boy in class has to get up in class and make a speech. You know. Spontaneous and all. And if the boy digresses at all, you're supposed to yell "Digression!" at him as fast as you can. It just about drove me crazy. I got an F in it.'

Holden Caulfield's description of an absurdly impersonal speech class has brought a chuckle to two generations of teachers. We laugh because we know that J. D. Salinger's self-appointed catcher in the rye would never have such an inhumane experience in our own classrooms. Nevertheless, Holden's fictional experience reminds us of a very real teaching challenge: to give our students a personal and stimulating context for the rhetorical principles we teach. A time-tested way to do this is to read and write about literature. But reading and writing aren't the only ways to apprehend literature; in fact, there is a vast body of literature (now often relegated to other departments) which was meant to be spoken and heard. This literature—the oral tradition of drama and oratory—can be used in any English course to develop speaking and listening abilities. Oral literature not only integrates the development of speaking and listening skills but also prepares students for more advanced literature courses in the upper-division curriculum.

The study of oral literature is an ancient practice which still has a place in the classroom. Speech teachers since Quintilian's time have known that the study of real examples of the best public discourse can bring textbook generalizations to life in the classroom. This
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premise has a long-standing corollary in composition theory, as evidenced by the great number of composition readers and anthologies in use today. But if we can use literature to teach writing skills, we can use it to develop speaking and listening skills as well. English teachers who can use dramatic literature and great speeches together in the classroom will have little trouble convincing students that speaking and listening skills are inextricably linked, and that these skills can be simultaneously developed.

Our paradigm for discussion is the sophomore English course at the United States Air Force Academy. In this course, we use oral literature to teach speech and writing and to promote a better understanding of the literature.

Drama

We begin with four lessons on *Julius Caesar*—a play which contains some of the greatest rhetorical speeches in the English language. And, since great things are at stake in the lives of every character, we have the opportunity to develop both performance techniques and values debate through one work of literature.

We combine analysis and performance in classroom activities which lead up to graded oral and written presentations at the end of the study block. We begin with impromptu exercises based on the themes and issues of *Julius Caesar*. The impromptus form a bridge between the act of reading the play and actual literary analysis. Topics include the power of speech, the use and abuse of power, ambition, the role of women in the play, one-man rule versus democracy, friendship, and suicide as an ethical response to failure. Each impromptu topic is phrased in such a way that the topic opens up for the student speaker. Here are some sample topics:

"The Power of Speech: How do speeches influence actions in the play? Which are the most vivid examples of the power of speech?"

"Friendship: How far should one go in honoring one's obligations to friends? Are the duties required of friendship invoked properly or improperly in the play?"

The students have one minute to organize and two minutes to deliver a response to the topic. In these "blitzkrieg" reviews, we force the students to think on their feet not only about speaking but about the themes, characters, and events of the drama. The impromptu activity enhances their confidence in speaking about liter-
ature and gives them a chance to speak under pressure before they have to do it for a grade.

Next, we work with direct quotations from the play. Students deliver a passage and then establish the thematic and structural significance of it. For instance, we direct them to Brutus’s key statement on honor in Act I: “Set honor in one eye and death i’ th’ other, / And I will look on both indifferently; / For let the gods so speed me, as I love / The name of honor more than I fear death.”

A student will deliver the quotation in character and then step outside the role of Brutus to comment on the literary significance of the passage. Delivery helps students hear the rhythm and significance of the language and, on a practical level, aids in their understanding of Elizabethan English. Commenting on the significance of the passage reinforces the earlier impromptu exercise and ties language to theme and content.

So far, we’ve stayed away from the two great speeches of the play—the funeral orations of Brutus and Antony. That’s because we want the students to first understand what the play is about, and we want them to become familiar with Shakespeare’s language. The pattern of exercises so far, then, has built toward student role-playing of the crucial funeral scene. Now students will stand before their peers and act the roles for the audience. One player can handle the brief orations by Brutus, but we break Antony’s oration into four parts. These five “players” work to an active audience which has in effect become the plebeians and the mob. The deliveries are not continuous—rather, there is a break between each player’s performance to critique both delivery and effectiveness. The entire class, already involved in the action of the scene, is certainly in the mood to offer substantive comments on the success of each speaker’s interpretive strategy. The players must do exactly what Shakespeare intended his players to do—persuade an audience to believe and to act.

With this series of exercises, students develop an appreciation for the power of speech which will take them through the final two acts of *Julius Caesar*. We conclude our study of the play with a capstone dramatic exercise—confrontation and interaction between characters. Students interpret the exchange between Antony and Octavius in Rome (IV.i.1-51), the confrontation between Brutus and Cassius at Sardis (V.iii.1-122), and the final parley between Antony, Octavius, and

---

Brutus, and Cassius at Philippi (V.i.1–125). The audience feedback on delivery leads naturally into a final discussion of the quality of persuasion evident in the text itself.

Oratory

We follow *Julius Caesar* with several pieces from another tradition of spoken literature—oration. Since we have been studying drama about revolutionaries and the power of speech, we move on to historical speeches by revolutionaries such as Lenin, Malcolm X, Patrick Henry, and John Hancock. Students read the speeches and in some instances see actual videotapes of the speakers. We use student impromptus and oral interpretations to analyze the technique and content of these speeches. Oratory will be far less familiar to the English student—the challenge here is to listen carefully to the oral interpretations and videos, an effort to apprehend the dominant arguments and strategies of the speeches. Seeing the delivery adds a crucial dimension to this activity: as students see Malcolm X speaking or hear a classmate’s interpretation of one of Patrick Henry’s powerful addresses, they learn through the enactment.

Oral interpretations and videos carry over to the study of traditional literary genres as well. The essay, perhaps the easiest form to analyze in terms of rhetorical principles, lends itself especially well to oral interpretation. Students can see selected cuts from Jacob Bronowski’s “The Ascent of Man” or perhaps deliver some of his well-known essays such as “The Creative Mind” or “The Reach of the Imagination.” Fiction includes segments tailor-made for oral delivery. “The Grand Inquisitor” chapter of *The Brothers Karamazov* is often extracted for anthologies and naturally lends itself to oral interpretation. There are many other accessible extracts. Huxley’s chilling account of the London Hatchery in the first chapter of *Brave New World*, Dalton Trumbo’s graphic description of the “living dead” in chapter five of *Johnny Got His Gun*, and of course the self-contained episodes from Mark Twain’s *Roughing It* and *Life on the Mississippi*.

Poetry, an oral literary genre we normally teach in an English class, has unlimited possibilities for oral interpretation. Once again, we want the speaker to develop the ability to interpret and persuade through the literary selection, and we want the audience to provide active feedback: in a very real sense, initial audience reaction is an oral “reaction paper” to both the content of the literature and the speaker’s delivery of the literature. And since literature is the focus,
the speaker will feel less threatened. On this point we've taken a lesson from contemporary speech theory, which emphasizes shared experience and shared meaning between speaker and audience rather than the kind of antagonistic relationship which Holden Caulfield encounters in the "Digression" exercise. Unlike the students in Holden's class, our students aren't held responsible for authorship of the content, but only for interpretations—some dramatic, some analytical—of the content. Therefore, the performers and the student listeners can discover the spoken qualities and dynamics of literature in a social context which minimizes the distractions inherent in public speaking.

Conclusion

In the exercises described above, all of the students are players. Each one has a stake in studying literature based on a group requirement to interact—a requirement which often blossoms into a personal commitment to understand the values inherent in a work of literature. The exercises give students nonthreatening opportunities to experience the spoken qualities of literature, and to use what they hear, see, and read in the analysis of literary works. Discussions become more meaningful, allowing the students a better opportunity to make connections between literature and their own lives. When speaking and listening exercises become part of the literary experience, students cannot fail to develop confidence and ability as speakers and listeners.

Holden Caulfield is a frustrated student because the "Oral Expression" class activities prohibit him from developing a personal context for his studies. Speech should be a way to bring interest into the classroom, but it isn't. Holden makes the plea himself:

What I think is, you're supposed to leave somebody alone if he's at least being interesting and he's getting all excited about something. I like it when somebody gets excited about something. It's nice. (pp. 184-85)

We've designed exercises which develop cognitive and rhetorical abilities by letting students discover and express individual interests in the literature. Almost any literature we teach will have a spoken quality we can use to generate this kind of interest. And, as Holden says, that's nice.
In discussing "The Underlife and Writing Instruction," Robert Brooke (1987) asserts that writing teachers encourage our students to see themselves as original thinkers. Our pedagogy goes "beyond the roles offered by the normal teacher-as-lecturer, student-as-passive-learner education system" (p. 141). Successful strategies from our writing classes, such as collaborative projects and students’ own choice of topics, can be adapted for speaking activities involving the arts to encourage students to be critical thinkers as well.

Too often we ask our classes to evaluate works of art that we love or that are a part of accepted anthologies, and we wonder why the students have little to say. Why not give them an opportunity to speak about the art forms they’re already appreciating? To completely reverse the roles, whether in a literature course or composition course, why not let the students teach us? For the collaborative speaking project described here, I ask groups to lead a class discussion on a work or works of their choice. I have discovered that students can articulate complex insights and teach me to understand their favorite art forms.

To be successful, this undertaking needs some grounding in the terminology of criticism but could be used as a starting point to lead students from what they know and like to an appreciation of other forms of literature and art. In my class, however, we have already studied critical reading, research techniques, a novel, and chapters on critiquing the arts. Early in the semester I first mention the project by telling the students that they will be able to determine what the class studies on the final assignment and, therefore, that they should start thinking of possible works. I encourage them to talk to each other to probe common interests. Then, as sign-up time nears, past successes and possibilities for future topics are flashed at them daily. Always the focus is on what the students are actually reading, watching,
or hearing: "What do you like? Are you arranging your class schedules so you don't miss your favorite soap opera? Let's take a close look at that soap opera. Are the characters realistic? The plots? What new insights will we discover when we take this closer look?"

Successful topics for this project have included soap operas (popular with as many males as females), one-act plays such as Edward Albee's *The Sandbox*, television series of all types, comparison of stereotyped roles on various television series, short stories, song lyrics, a sculpture exhibit, family roles in television series (especially as they have changed over the years), cartoon characters, comparison of styles in two comic monologues, a seminar on jazz, individual movies, and the hero figure in a current series of movies. With the availability of VCRs and tape recorders in most schools, the possibilities are almost endless.

What's more, I find the students to be more familiar with these audiovisual forms than I am. Rather than employing them as an aid to the printed word, the students have been viewing these forms instead of the printed word. At the 1987 Wyoming Conference on English, which focused on literacy, Shirley Brice Heath said that one thing we might do to improve the cultural literacy of our youth is to use television as a book, and talk about what we watch with our children. This speaking project asks the students to talk about works they already know and enjoy; in so doing, they learn criteria for evaluating other works which might be enjoyed if better known.

For this assignment, the students, in groups of three or four depending on the size and length of the class, take over the entire class period, make the assignments, present the background, and lead the discussion of their creative work(s). About a month before the presentations begin, the students sign up for their day and topic. I usually give extra credit to the group that volunteers to present first, and I invite open comments on that initial presentation, therefore, that beginning day is most often the first one signed up for. This signing up for topics and groups is sometimes the hardest part of the entire project; I try to foster some variety in each class—only one presentation on a soap opera, no more than two on rock lyrics, etc. Also, one or two students might be left over; however, once they've been taken into a project and gotten started, they will become productive group members. Last semester, four "left-overs" formed one group, changed their topic several times, finally settled on cartoon characters, and gave the most innovative presentation in their class.

Scheduling at least one formal conference for each group and being available for many informal sessions on audiovisual material and such, I also present some of my own favorites as a sample lesson.
In past years, I've enjoyed comparing John Donne's "Meditation 17" with Paul Simon's "I Am a Rock." This year I compared Simon's "I Am a Rock" with his newer "Grace". While presenting this lesson, I step out of my role as a teacher to comment on how the lesson is going: "Now, that question didn't get much of a response. What could I do now? What other teaching techniques would be effective in presenting this song?"

The students also have a worksheet to help them plan. The worksheet includes a review of the points to consider in the works (character, dialogue, images, etc.), elements to be covered in the conference (class assignments, dittos, audiovisual materials, timing, class management, etc.), and the standards used in evaluation (see below). Each group is given up to five minutes of the previous session to present their assignment to the class.

On the day of the actual presentation, I move to the back of the room and let the students arrange the class the way they think would be most effective. Sometimes they take turns standing behind the podium; sometimes they turn three or four desks around to face the class and speak from these desks. Every once in a while, they even take the class to the theater, art gallery, or music room. A few groups have rearranged the class into a large circle, of which they form a part.

For evaluation I use a large sheet covering the following points, and I jot down comments to the group as they are giving their presentation.

1. Preparation includes thought given to the materials in the presentation, time spent in gathering background information, and effective use of any audiovisual material.

2. Overall Content includes the way the material is organized, the effectiveness of the introduction and conclusion, and the discussion of specific details in the works.

3. Presentation covers the actual presentation of ideas, voice level, eye contact, distraction, and class management.

The students know that these are the main points of evaluation because they are included on the planning worksheet. Once I've recorded the group's grade, I hand the comment sheet to the group for discussion, usually pointing out the main strength and main weakness. On the first day, we leave a little time to talk about that evaluation with the class—good features first, and then what other groups could do even better.
My original intentions in assigning this project were to have my students develop a critical awareness of their own art forms, to recognize what was good and bad, to learn to see the various levels of meaning in any creative work, and to communicate these insights to others. I was surprised by how many were already doing this analysis and could communicate what they perceived remarkably well. On the other hand, I would often find a large grin on my face as one of my “quiet ones” expressed a complex insight more effectively than he or she had done all year.

Of course, no teacher could engineer the way some sessions succeed. The class discussion of a lyric by Prince from *Sign O' the Times* about a woman who killed her baby because she couldn’t afford to feed it occurred the day after a student at our school had left her newborn girl in a garbage can. Three students who wanted to show the relationship between the “M*A*S*H” television series and the Vietnam War were late to class only because they were getting into their costumes, which included the uniform of one boy’s uncle who had been killed in Vietnam. And the very first time I tried this assignment, four of five members in one of our school’s jazz bands were in one class and presented a session on changes in jazz forms. A fellow class member stopped after class to tell me that it was the best class session he’d attended that year.

My prediction is that different but equally memorable occasions will result as you try this project with your classes. In turning the traditional classroom roles around, you will encourage a more conscious awareness of the art forms your students are already appreciating, and you will strengthen their abilities to express their awareness. As Brooke would say, this assignment asks students “to stand apart from the roles they normally play... [and] see themselves... as real thinkers with power and ability” (pp. 151–52).
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II Talking to Develop
Self-Confidence in
Communication
Effective use of one's voice is important not only in speaking but also for indicating understanding of literature through performance. Yet during the elementary grades voice development seems to be left to chance. Perhaps this is because the voice strategies suggested in basal reader and language arts series generally are limited. A recent study (Johnson and Gaskins 1986) reported that both types of series had little variety in their voice activities and included only minimal material for practice. Frequently the basals' suggestions were generalizations such as "read with expression" or "show how the character feels by the way you read." These directions are not particularly helpful in understanding what to do with the voice in order to perform the activities.

Through the activities described below the voice strategies of pitch, stress, pause, tempo, and emotional expression are used. Visual aspects, such as the arrow cards which are described later, are included when possible. The directions attempt to keep everyone involved, while one individual is using the strategy, listeners are responsible for responding via discussion, writing, or use of cards. Students in upper elementary and junior high grades have used the activities successfully, reporting that not only learned a lot but enjoyed them.

Once the strategies have been introduced, attention to transferring their use to other situations is needed. Transfer can be encouraged by incorporating discussions of possible voice strategies into lessons involving speaking or oral reading. Such discussions usually can be incorporated in the giving of the assignment and, or the introduction to a lesson. Since speaking often involves the development of the material to be spoken, some students will find it easier to transfer the strategies first through the performance of literature. However, it is important that students understand that the same voice strategies can be used effectively in both situations.
Pitch, Stress, and Emotion

"Up or Down"

Materials are one arrow card (a 3 x 5 or smaller card with an arrow on it) per player and cards with words, phrases, or short sentences on them. Each word card has a double: the first card has an up arrow following its word(s), while its double has a down arrow. Players take turns drawing a card and reading it with the pitch indicated by the direction of the arrow. Listeners identify the direction of the voice by showing their arrow card in an up or down position.

Sample Cards

Well Take it easy
Okay All right
Go Don't do that
Hey, you I love it
Let go Pick it up

"What Word Is It?"

Each card in this pack of cards has the same sentence written on it twice, but with a different word underlined. Each player draws a card and reads the sentence both ways, stressing the underlined word as indicated. Listeners discuss what was stressed in each, and which, if either, they preferred. They can also present additional interpretations of the sentence. A variation is to have the sentences on a worksheet: the listeners respond by underlining the stressed word(s).

Sample Cards

I'm going to talk to you.
I'm going to talk to you.
That's not my trouble.
That's not my trouble.
The cat was huge.
The cat was huge.
We ate the whole pie.
We ate the whole pie.

"What's It Mean?"

Each card has a saying with a list of ways to express the saying. A player picks a card and reads the saying each way. Listeners identify
the types of expression/emotion which were voiced. One variation is to have everyone see the drawn card. Then the speaker decides which emotion to express and listeners identify it.

Sample Cards

Hello
a. I'm glad to see you.
b. I'm sad.
c. I'm tired.

How are you
a. I'm really interested in you.
b. I don't really care.
c. I'm in a hurry.

Really
a. I'm bored.
b. I want to hear more.
c. I don't believe it.

How terrible
a. Who cares?
b. I really mean it.
c. How sad.

Good morning
a. It's a great day.
b. I'm grumpy this morning.
c. I'm surprised, I didn't expect to see you.

I'll see you later
a. I could care less.
b. I really want to.
c. You're in trouble.

Pause and Tempo

"Where Are the Stops?"

This activity was developed for use by pairs so that everyone practices the strategy and also responds to its use. Every player has a paper with sentences on it. There are two forms with the same series of sentences on each. On one form, the first half of the sentences has punctuation while the second half does not. The second form has the same sentence order but with reverse punctuation.

One player reads a sentence with punctuation while his or her partner reads the unpunctuated sentence and marks with a slash where a stop or pause is heard. (If the partner prefers, sentences can be read twice—once for listening and once for marking.) Participants can alternate reading and listening, or one can read all of his or her sentences with punctuation first and then reverse roles.
A simpler variation has only unpunctuated sentences on a form. The punctuated version is on a second form or on cards. One person does all the reading of the punctuated form, or if cards are used they can be passed around so all may participate in practicing the strategy.

Sample Sentences for One Form

A. Sentences to be read. (These sentences will not have punctuation on the second form.)

John, Mary, Ellen, and Mark will be playing.

"Beautiful," said the Princess. Her dark eyes were shining.

"Can you believe that happened?" he asked. "Karl, the mouse, chased the cat!"

"Do you want to go, John?" asked Julie. "We're going to the movie."

B. Sentences to be marked with slashes. (On the other form these sentences will have punctuation.)

Many crocodiles live in the rivers and swamps in Africa the swamps and rivers are full of leeches.

Once upon a time two soldiers were walking along a country road they had just returned from leave in a big city.

Look at that man said Joe he is green.

How are you today Sue asked John you look great.

"On Curves or Straightaway"

The teacher or student prepares and reads a selection of short poems, parts of poems, and/or lines from stories which lend themselves to having some part(s) speeded up and/or slowed down. Listeners receive a card with a straight line (to indicate speeding up) on one side and a curve (to indicate slowing down) on the other. They show the curve or straightaway when appropriate, leaving the card flat for normal speed. For variation listeners can pair up and see if they agree with each other.

Combinations

"Doing It All"

Either cards or a paper with a variety of sentences and paragraphs can be used. (Children's literature and poetry provide good sources.)
After a quick review of the voice strategies, each player prepares and then presents. His or her partner or the rest of the group act as the editing group, discussing the strategies used, what they liked about the presentation, how else it could have been done, and what might have improved it.

Sample Selections

“You better get out of here, you dumb dog, before you get in more trouble,” Martin shouted. “Go on, Gus, go home!” (Martin of Himself, Skurzynski 1979)

“Are you taking your teddy bear along?”
“Taking my teddy bear along!” I said.
“To my friend’s house? Are you kidding? That’s the silliest thing I ever heard! Of course, I’m not taking my teddy bear.”
(Ira Sleeps Over, Waber 1972)

Should I take him?
“Take him,” said my mother.
“Take him,” said my father.
“But Reggie will laugh,” I said.
“He’ll say I’m a baby.”
“He won’t laugh,” said my mother.
“He won’t laugh,” said my father.
“He’ll laugh,” said my sister. (Ira Sleeps Over, Waber 1972)

Finally Jill went to see Gwen.
“I’m sorry for all the things I said.”
“It’s O.K.,” said Gwen. “I knew you were upset. How’s the baseball coming?”
“Awful,” said Jill. “I’ve been in a real slump. Tomorrow’s the first game, and I bet I’m not in the lineup.” (Something Queer at the Ball Park, Levy 1975)

King Pilaf of Mulligatawny was having a very bad day. To begin with he bumped his head against the Lord Chamberlain’s upon getting out of bed. Then he discovered a hole in the heel of his stockings that was the size of a marble. And he knew without asking that his breakfast gingerbread would be crumbly again. (The Queen Who Couldn’t Bake Gingerbread, Van Woerkum 1975)

Until one day, when everything went wrong. The King dropped the crown on his foot, and the Queen awoke with a headache. The Lord Chamberlain was ill, and the cook slept late. The court painter put his head through the Majesties’ new portrait, and the Queen’s dog chewed up all the paintbrushes. Outside, it snowed one minute and rained the next. (The Queen Who Couldn’t Bake Gingerbread, Van Woerkum 1975)
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"Self Selection"

At this point students are ready to choose their own materials to practice the effective use of their voice. They often enjoy working in small groups and presenting to the rest of the class or other classrooms. Such presentations also reinforce the incorporation of the strategies into their regular speaking and interpretation of literature.
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A persuasive composition is like a segment on “60 Minutes.” Each segment—compiled, written, and edited for maximum effectiveness—is designed to interest and raise the consciousness of a television audience burned out by more than six hours of football. Although many students may understand this process of persuasion on a TV program, even the best and brightest ignore its implications for their own writing and speaking in English class.

The 1983 National Committee on Excellence in Education report, _A Nation at Risk_, addresses some of the problems with persuasion: “Many 17-year-olds do not possess the higher order intellectual skills we should expect of them,” and “only one-fifth can write a persuasive essay.” It may seem contradictory, but students in a Gifted and Talented (G/T) program are not automatically gifted and talented thinkers, writers, or speakers. With my group of academically proficient G/T students who comprised the top 4 percent of their junior class, this certainly was the case.

I found that G/T students frequently prefer to write only one draft of anything and sometimes even view themselves as being beyond revision. Therefore, if I could motivate my G/T students to think more critically and care about their persuasive thesis through multiple revisions and an oral presentation, I might gain some insights which could be relevant to students of any ability level or in any discipline.

Through trial and error, I learned to adjust my own approach to persuasive writing and speaking. Finally, I tested my strategies in a process which emphasized focused prewriting, revision, responding, and journal/sourcebook activities, and which stretched intermittently over five weeks while other unit material was being taught. This process culminated in my G/T English II group writing and delivering...
effective persuasive speeches to my Honors English II students. As it turned out, building another group into the process had a significant impact.

Preparation

In their unit on Ralph Waldo Emerson, G/T English II students are required to compose and present a persuasive speech featuring some of Emerson’s rhetorical devices. Without telling the students that they would be required to write their own speeches, I involved them in a series of motivational prewriting activities. Before assigning Emerson’s “The American Scholar” speech, I asked them to react to a Think Sheet, which listed six statements designed to promote critical thinking. “The first in time and the first in importance of the influences upon the mind is that of nature” is one of six key Emerson quotes adjusted for use on the Think Sheet, as shown in this excerpt:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATEMENTS</th>
<th>I THINK ...</th>
<th>THE AUTHOR SAID ...</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The most important influence upon the mind is TV.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before reading, the students jotted down their responses on the “I THINK” portion. A basis for discussion, the statements and responses also enabled students to locate more quickly the main ideas in Emerson’s turgid transcendental prose.

During the Think Sheet activity, students confronted some of the basic issues of the roles of nature and the scholar in early nineteenth-century American society. This led to a review of Emerson’s use of rhetorical devices, some of which they would need to employ in their own speeches.

As a more contemporary example of persuasive composition, William Faulkner’s Nobel Prize acceptance speech was assigned. However, the students handled the discussion of an additional Think Sheet before and after the reading in a seminar setting. As a contributor and resource person, I guided the class toward a comparison of the persuasive approaches used by Emerson and Faulkner and the audiences to which each writer aimed his ideas.
Finally, I broke the news that they would have to write a persuasive speech and present it to my first-period Honors English II students, a group whose academic standing placed them within the top 10 percent of the same junior class. Therefore, the ultimate audience was not the teacher. Suddenly, it was not just another assignment for my G/T students. There was something extra riding on this one: their reputations. Peer pressure can be a wonderful thing.

Knowing that the students would have some difficulty in finding the right topic, I provided them with a Brainstorm Sheet, essentially a blank sheet with concept organizers placed on it. They jotted down responses to the following categories on the Brainstorm Sheet: audience, topics/things I feel strongly about (love/hate), topic I can support the most effectively in a persuasive speech, content details I can use to persuade audience (major/minor supports), and writing techniques I can use to persuade the audience. Next, I had the students break into small groups to discuss the generated topics and ideas.

At this stage, final topic problems were resolved by the whole class. It was evident that I was evolving into a consultant and a collaborator in the persuasive process and had shed my guises of authority figure and “giver of the grade.” For example, these intelligent and glib students asked me to work at least two library periods into the following week’s planning schedule. They knew their Honors peers would expect specific evidence from authoritative sources to add credibility to the persuasive speeches. Susan, whose topic was book banning and censorship, wanted to interview one of the school librarians for possible instances of censorship in her high school, county, and state. This would make the speech more meaningful to her local teenage audience.

At this point in the process, the students and I go over a specification sheet for evaluating the written assignment. Using a G/T student’s first draft from the previous year as a composition model, I show how the sheet is used as a revision tool. The sheet is essentially a set of objectives covering the introduction, body, and conclusion of the composition. For example, the body of the piece “shall have effective use of rhetorical questions, . . . effective use of clear imagery, . . . and the use of personal pronouns to appeal to the audience.” Together we redesign the sheet for use in evaluating this year’s compositions.

Within the week, the students analyzed their own first-draft speeches for strengths and weaknesses in peer response groups. Joining one of the groups, I heard Susan complete the reading of her speech. Sharing the opinion that her introduction was weak, the students
suggested more “life” and audience involvement. As one student said, “You don’t want to put them to sleep in the first 30 seconds.”

All students produced multiple drafts, each one showing more focus in content and growth in personal style. Since they knew another class would be listening to the speeches, they became increasingly conscious of the necessity for rewriting. Moreover, the raised consciousness about revision carried over into other assignments throughout the rest of the year, revealing their breakthrough belief in its value.

I asked students to comment in a sourcebook/learning log entry on their speeches in the “final draft stage.” Susan wrote,

I found that each draft I did improved a lot over the previous one so that now my final draft is greatly improved over my original draft. I’m especially glad that I was able to come up with an effective opening and rhetorical questions. . . . While I was writing the speech, I think I actually further convinced myself about censorship.*

Similar comments from other students in the class revealed their increased confidence as a result of revising and thinking about their topics. However, other sourcebook entries provided a key to the next stage of the persuasive process. Jeff wrote, “I feel very insecure. I really don’t have much confidence speaking to others.”

In a class discussion, the students brainstormed effective speech delivery techniques. Items such as voice level, eye contact, gestures or body language, dramatic phrasing, and independence from manuscript were included on a response sheet used to help students improve the delivery of their speeches—an obvious area of concern for all of them. The “P-Q-P” response areas were praise for the speaker, questions for the speaker, and what the speaker should polish. After a week of oral preparation on their own, the students presented their five-minute speeches on two scheduled days in the classroom. Each student and I completed a P-Q-P sheet for each speaker.

On the third day, we discussed our feelings about the speeches and the elements which still needed work before their final presentations to the Honors English II class. The praise comments were very supportive for even the weakest speaker. Questions were related to a variety of areas, such as pronunciation, weak conclusions, and content specifics. Although the praise and question comments sometimes still referred to content, all of the polish comments addressed

* Note: All of the student writing samples used in this article are quoted exactly as they were written; however, student names were changed.
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the speech delivery very specifically. Typical comments were "Need a little more practice reading it aloud to make it more clear," "Look at your audience—don't shut us out," "Try not to laugh," "Slow down a little (machine-gun delivery at times)," and "Articulate more clearly."

While some students were ready to deliver their speeches, others were not. I agreed to coax these students, and their classmates also offered help. A supportive atmosphere pervaded the group, which now included me, the teacher with whom they used to play that old game, grade roulette. Thus, their greatest anxiety was not the effect the assignment would have on their grade-point averages, it was peer fear.

Performance

The speakers went to the period-one Honors English II class in pairs. They were directed to respond in sourcebook entries to feelings about their own speech delivery, the delivery of their partner, and the attitudes/reactions of the period-one class. Moreover, I asked the Honors students to react to the speeches and speakers in their sourcebooks. The sourcebook responses and the results of class discussions about the experience accentuated the success of the assignment and brought to the surface some surprises. For example, Bill, whose speech confronted the issue of too much sexuality in the media, wrote the following:

When talking to students later about my speech they all said they liked it, but that may have been just to make me feel better (not that I mind). I believe the class felt all of our speeches were good and respected the time and effort we put into them.

This theme of hard work and the rewards of revision and practice was evident in a majority of the G/T sourcebook entries.

The only direction given to the Honors students was to treat the speakers as they themselves would wish to be treated. Their behavior and attitude were complimented by the G/T students consistently. Tom, whose speech attacked TV evangelists, titled his sourcebook entry "First Period: Are There Group Rates for Heaven?" He wrote:

Absolutely amazing. Studious. Quiet. Attentive. Supportive. Believe it or not, all of these adjectives describe your first period class. They were great. . . . The next amazing thing about your class is that they think. Maybe you don't think that is such a big deal but I know it is. I could not imagine spending 1st period Monday morning listening to a bunch of G/T speeches. (I would
I, too, was impressed with the thinking being done by my Honors students.

Sitting at the rear of the room, I observed my students becoming the teacher. I became merely another student. And what I was learning related not so much to the speeches as to the interaction occurring among the students. Things were happening that I had not expected, and those things were very positive. The sourcebook responses from the Honors class validated these observations.

The assignment of a persuasive speech filled with Emersonian rhetorical devices had evolved into something more complex. Laurie's comments typified the reactions of her entire Honors class:

When the G/T students started to give their speeches, I must admit, I felt a little apprehensive. As bad as it may sound, I like many others often feel put off by these students who have been placed in a class more advanced than ours. I wasn't sure if I would like the idea of them speaking to our class... Although some dealt with topics of war... the topics of Tele-Evangelism, book banning... actually had me laughing. It gave us a chance to see these students, who we felt were too in depth for us, in a different light.

Transcending its original purpose, the speech assignment had culminated in some attitude adjustments among students in both classes.

My Gifted and Talented students had persuaded their Honors peers about more than their topics. The social angle was the most interesting outgrowth of this experience. In a classroom situation, two groups of students and a teacher had the opportunity to speak, interact, and learn from and about one another. I learned that the process approach does not relate only to composition. The persuasive process can lead to social insights which are far more valuable than written words alone.
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16 Speechmapping: Navigating through Speech Preparation and Delivery

Marilyn Thanos and Brenda Avadian
Alverno College

What will help students better plan a tightly focused, clearly organized speech if they have difficulty seeing the relationships among their ideas? What will free students from reading their manuscripts or notes so that they can relate to their audience? Since we ask students not to read their speeches nor to recite them from memory, what will help them recall the order of their ideas? These were the questions Alverno College Communication Department faculty asked themselves as they sought a method to encourage students to focus their thoughts, to develop their main points with relevant supporting material, and to sound spontaneous and natural when delivering their speeches.

As speech instructors, we had traditionally taught outlining as a tool for effective speech preparation and delivery. In seeking answers to our questions, however, we found that outlining does not show the dynamic relationships among ideas, nor does it help students limit their focus.

In order to address these shortcomings, we designed a technique which is a visual representation showing the organization, development, and relationship of ideas (Alverno College Communication Department 1976, 1979, 1980; Alverno College Faculty 1976 [see footnote below]). We found that this method can assist students not only in the speech planning process but in the delivery process as well. We call this technique mapping because it shows how one idea leads to another idea, not unlike the road map which shows how to get from one city to the next.

Authors' Note: Alverno College Faculty began seeking ways to assist students to develop all communication abilities in 1978. By 1976, one of the techniques we had devised was a mapping technique which has been used since in all the speaking courses as well as in the teaching of analytic listening, analytic reading abilities, and writing.
Much has been written about mapping in recent years. For example, Gowin (1981) and others (Wicker 1985, Novak and Gowin 1984, Buckley and Boyle 1981) report on concept mapping—visually showing the hierarchical relationships among the concepts of a given framework. Other researchers have reported on mind mapping, which involves brainstorming to branch associated ideas around a given concept (Woods 1985, Buzan 1983, Buckley and Boyle 1981, Bihl-Hulme 1983). Much of this research addresses mapping as a tool for focusing one's thinking in relation to reading and writing.

In this article we will focus on how mapping techniques can facilitate the preparation and delivery of a speech. We will describe the elements of a speech shown on a map, the process of mapping, the use of a map during practice and delivery, and the advantages of mapping.

Elements of a Speech Shown on a Map

A map visually depicts all the parts of a speech. The thesis statement is the starting point of the map construction (Figure 1). Major points or divisions of the thesis statement become major branches off the thesis statement. Supporting material appears as subdivisions off each major branch. The subdivisions can branch out as well with additional information.

The introduction of the speech and the conclusion are also parts of the map with lines connecting them to the rest of the map.

The branching lines relate ideas to each other and to the thesis.

The Mapping Process

The mapping process follows three general stages of development: formulating a thesis statement, delineating and developing major points of the thesis, and incorporating the introduction and conclusion.

Formulating a Thesis Statement

As preparatory steps for mapping, students (1) identify a subject or topic area for their presentation, (2) complete their information gathering, and (3) analyze their audience, purpose, and speaking situation. Then we ask them to formulate a thesis statement—what is the point they want to get across? We teach that a thesis statement should be one sentence containing three elements, a topic which has
Contributed by English teachers across the United States, the activities contained in this booklet are intended to promote the effective teaching of English and the language arts. Teaching strategies offered in the first section of the booklet are designed to stimulate language exploration by helping students learn to tell stories from pictures, see the personal significance in famous quotations, feel comfortable asking questions, suggest solutions to problems posed by classmates, and approach poetry through illustration, movement, and popular music. Activities in the second section are designed to stimulate an appreciation and understanding of literature. Specific activities in this section include a "living literature museum," a way to introduce irony, a lighthearted preholiday exercise focusing on literary characters, and assignments to supplement the study of "Dandelion Wine." Teaching ideas in the third section provide the means for students to learn writing from a variety of different angles and for different purposes through prewriting and writing, and include using writing for self-discovery, a descriptive-writing session based on real estate ads, an in-house field trip, a project in which students write brochures, a way for middle school students to pass their expertise on to incoming students, and a long-term assignment to read, evaluate, and respond to the work of a newspaper columnist. (SR)
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IDEAS Plus and its quarterly companion NOTES Plus are the principal benefits of NCTE Plus membership. IDEAS Plus is sent out at the end of the summer so that teachers will have it in hand as they begin the school year.

The ideas collected in this seventh edition of IDEAS Plus come from two sources: ideas submitted at an Idea Exchange session at an NCTE Annual Convention or Spring Conference, and contributions by readers of NOTES Plus and IDEAS Plus.
1 Language Exploration

If your students take language for granted, the following exercises may help them to appreciate the power and subtlety of words. Through strategies gathered here, students will learn to tell stories from pictures, to see the personal significance in famous quotations, to feel comfortable asking questions, and to suggest solutions to problems posed by classmates. In addition, a trio of poetry-teaching strategies offers help to teachers and students alike through illustration, movement, and popular music.

Storyboard Exchange

Prompted by my own fascination with animation as an art form and my experience with storyboards—courtesy of a computer graphics program—I recently integrated the following activity into my seventh-grade language arts curriculum.

I first distributed large sheets of drawing paper to students in one class. The students had just read Ray Bradbury’s story “There Will Come Soft Rains,” so as their first storyboard project I asked them to “draw” Bradbury’s story in frame form, using pictures and no words. Next, to protect the student artists from personal reviews, I covered up their names and classes and assigned numbers to each storyboard.

At the start of my next class period, I handed out these numbered storyboards and asked the students in this second class to “read” the frames created by the first group of seventh graders. Students had five minutes to read, and then I asked for volunteers to get up and share the stories they had gleaned from the boards. After a few were shared, I asked students to write down the stories they had read. In addition, each student was to review the execution of the story—how well the art told the story, how clear the meaning was, and what questions the reviewer still had about the story. These comments were written on separate sheets of paper and addressed to the artist by using the assigned numbers. Each reviewer signed his or her comments with a reviewer number, also assigned by me.

When the students in the second class had completed the review process, I read aloud the Ray Bradbury story “There Will Come Soft Rains.” Several
students were delighted to find that the stories they told from the storyboards indeed came close to matching the text of the Bradbury story. When asked if they thought one single storyboard panel could be viewed as the correct one, my students concluded that there was no single correct panel, but rather many possible appropriate interpretations of the text.

Next, I asked students if they would like to share some of their own storyboards for review by the artists whose panels they had just critiqued. Students were delighted by the idea, so the next class period was devoted to their creation of storyboards inspired by various favorite stories.

On the same day that the second class created storyboards, the original artists were receiving their panels back, along with the responses from the peer reviewers. Students were flattered by the comments and attention paid their work, and requested the continuation of this storyboard network.

I revised the assignment for the next set of storyboards and expanded the exchange to involve a third language arts class. I assigned students in one class to write original stories, distributed these stories among the students in a second class for storyboard drawing, and then invited the students in a third class to review both the original stories and the storyboards. The students in the third class provided comments and questions that were helpful to both the story writers and the storyboard artists.

As a result of this experiment, a storyboard exchange network sprang up and has been thriving at my school. I am now looking into further possibilities for our exchange—maybe even involving our school art teacher and our computer graphics instructor. To celebrate the successful collaboration among classes, we hope to develop a joint exhibit of storyboards and published stories, including sample critiques and student annotations.

Rose Reissman, Community School District Two, New York

Today’s Question Is . . .

With class sizes as large as they are, how can we get the student to ask questions and feel free enough from peer pressure to probe? And how can we make class participation an accountable factor? Every class has at least one student falling out of the chair to answer, but we need to make sure that everyone talks periodically.

I began this idea with my junior English Accelerated class, where peer pressure is a palpable presence. It worked so well that I use it now with my remedial freshmen.

Each day a different student is responsible for asking me one question about the material we are studying. To assign a day to a student, I read down my class list and post the name of the assigned student one day in advance.
The student's question is written on a 3" x 5" card and handed in at the beginning of the class period. Any question related to the material is fair game. (Although one student has the assignment of the question on a particular day, other students may also write down questions and turn them in.)

After I read the question, the class gets a chance to answer it. Often these questions are the beginning of a good discussion, particularly if the student has written an analysis or synthesis question.

This strategy is deceptively simple. In the beginning of the year students wrote all their questions on cards—.anonymously, if they wished—and on some days I ended up with ten or fifteen cards. Now, every day more and more students ask questions aloud in class.

I hold on to the question cards through the semester and we use them for review before a test.

Lynn P. Dieter, Maine Township High School East, Park Ridge, Illinois

Expanded Quotations

Each month I supply my eleventh-grade American Literature students with a blank calendar on which to write their assignments as I post them weekly. But that's not the only use to which I put the calendar. At the top of each month's calendar, I print a quotation from a famous American writer from the literary period we are studying. This quotation serves as the inspiration for an impromptu "Expanded Quotations" writing assignment.

I assign students to write a brief explanation of the quote and how it relates to their individual life experiences.

Here are a few of the quotations I have used this year:

A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds. (Ralph Waldo Emerson, from Self-Reliance)

If one advances confidently in the direction of his dreams, and endeavors to live the life which he has imagined, he will meet with a success unexpected in common hours. (Henry David Thoreau, from Walden)

A mouse is miracle enough to stagger sextillions of infidels. (Walt Whitman, from "Song of Myself")

It takes life to love Life. (Edgar Lee Masters, from "Lucinda Matlock")

As an example of the insights prompted by this exercise, here's a sample writing from one of my students. (The quotation is one attributed, in varying forms, to many different people.)
“He that lieth down with dogs, shall rise up with fleas.” These words of Benjamin Franklin remain true for all people of all creeds. Habits that you pick up usually derive from someone you spend much time with. A prime example of this would be my brother. He was the world’s biggest slob until my extremely clean and organized stepfather came into the picture. At one time, a person would walk down the hall and smell the rank odor that had seeped from under my brother’s door. On the other hand my step father would be on his hands and knees cleaning the baseboards with Q-tips. When my new father came into the picture my brother started modeling himself after Joe. Now, my brother insists that you take off your shoes before entering his room, which is immaculate!

This writing assignment emphasizes the concept that I like to stress about literature, namely that it is most often about common concerns that are relevant to all human beings in all ages.

Kathleen Parks, Quartz Hill High School, Lancaster, California

Ideawriting: Brainstorming via Computer

“Ideawriting” is group brainstorming. I have found it to be a very good way to generate ideas for an essay assignment, especially when used in a microcomputer setting. The following assignment is adapted from Guide for Leaders Using Ideawriting, by Carol Moore and James Coke (The Academy for Contemporary Problems, September 1979).

Students open a new computer file called “problem.” In it, they describe as fully as possible a problem they are currently facing at home, school, or work. They are to describe what the problem is, why it arose, who is involved, what the negative effects are, and so on. The time allotted is fifteen minutes.

Next, students play “musical computers,” moving to the computer beside them, reading that student’s problem on the screen, and typing in their comments. Comments may include additional questions, solutions, descriptions of similar problems, or any other responses students feel would help the writer. Students type their names at the end of their responses so that they can be questioned later. I allot five minutes per response. (Note: this time can be expanded depending on the length of the class period; five minutes seems to be the minimum time needed to get useful responses.)

When time is up, students move on to the next computer, read the original problem and the responses, and write a response to any of the text on the screen (the problem or response). They may insert their comments wherever
they are appropriate, not necessarily only at the end. I allot five minutes for this step also.

This procedure is repeated until students get back to their own computers. They are then instructed to read all the comments, get additional information from respondents, if desired, and save their files. The homework assignment is to write an essay discussing the problem and suggesting a possible solution.

For anyone teaching writing in a microlab, this is a good exercise to use relatively early in the term. It provides keyboarding experience in a painless way and it gives students practice scrolling through text, moving the cursor, and inserting text at places other than at the end of the document. It also helps students get to know each other and reinforces the philosophy of collaborative learning.

Groups should generally consist of about five or six students, although I have had good results with groups as large as ten.

This assignment can also be used in a regular classroom setting; there, students write their problem on a tablet and pass the tablet to the next person for comments. The process continues until the original tablet returns to the writer with comments from all group members.

*Linda J. Stine, Lincoln University, Lincoln University, Pennsylvania*

**Physical Poetry**

Instead of assigning poems to be read, why not assign them to be acted out? Many students enjoy trying out their dramatic abilities and all enjoy watching. Furthermore, as one of my students said, "You understand the poem better by acting it out."

Almost any poem might be used. However, beginning students will have more success with poems that contain action or dialogue or both. When students become more familiar with poetry, they may feel comfortable acting out more subtle images such as flowers opening or rain falling. Some of the most successful poems for my junior high students have been the following:

- "Ku Klux" by Langston Hughes
- "My Enemy Was Dreaming" by Norman Russell
- "Constantly risking absurdity" by Lawrence Ferlinghetti
- any poem by Shel Silverstein

Some students are understandably shy about performing in front of the class. These students may be a bit less hesitant if, when you make group assignments, you allow them to work with their friends. Another way to reduce anxiety is to allow reluctant students to be the readers as other students pan-
tomime the action. Also, you might make this an ungraded activity; make it clear that everyone is expected to do something and no one will just watch.

First, go over the poems as a class. You might want to read them aloud or ask if there are student volunteers to read. For a class of 30, six to ten poems from which to choose is sufficient.

Second, divide students into groups of two to four. One person in each group may be the narrator while the others pantomime the action, or two people may divide the dialogue and narration while also acting out the part.

Give groups some time to work out their presentation. With the poems above, junior high students need ten to fifteen minutes to rehearse.

Physically interpreting a poem gets students more involved than simply reading and makes students feel that they really understand the poem. After each group makes its presentation, remember to applaud. It's a form of appreciation that student actors can relate to.

Louann Reid, Douglas County High School, Castle Rock, Colorado

Illustrating Poetry

When I was a first-year teacher struggling to convince my eighth graders that they could read and understand poetry, one of my students offered this idea. Now, twenty years later, it is still one of my most effective methods for teaching poetry.

After reading and discussing several narrative poems such as “Fifteen,” by William Stafford, “Foul Shot,” by Edwin E. Hoey, “Jabberwocky,” by Lewis Carroll, and “Casey at the Bat,” by Ernest Lawrence Thayer, I have my students choose one poem to illustrate in the form of a comic strip. They must use at least four frames, but more are allowed. Less confident artists may use stick people. I encourage the use of colored pencils or markers.

Even the most reluctant poetry readers enjoy this assignment and amaze me with their detailed drawings. I have found the comic strip to be very successful with “slow” learners and “poor” readers. Grades are based on accuracy of representation of the poem, not on artistic talent.

Sharon M. Rinderer, Highland Junior High, Highland, Illinois

Introducing Poetry through Prose

To introduce a poetry unit to sophomores, I use a “rear-door” approach. Before class, I paraphrase a song on the chalkboard. For the past few years, I have used Billy Joel’s “Goodnight, Saigon.” Students read the paraphrase as they come into the classroom, and invariably I hear someone remark, “That
sounds familiar.” When students are seated, I admit that the words on the chalkboard are a paraphrased version of the lyrics to a song. After I explain that “Goodnight, Saigon” is a Viet Nam War era song, I play a cassette recording of it. Students quickly pick up the sound of the helicopters and the night sounds that begin and end the song.

After touching on the “frame” structure of the song, I use the overhead projector to display the actual lyrics. I ask students what they think makes the song effective. Students often point out specific words and phrases, as well as such elements as rhyme and rhythm. I take this opportunity to point out poetic elements that students haven’t mentioned, which might include, for example, the couplet form, allusions, and similes.

Although this particular Billy Joel song is becoming dated, it still works well with my students. Of course, any well-written current song could be used. The key is to present the song lyrics first in paraphrased form to catch students’ attention and highlight the differences between prose and poetry.

Even students who don’t think they know much about poetry will find that they can recognize and talk about differences between the paraphrased prose version of a song and the actual lyrics. Such discussion can help students to understand the patterns and elements that make up a poem.

Dorothy L. Kivett, Fort Scott High School, Fort Scott, Kansas

The Compliments Game

I have always approached the last week of middle school with nothing less than dread as I considered the inevitable onslaught of review sheets, exams,
and grades to be averaged—not to mention the usual battle against a ceaseless barrage of squirt guns, confetti, cameras, and autograph books. A few years ago I developed a “secret weapon” to combat some of these end-of-the-year pressures, and at the same time, channel students’ pre-summer energy into a constructive activity. I call it the “Compliments Game.”

Each player receives a blank, unsealed envelope containing as many blank slips of paper as there are players. (Example: 30 students + 1 teacher = 31. You will need 31 envelopes with 31 blank slips in each envelope.)

Each player writes his or her name on the front of the envelope. At a signal from the teacher, the envelopes are passed to the next person in a predetermined pattern. On one of the blank slips inside the envelope, players are directed to write a complimentary comment about the person whose name is on the envelope. Students have 60 seconds to write. The teacher then gives the signal again and the process continues until the envelopes return to their original owners. Students must pass only at the teacher’s signal, one envelope at a time, and in the correct pattern for the envelopes to end up in the right places at the end of the game. My students have always been eager to receive their own envelopes back, read their compliments, and try to guess who said what. I usually allow a few minutes at the end of the game for this.

For those of you whose mental alarm systems have gone off at the thought of your class’s “Mischievous Mark” or “Backstabbing Betsy” trying to give compliments to everyone in the class, don’t give up yet! At the beginning I set up some basic rules for compliments. They must be sincere, specific, preferably about personality and talents rather than physical appearance, and must not hold even a hint of negativism. (In my class both negative comments and students are withdrawn from the game.) If you think that your students may have a difficult time thinking of appropriate compliments, you may want to preface the game with a brainstorming activity.

Although I use this activity to provide positive closure for the year and a brief reprieve from an intensive exam schedule, the “Compliments Game” can be played at any time. It can be adapted to small groups and varied to meet reading and language arts objectives such as identification and classification of positive and negative traits, inference supported by detail, and analysis of characters in literature.

The students will enjoy the “Compliments Game” however you choose to play it. From the teacher’s point of view, I can only say that those quickly scribbled compliments from my students have proven much more valuable to me than any professional evaluation. So don’t recoil in fear when week 36 rolls around again. Play the “Compliments Game,” and kill them with kindness!

Rhonda Murphy, Grisham Middle School, Austin, 'exas
Still More Words of Wisdom

Like the author of the "Words of Wisdom" idea published in IDEAS Plus Book Six, I, too, have a favorite way to share memorable quotations with my students. In my classes, students keep a "Words of Wisdom" notebook. On Monday of each week, students spend the first ten minutes of the class period responding in writing to a quotation written on a special section of the chalkboard—a section enclosed by a decorative border and labeled "Words of Wisdom." Because selected quotations may vary greatly in length, I make the section large enough for a quotation of paragraph length.

To lessen the students' inevitable fear of writing "the wrong thing," I give them a list of questions to ask themselves about the quotation:

- What do I think this quotation is saying?
- Do I strongly agree or disagree with what it says? Why?
- Can I think of examples of incidents that illustrate the truth or fallacy of this quotation? Which incidents?
- Can these words apply to daily life experiences? Which experiences?
- Does the quotation remind me of anything else I have heard? Is the quotation difficult to comprehend? If so, why?

Because the written response is timed with the bell that begins Monday's class period, I find that many students enter class early to have time to contemplate the quotation before writing. Without the threat of being graded on grammar, punctuation, and spelling, students are more likely to open up and produce thought on Bloom's three highest levels of learning—evaluation, synthesis, and analysis.

Since students enjoy seeing something a little different on the "Words of Wisdom" board every once in a while, I occasionally make use of the pun on my last name (Wisdom), and ask students to respond in writing to my words. Another variation I use is to ask students to create their own "words of wisdom," exchange them with someone else in the class, and respond in writing to their classmate's words.

The success of this prewriting activity can be seen in the students' progressively longer and more in-depth responses from week to week. With oral sharing of responses, my students learn from one another, and are even able to recall quotations to illustrate points in expository themes later in the year.

Patricia Wisdom, McKinney High School, McKinney, Texas

Tapping Word Power

Upon completing study of adjectives and adverbs, I use this assignment to give students practice in using what they've learned. First, I assign students to
write a short, detailed description of a real person. Class time is given to brainstorm and outline, and then students have several days to write and revise on their own time.

Next, the students gather into groups of four to share their descriptions. After they have a chance to read one another’s writings, I introduce the next step: students are to delete all descriptive words from their writings and read the results.

Most students readily recognize that the resultant writing, bare of all modifiers, is dull and awkward. Students now rewrite again, this time inserting descriptive words, but only those which are of a favorable nature. Students then share their writings again.

Finally, students replace the favorable terms with distinctly negative adjectives and adverbs. After these final products are shared and discussed, students talk about what they have just demonstrated and learned. Volunteers tell the class how the steps they went through affected the tone and meaning of their descriptions.

Through these “metamorphoses,” students experience firsthand the power of words to create moods and the importance of careful word choice in writing.

Kathleen Meyer, Rosary High School, Aurora, Illinois

Sensational Sentences

I use this idea to nurture and encourage sentence revision and descriptive detail among my senior composition students.

Each day as they enter class, students find a simple sentence on the board. Their assignment is to expand on this sentence as much as possible in a three- to five-minute time period. I ask students to be as imaginative as they can while still creating a sentence that is clearly understandable. The point of adding words is not to make long sentences, but to make vivid, descriptive ones. Students should choose specifics that help to create a strong image and a sense of mood.

When I call “time,” students stop writing. I ask them to spend about five minutes sharing their sentences with their peers. Then I invite volunteers to read their sentences aloud to the class.

Here’s an example of a simple sentence and one student’s expanded version.

She wrote a note.

Student’s version: The girl with the black curly hair wrote a terse note vilifying the character and personality of my best friend.
As the semester progresses, I have all students share two to three times per week, but on days when time is limited, I might ask for only a few volunteers.

There is always a lot of variety among students' sentences. Sharing and discussing sentences is a nonthreatening way for students to get feedback on their use of description and detail. And due to the keen competition that evolves for the most interesting sentence, this activity also motivates students to use fresh, original language. Students' frequent use of the thesaurus is a side benefit, and helps to extend vocabularies painlessly. It comes as no surprise to me when later student essays show the results of this daily practice in descriptive detail and sentence variety.

Pat George, Washington Preparatory High School, Los Angeles, California

A Charming Strategy

You've heard of the Oscars, the Emmys, the Grammys—now we have the Charmings! Named after the famous Prince Charming, these awards are presented by my students to the writers of the best fairy tales.

First, I read a few well-known fairy tales to my students. We spend a few moments discussing and analyzing common elements: themes, settings, characters, and phrasing. Students who have never read classic fairy tales, or who have forgotten the ones their parents read to them, are often surprised at the violence and ghoulish details in these tales.

Next, the students write their own fairy tales. They exchange and read each other's tales until everyone has had a chance to read all the compositions. Then each student nominates a story in each of the following categories: Best Villain, Best Dialogue, Best Major Character (Hero or Heroine), Best Conflict, Best Minor Character, Best Setting, Best Rhyme, Best Description, Best Fairy Tale. I tally the votes, compile a list of nominees for each category, and place the winning titles in the envelopes.

At the ceremony, one student emcees, and student presenters read the criteria by which each tale was judged, announce the nominees, and present a Charming award to each winner. Winners recite acceptance speeches, thank "everyone who made this possible," and, naturally, "live happily ever after."

Kristine Datres, Curtin Middle School, Williamsport, Pennsylvania

Placing the Burden Where It Belongs

As teachers become more and more accountable for student achievement, I get crabby—and disorganized—very quickly. Sometimes it seems that I care more about students' grades than they do.
So, in the name of "enough is enough," I looked for a way to make students more accountable for what they missed while they were away from my class—whether they were sick, on vacation, or out to lunch. Too often, students are waiting for me to approach them upon their return to class. I could write lists for each absent student, as my daughter's fifth-grade teacher does, but in high school, students should begin taking responsibility for missing work.

In placing the burden on students, I also wanted to find a system which would help keep them better organized. The following form turned out to be a useful solution, serving both as a prompt and a record.

![Form Image](image)

Upon returning to class after an absence, students are expected to take the initiative, question classmates, and list the necessary work. As they complete assignments, they have the form handy as a reminder of work still outstanding.

*Barry Gadlin, Elk Grove High School, Elk Grove Village, Illinois*

**Information Scavenger Hunt**

In order to learn more about my students and to help them become acquainted with their fellow classmates, I hold a modified scavenger hunt during part of the first class. I design a signature sheet with at least as many items as there are students in the class. The directions are self-explanatory, but I go over the requirements when the handout is distributed.

I always participate with the class and am amazed by the interests and experiences of the students. Because each person signs at least one blank on
each sheet, some students quickly realize that certain items can be signed by only a few individuals. Those who do not recognize this often have to revise their sheets to complete them correctly. When we discuss the activity and what we learned from it, these students observe that they should have skimmed the entire list before beginning. The importance of previewing tasks carries over to later assignments.

Some items are geared primarily for my information. Knowing, for example, that most students are familiar with a word processing program or can type helps me when planning visits to the computer lab to “publish” final drafts. Other items are simply conversation starters. Each time I have used this activity students are at first reluctant to move from the security of their desks, but they quickly learn that my class is a nonthreatening environment. This is crucial for our future writing response groups and discussions.

The following handout is one I created for this year’s creative writing class:

Our class consists of individuals with special talents and interests. As you quietly talk with one another, get one signature beside each item. Each person must sign at least one blank on each sheet; one person can sign no more than two blanks on any sheet.

1. has never had a cavity ______
2. has lived in a foreign country ______
3. attended Brewbaker Junior High School last year ______
4. has been on a newspaper or yearbook staff ______
5. can recite the first line of the Gettysburg Address ______
6. is taking Algebra I this year ______
7. can use a word processing program ______
8. has won a contest ______
9. has competed in an athletic event in the past two years ______
10. went to Florida this summer ______
11. has worn or now wears braces ______
12. subscribes to at least one magazine ______
13. knows the principal’s first name (Write it down, too!) ______
14. has had a broken bone ______
15. does not like frozen yogurt ______
16. has been to a movie in the past five days ______
17. has a brother or sister who also attends this school ______
18. has seen a live theatrical performance ______
19. can type 
20. is an only child 
21. can play a musical instrument 
22. has attended more than seven schools 
23. has lived in Montgomery for more than seven years 
24. read at least one book over the summer 
25. is taking Spanish I this year 
26. has more than three pets 

Jo Anne Raiford Bryant, Brewbaker Junior High School, Montgomery, Alabama
Some of students' richest memories of their school days may turn out to be memories of novels, poems, and stories discovered for the first time in an English classroom. As English teachers, we can ensure students a memorable experience of literature with well-chosen strategies for exploring reading assignments. Some of the activities collected here should fit the bill; included are an idea for a "living literature museum," a way to introduce irony before teaching Gulliver's Travels, a lighthearted preholiday exercise focusing on literary characters, and assignments to supplement the study of "Young Goodman Brown," Dandelion Wine, The Red Badge of Courage, Daisy Miller, and tales from Arthurian legend.

Interdepartmental Sharing

Although educators know that showing students a relationship between the different subjects students are learning is a worthy goal, accomplishing it can seem difficult, even in a small school. Teachers are not necessarily aware of what is being taught in the classrooms outside of their own, and trying to schedule meetings for the purpose of having teachers share their lesson plans is not practical given already crowded schedules.

Our principal found an effective way to help us get a sense of what our students are learning in other classes. She wrote the name of each course and student activity, including sports (about 40 offerings total), on a separate piece of construction paper and arranged these blocks into a pattern on a wall in our faculty room. These blocks remain posted for the semester, but each week the principal tapes onto the colorful blocks the main topics being covered in each class. Our teachers turn in weekly lesson plans so the principal can easily record and tape up these topics. Now our faculty can see, at a glance, everything that is being studied in a given week and what is happening in student activities. The same idea could be adapted to a larger school by sharing only within departments instead of school-wide.

This display has led to a valuable pooling of resources among teachers in the faculty room and also to more interdisciplinary classroom discussions. I was able to see, for example, that my juniors were studying the turn of the
century in American history just before we began studying the same period in American literature. Thus, I could begin my unit by asking the students what was happening during that time in history, confident that they would understand and be able to answer the questions I was asking. The students benefit from this review and reinforcement of what they have learned, and they can see that what they study in one class is of value in another.

Kathleen Norris, Monroe Catholic High School, Fairbanks, Alaska

The Many Faces of Daisy Miller

Few teachers would assay the novels of Henry James except perhaps for an advanced placement class. But have you ever tried Daisy Miller? It is short, neatly divided into two parts, and addresses a problem which seldom fails to hook young readers—romantic attraction and misunderstanding. So many facets of the plot appeal: a young girl ignorant of the customs of a strange country; a man drawn to her but influenced by society; and, finally, the third person of the triangle, a handsome fortune hunter.

The novel can be the basis of many varied discussion and creative writing assignments, some suggestions for which are listed below:

1. Journals: Daisy writes a letter to a friend in Schenectady. Write a letter of advice to Daisy.

2. Viewpoint essays: Pretend to be a character you don’t like (e.g., Mrs. Costello) and write the diary entry of that person after a particular meeting with Daisy.


4. Inventing scenes:
   - Daisy and her family aboard the ship, The City of Richmond, on their way to Europe.
   - Daisy meets Winterbourne’s “foreign lady.”
   - Winterbourne proposes to Daisy.
   - Daisy and Giovanelli are introduced by the courier.

5. Modernizing an episode: Update the encounter between Randolph and Winterbourne in the garden at Vevey. Give a modern version of Mrs. Walker’s party.

6. Changing an event: Daisy accepts Mrs. Walker’s suggestion to ride with her in the carriage. Daisy recovers from “Roman Fever.”

As a culminating activity, students can meet in groups to prepare an interview with Henry James, formulating such questions as “Who was the ‘foreign
lady' in Geneva?” "Why didn’t you let Daisy live?” “What happened to Mr. Giovanelli after the funeral?” One student in each group may pretend to be Henry James and respond to the questions. Other groups might contribute articles to a Roman newspaper containing an obituary for Daisy Miller.

When the above approaches are combined with reading and study, teachers will find Daisy Miller a rewarding experience that evokes much student discussion and debate.

Rosemary Gelshenen, Norman Thomas High School, New York, New York

Understanding Tone in The Red Badge Of Courage

“Tone reflects the attitude an author takes toward his subject matter.” To tell this to my tenth-grade students is almost meaningless, and for students to grasp the significance of tone in a long work is especially difficult. The following simple exercise is helpful to students because it is short and concrete and helps them arrive at accurate conclusions about The Red Badge of Courage.

As I tell my students, we all use metaphors and similes to convey our attitudes: a big old car which uses a lot of gas and has poor pickup is a pig; a sleek car with speed and maneuverability is a Mustang or Cougar or Jaguar. In The Red Badge of Courage Stephen Crane uses metaphors and similes to convey his attitudes on war and war’s effects on soldiers.

After distributing the book, I tell students to reserve some pages in their notebooks for a special assignment. As we read the novel, students make notes on all of Crane’s similes and metaphors on war and its effects on soldiers. We review them only in conjunction with the meaning of the chapter in which they are found.

When we finish the novel, we examine students’ compiled lists to discover what is the subject matter of the metaphors and similes, what are Crane’s attitudes expressed in the metaphors and similes, whether the attitudes expressed are consistent, and whether these attitudes are consistent with other elements of the story.

The following list contains just a few of the metaphors and similes discovered and discussed by my students:

Chapter 3
They were going to look at war, the red animal—war, the blood-swollen ggod.

Chapter 4
A shell screaming like a storm banshee went over the huddled heads of the reserves.
Chapter 5
Perspiration streamed down the youth's face, which was soiled like that of a weeping urchin.

Chapter 6
The slaves toiling in the temple of this god began to feel rebellion at his harsh task.

Chapter 8
The battle was like the grinding of an immense and terrible machine to him.

The final assignment is an expository essay on the tone of The Red Badge of Courage.

Robert E. Walsh, H. Frank Carey High School, Franklin Square, New York

Superman in the Classroom

For basic English students to learn literary terms can be torture for them and their teacher. Enter, Superman!

As my eleventh-graders get to know me, they learn that I admire the actor, Christopher Reeve, and especially his characterization of Superman/Clark Kent. This interest has led me to devise a way to help my students understand nine important literary terms.

After we define and talk about the terms, I supplement the definitions with facts about Superman.

**Allegory:** Superman represents good. Lex Luther represents evil.

**Characterization:** Clark Kent is the mild-mannered reporter. Lex Luther is an evil genius.

**Conflict:** The basic struggle of good versus evil and the internal conflict of Clark Kent wanting to reveal his real identity.

**Fantasy:** Krypton is an unreal world, just as Superman is an unreal character.

**Foil:** Lex Luther is a foil to our hero and vice versa.

**Hyperbole:** “Faster than a speeding bullet.” “Able to leap tall buildings in a single bound.”

**Metaphor:** “Man of steel.” “It’s a bird, it’s a plane, . . . .”

**Protagonist:** Superman is the leading character.

**Unrequited love** (not quite a literary term, but worth knowing): Clark Kent persistently pines for Lois Lane, who yearns only for Superman.

and other media as stimuli to thinking and feeling allows students the freedom of their own responses." My students' responses have certainly supported this statement. The allusion to the Superman movies keeps my students' interest high, and the details we associate with literary terms serve as mnemonic devices.

Next, I ask students to come up with their own movie details to illustrate the meaning of each one. For example, students have cited Luke Skywalker as a foil to Darth Vader and vice versa; Indiana Jones as the protagonist of "Raiders of the Lost Ark," and, to illustrate fantasy, the planet Dune, as well as the voyages of the starship Enterprise. When students can apply literary terms to their own favorite movies and television programs, then I know the terms are likely to be remembered.

Rose Mary Fetter, Leander High School, Leander, Texas

Literary Gifts

Here's an assignment that can help keep students' interest during those difficult weeks before the winter holidays. First, I ask students to write their names on slips of paper. I place the slips in a bowl and ask each student to draw one. Next, I ask students to make an autobiographical sheet with the following information about themselves:

1. name
2. favorite colors
3. favorite foods
4. favorite activities
5. special talents
6. ambitions
7. a paragraph describing "the real you"

The completed sheets are placed in a box at the back of the room so that students may unobtrusively take the sheet of the person whose name they drew.

The assignment is for each student to make a "literary" gift—a gift that relates in some way to writing or literature—especially for the person whose name was drawn. Students use the autobiographical information to customize their gift to fit the recipient. (A student with a special talent such as cartooning, calligraphy, or pottery may want to use that talent to make a gift. I allow this as long as the student includes as part of the gift a written explanation of the process involved in its making.)

Students make the gifts on their own time. I provide construction paper, glue, markers, and decorative stickers at recesses for anyone who wants to use them.

I set a presentation date that gives students several days to work on their gifts. On the assigned day, students present their gifts orally, one at a time, and each explains the choice of gift and the work involved.

Are high school juniors too old for surprise gifts? Don't you believe it! Although there are always a few who complain in the beginning, all students appear on presentation day with creative, thoughtful gifts, such as "name poems," illustrated letters of appreciation, verses written in calligraphy, wall plaques honoring the recipient, giant cards, and booklets of favorite poems copied by hand.

In my year-end evaluation, this project is consistently rated as the favorite activity, and former students tell me years later that they still treasure their "literary" gifts.

Jo Anne C. Knight, Thibodaux High School, Thibodaux, Louisiana

"Star Wars" vs. Arthurian Legend

As a teacher of high school sophomores, I have found a wide range of abilities among my students. The following lesson proved to be an effective way to teach Arthurian legend to a group of students with mixed abilities and levels of motivation.

On day one, I used transparencies to present a brief history of the Arthurian legend, reviewing characters and giving a brief synopsis of the "Holy Grail" and the "Sword of the Lake" adventures.
On day two, I asked students to begin reading the tales included in our text. I encouraged active participation in the reading; students could ask questions and jot down notes or comments as they read. They enjoyed the humor in "The Tale of Sir Gareth," and made comparisons among Gareth, Arthur, and Lancelot.

On days three, four, and five, we continued the reading and questioning process. After students had completed the reading, we briefly reviewed the characters and action.

On day six, students were ready to begin viewing "Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back." I chose this film because the characters, action, and romantic relationship between Han and Princess Leia make it an interesting vehicle of comparison with Arthurian legend.

Days seven, eight, and nine were viewing days. I used intermissions in the film to bring up elements from Arthurian legend and start students thinking about comparisons and contrasts.

On day ten, I gave students a worksheet containing the questions shown below and asked students to jot down their responses. Having the movie as a reference point made it much easier for students to examine and discuss elements of the Arthurian legend. I found students more than ready to share their ideas about Luke, Arthur, and the similarities and differences between the two works. We then used the completed worksheets as a starting point for class discussion.

Worksheet on "Star Wars—The Empire Strikes Back" and the Arthurian Legend

First, consider the themes of both the legend and the science fiction production, "Star Wars." (The theme of a work expresses the moral that the author wants to convey; it often explores human values.) Make a list of the moral values of the two protagonists.

Arthur’s values
Luke’s values
(Here, I leave room for six or seven entries.)

On the following chart, write the names of "Star Wars" characters who are similar in some way to the Arthurian characters listed in the first column. Use the third column to write brief descriptions of their similarities.

Arthurian Legend "Star Wars" Similarities
King Arthur
Merlin
Sir Kay
Sir Lancelot
Sir Tarquine
Morgan le Fay
Mordred
Sir Gawain
Beaumains
Lady Lynet
Lady Lyoness
the Black Knight
the Red Knight
the Green Knight
the Puce Knight
Sir Gryngamour
Queen Guinevere
King Bagdemagus
dwarf

Add other characters if you can justify their roles in the movie or the legend.

“Star Wars” is in some ways a typical epic romance. List examples of each of the following:
1. a hero
2. a quest
3. a perilous journey
4. an enchantment
5. the triumph of good over evil
6. the disguise

There are sharp divisions between the social classes in the Arthurian legend. Do those same divisions exist in “Star Wars”? If you think so, describe the social classes in “Star Wars.”

List some examples of comic scenes in “Star Wars.”

Citing the text, list some comic scenes from the Arthurian tales we have read.

Cynthia Fowler, Troup Comprehensive High School, LaGrange, Georgia

Critical Cartoons and Critical Thinking

Much satire has as its central purpose the reform of people and institutions. When teaching satire to my high school students, I explain to them that satirists such as Mark Twain make their points through such techniques as sarcasm, exaggeration, humor, and absurdity. To check and evaluate students’
understanding of this literary concept, I assign them to cut out a cartoon or comic strip—one that is political in nature—and to write a caption that explains the topic being satirized.

In preparation for this assignment, I distribute copies of several local newspapers. We spend a few minutes locating and reading satirical cartoons. These may include both one-frame cartoons from the editorial section and appropriate comic strips from the funny pages. I ask students to help me make a list of the topics touched on in these cartoons. Our list typically includes current c'thing fads, commercialism, television, government, greed, smoking, and vegetarianism, just to name a few.

From discussing popular topics for satire, we move to a discussion of the ways that satirists get their point across. I illustrate the use of sarcasm, exaggeration, humor, and absurdity with the help of a few cartoons collected ahead of time specifically for this purpose.

I then ask each student to choose one cartoon or comic strip to write about. In one or two paragraphs, students are to explain what the topic is, what point the satirist is making, how he or she tries to get the point across, and whether or not the message is effective.

In a later class period, students may be asked to present their comic strips or cartoons, along with their explanations and comments, to their classmates. Through this activity, students not only increase their understanding of satire, but do some serious thinking about world affairs and current issues.

Jacqueline Hall, Abraham Lincoln High School, Council Bluffs, Iowa

Mapping “Young Goodman Brown”

Each year I find that some students have difficulty with Hawthorne’s story “Young Goodman Brown.” I decided that, for those students in particular, the story would be more comprehensible if they could “see” it. During the past three or four years, the following lesson evolved.

In the days preceding the reading of “Young Goodman Brown,” my students are introduced to Puritan thought and Calvinism. They read and discuss excerpts from Bradford, Bradstreet, and Jonathan Edwards. With this groundwork behind them, students are assigned the first reading of Hawthorne’s story.

The next day, I ask students to spend half of the class period reexamining the story and beginning to sketch a “map” of Brown’s journey. I suggest that students make particular note of where Brown goes, which people he sees or hears, and the things he learns. For the second half of the period I assign students to groups and ask them to compare notes and discuss where they agree and disagree.
On the second day, I ask students to push tables together and begin working with their groups right away. I provide each group with a large piece of butcher paper and drawing supplies. Students are instructed to create their map (with all members contributing) and to be prepared to have a spokesperson ready to explain their drawing during the last fifteen to twenty minutes of the class period. I also advise them that I will be judging which group I feel has done the best job of visually representing what happens in the story. All members of the group sign their names on the back of the map.

Students in my classes take an active part in this map-making activity, often with three or four students drawing different sections of the map at the same time (after the plan has been sketched in pencil). There is active discussion and often disagreements which must be resolved. The final drawings and explanations reveal a great deal of creative insight and interpretation, including the decision each group must ultimately make as to whether this was a real journey or just a bad dream.

This activity helps students understand “Young Goodman Brown” and gives them insight into themes of initiation and journey. When we finish, students are ready for Cotton Mather’s “The Wonders of the Invisible World,” Benet’s “We Aren’t Superstitious,” and finally, Arthur Miller’s The Crucible.

Ethel Clarke, Lindbergh High School, Renton, Washington

Don’t Thank Me—Thank Woody Allen

As strange as it may sound, I have Woody Allen to thank, in part, for making a difficult work of eighteenth-century satire more approachable for my students. I use his film Sleeper to link an introduction to satire with the study of Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels. My first approach, though, involves the use of political cartoons.

I introduce students to satire indirectly by bringing to class photocopies of several cartoons that comment upon current social and political concerns. I take most of the cartoons from the “Perspectives” section of Newsweek and from The New Yorker. After students have had a chance to read each cartoon, I tell them to pretend that I live several hundred years in the future and cannot understand the humor in any of the cartoons. My students’ job is to explain where the humor lies in each cartoon, and then I ask students to point out the particular human traits, foibles, and failings illustrated in each cartoon. Then I help students come up with a general definition of satire, such as “using
words or pictures to make fun of human weaknesses." This allows a natural transition to the reading and study of *Gulliver's Travels*.

After students complete the assigned reading (I ask my students to read all four journeys) and we have talked about Swift's use of satire, I show the Woody Allen film *Sleeper*. I ask students to look for parallels between Swift's and Allen's satire and to consider the following points while they watch the movie.

What particular people, events, issues, and attitudes does Allen satirize? How and why are they made to look ridiculous? Are there universal elements in these particulars? How does the protagonist work to advance the satire? Is he consistent throughout the movie? How does the setting contribute to the satire? Note recurrent motifs running through the satire. How do they contribute? What is the director's perspective in all of this? Is the piece didactic?

These are all issues we have already discussed in regard to Swift's work, so students feel comfortable applying them to another work; they generally find comparisons and contrasts fairly easy to identify. The use of these two approaches—beginning by examining cartoons and concluding by drawing comparisons with Allen's film—can help bring a difficult work into clearer perspective for both student and teacher.

*Rosemary Sanini Crawford, The Tatnall School, Wilmington, Delaware*

**Happy Holidays, Oedipus Rex!**

My seniors work diligently all year, reading approximately thirty major works and writing countless essays. By December, including their summer assignments, students have read such works as *Hard Times*, *Madame Bovary*, *Tess of the D'Urbervilles*, *Oedipus Rex*, *Antigone*, *Macbeth*, *Othello*, *The Secret Sharer*, *Heart of Darkness*, *A Doll's House*, and *A Confederacy of Dunces*. After students have worked so hard, I like to give them one day to look at the lighter side of literature.

Students are puzzled when one day in early December I tell them to bring nothing to class for the next session. They are even more surprised when they come to class and find me setting out glue, construction paper, scissors, colored pencils, and the fronts of all of the previous year's Christmas cards. (I tear off and keep the signature pages for my current mailing list.)

The assignment is to create a holiday greeting in the persona of one of the characters we have studied. The character need not be a main character. Stu-
Students design a new signature page, using the name of the character to whom the message is addressed and a pertinent holiday greeting.

Some of the resulting messages created by my students are funny; others are touching. A card from one of my classes, illustrated with several squirrels in the snow, was addressed to “My dearest little squirrel” and begged Nora (of A Doll’s House) to return home where macaroons awaited her. It was, of course, signed by her husband Torvald. Several cards were to or from Emma Bovary (always a favorite with the boys as well as the girls in class). One insightful card pictured a woman on the front with the following message inside: “To Charles (crossed out) Rodolphe (crossed out) Léon: You’re the only man I’ve ever loved. Merry Christmas, Emma.”

Even the writing style of Ignatius J. Reilly of A Confederacy of Dunces was replicated in his greeting: “Although I detest pictures, I have clothed myself in the red suit, symbolizing Santa Claus, to show you all that I have recorded and graphed your behaviors. And due to the notion that you expect something—you will get nothing. Ignatius.”

These clever holiday greetings have become a tradition that other teachers and even the principal seem to enjoy reading. My seniors enjoy regressing to a cut-and-paste activity for one day, and the activity serves as an informal review of characters in the books we have read. When students have completed and shared their “character cards,” we post the cards on a bulletin board for display.

Judith B. Marchman, Jonesboro Senior High School, Jonesboro, Georgia

Setting Up Sense Centers

I have always been a bit envious of the home economics, art, and industrial arts classes because of their numerous opportunities for hands-on participation. After years of assigning my junior high students to read an autobiography or biography, I finally came up with a more creative approach.

The students selected a biography or autobiography and, as they read the book, created appropriate “sense centers” to recreate some of the experiences described in the book. On the day of the presentation, the class separated into small groups and took turns moving from center to center.

In the case of a Katherine Hepburn autobiography, students set up four centers. Groups had fifteen minutes to spend at each center. In the first center, students watched a clip from one of Hepburn’s films. The next center found them sampling chocolates because Hepburn’s autobiography related that she loved chocolates. The third center was a listening center where students could listen to an overview of the autobiography, and the final sense center was a collection of photos and quotations.
Other books we read lent themselves to different sense centers, but all centers were alike in one way—each required students’ ingenuity in the presentation of important experiences and personal traits selected from the book.

*Sandra Hively Swartz, Southwest State University, Marshall, Minnesota*

**Reading Aloud Is for Kids**

“I Love Literature” is the slogan on a button I often wear to school. Not only do I love reading silently, but I enjoy reading aloud. I like to encourage students to read aloud, also. This is an effective method I have used for several years in my short story class.

First, I collect all the children’s books that I have lying around the house. Thanks to my three children, I have an abundant supply. If you don’t have such books at your fingertips, ask a friend who has children if you could borrow an assortment of books for a week or two.

On the first day of the activity, my students and I discuss the stories they enjoyed as children. I ask who read them stories and whether there were any family traditions surrounding storytime, such as reading at bedtime, acting out parts of the stories, or reading together in a certain chair. We go on to discuss students’ future role as parents and what kinds of books they will want to read to their children.

I then read aloud Maurice Sendak’s *Where the Wild Things Are* (Harper and Row, 1984). We talk about the mood, tone, and facial expressions used while reading aloud. We also discuss the format of this particular book, the pictures, the type, the white space, and so on, until we have established its overall effect and understand why it lends itself to being read aloud.

On the second day, I give students a chance to explore the selection of books I have assembled. Students select a book apiece, and then form groups of three or four. Each group reviews the selections, makes critical comments on each book, and chooses one book to work with. Each group member reads the book aloud to his or her group. The groups then select the person from their group who they think gave the best presentation and designate this person the reader for the group.

The third class meeting is a read-aloud session. The designated students read their books aloud to the whole class. Afterwards, students discuss the readings and the individual books, considering many of the same questions posed in the earlier discussion of *Where the Wild Things Are*.

One of the benefits of this activity is that students are able to discuss the books and read them aloud without feeling intimidated. Each student gains practice in reading aloud. Students also get an idea of what children’s books are currently available and what makes a good story.
In the assortment of books I provide students, I like to include *The Wild Baby* by Barbro Lindgren (translated from the Swedish by Jack Prelutsky, Greenwillow Books, 1981), *There's No Such Thing as a Dragon* by Jack Kent (Western Publishing Co., 1975), and any of Mercer Mayer's books, including *What Do You Do with a Kangaroo?* (Scholastic, 1975). Among my students, another popular book for reading aloud has been *If You Give a Mouse a Cookie* by Laura J. Numeroff (Harper and Row, 1985).

Mary Loughead Pokorny, South Iron R-I, Annapolis, Missouri

**Customized Classics**

Encouraging freshmen to perform to their ability during the last weeks of school in June is often difficult. Over the past few years I have perfected a fun-filled activity that is creative, motivating, and challenging.

Students spend one class period discussing all the year's literary experiences. In our case, this includes *Bless the Beasts and the Children, The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds, A Separate Peace, The Odyssey, The Andromeda Strain, Romeo and Juliet, Great Expectations, Oedipus, A Raisin in the Sun, and Never Cry Wolf*. These conversations usually are refreshers of the early fall's study, and cover who's who, what happened, and where; students also talk about their likes and dislikes among the reading assignments.

Finally, I intervene and ask the class to turn its attention in another direction; I ask students what kinds of changes they might like to see in the plays and novels we have read. Such changes could include a variety of imaginative treatments different from the originals—different turns of events; a tragedy becoming a comedy or vice versa; a new romantic ending; a main character having a change of heart in the middle of an important scene; and so on. With the assignment that follows, I give students the opportunity to make these literary dreams come true. In script form, students are to create, produce, rehearse, and perform a full off-off-off-Broadway production of their customized literary masterpieces.

Students select their own groups, each with a maximum of six participants, and brainstorm their project. I encourage students to keep ideas private (to heighten the suspense). With no two groups using the same work of literature, a basic plot for a script is planned by each group. It is at this point that I introduce some sample videotapes from last year's classes to give students an idea of what can be done. The awareness that they, too, will be videotaped helps motivate students to do their best.

After brainstorming, students meet for the next seven class periods in the auditorium; students can spread out, be as loud as they need to be, and test out
staging possibilities while they work. The guideline for length is that each
group is allowed two minutes multiplied by the number of students in the

group.

By the end of seven days, students must finish writing their scripts. They
then have several more days to rehearse, edit, revise, and time their final
product. With the script in almost final form, students can begin working on
props. (My students made some of their own and borrowed others from the
theater department.) Final touches include lighting, costumes, music, and
playbills.

Performances will probably need to be limited to two per class period to
allow time for set-up, tear-down, student reactions, and teacher evaluation.
Some past award winners among my students' projects include a '60s musical
version of Romeo and Juliet, a Ghostbusters' version of The Andromeda
Strain, "The Bedwetters' Revenge" (Bless the Beasts and the Children), "The
Odyssey: A Sort of Musical Comedy," "The Youngers Visit the People's
Court" (A Raisin in the Sun), "Losers in Lit" (Miss Havisham, Oedipus, and
Tybalt meet in a bar), and "Murder They Wrote" (a cast of characters for a
whodunit).

Ronald S. Piro, Wheaton North High School, Wheaton, Illinois

Living Literature Museum

A Living Literature Museum involves students in researching a topic, creating
a costume and a set, and becoming an author or fictional character for a day.
This idea was adapted from Reading and Writing: The Creative Whole Lan-
guage Process (Rosmann Publishing House, 1988). The directions for stu-
dents are quite simple:

1. Choose an author or literary character whom you admire. Write your
name and your author's or character's name on the sign-up sheet. No
two students should choose the same person.
2. Research this person and write a one- or two-page report, including
details about this person's life and personality.
3. Choose an event from this person's life to depict. Keep the scene simple
and consider what props are necessary. Plan where you will stand, how
you will pose, and what you will wear.
4. You will have several days to complete the set, costume, and other
details. A dress rehearsal is essential to check lighting, costumes, poses,
and possible adaptations of the material.

Students must understand that in a museum, nothing moves. This includes
eyes, hands, and feet. Breaks will need to be scheduled, as students will tire
quickly of standing still. I encourage students to keep their ideas very simple. We use special lighting to set each student apart from the others, and a background of classical music gives the museum a relaxed atmosphere. When students are ready for their presentations, other classroom teachers sign up to take their classes on a trip to the "literature museum."

This activity appeals to everyone; every student who participates can be successful, and the students who tour the museum have a chance to refresh their knowledge of famous authors and literary characters.

*Muriel Rosmann, Arizona Department of Education, Phoenix, Arizona*

**Applying Irony**

When I discovered that my ninth-grade English students were having difficulty recognizing irony in literature, I designed a writing assignment which not only helped them understand irony, but proved to be a lot of fun as well.

We first read several definitions of irony. A simplified definition appropriate for this activity is that irony is a contrast between what is expected to happen and what actually does happen. We then applied this definition to Stephen Crane’s story, "The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky," which we had read the day before, noting that what was expected to happen—the man with the gun would win the duel—gave way to the unexpected—the unarmed man wins.

I then distributed descriptions of five potentially ironic situations. I asked students to write a vignette of three to five sentences for each situation, developing a sense of irony through the use of the unexpected.
Here are the five situations I presented. After each scenario, I have included one or two sample student responses (shortened to save space).

1. Fearful Fred

Fearful Fred is afraid to fly. He wants to visit his friends in San Francisco, but is so afraid to fly that he chooses another means of transportation, even though it will take longer.

Sample responses:

On his way to San Francisco, Fred is distracted as he looks up and sees the plane he would have taken. He loses control of his car and plows into a telephone pole.

Fred takes a bus to San Francisco. The plane, meanwhile, suffers engine failure and crashes into the bus.

2. Timid Timothy

There has been a rash of burglaries in his neighborhood, so Timid Timothy decides to go to a seminar on “How to Burglar-proof Your House.”

Sample responses:

Timothy returns home from the seminar only to see a burglar climbing over his back fence, strewing valuables in his hasty escape.

Timothy installs a state-of-the-art home security system only to return home one day to find that his house has been stolen.

3. Renegade Randy

Twelfth-grader Renegade Randy decides he wants to take an early vacation and tries to get kicked out of school. But no matter how hard he tries, he is not successful.

Sample response:

Randy picks a fight with a student who has just stolen a wallet. The wallet falls out of his opponent’s pocket and Randy is regarded as a hero for exposing the thief.

4. Psychic Sally

Psychic Sally believes the earthquake predictions she’s been reading in the newspaper and fears the “Big One” is about to happen. She moves out of her 35th-floor apartment into a one-story apartment building.

Sample responses:

On the day of the earthquake, the high-rise stands, but the earth opens up and swallows the apartment building.

The 35-story high-rise fails over on the one-story apartment building, killing all the occupants.
5. Barney the Bum
Barney is tired of life on the streets. He tries to get arrested, hoping to land in jail where he’ll get a hot meal and a warm place to sleep. But try as he might, his efforts are thwarted. (I borrowed this theme from O. Henry’s story, “The Cop and the Anthem.” We later read this story and students had a chance to measure their stories against O. Henry’s.)

Sample responses:
Barney breaks into a house he perceives to be unoccupied. He startles the woman living there, but she is lonely and invites him to dinner.
Barney tries to steal a purse from a small elderly woman. She turns out to be a black belt karate instructor. She beats him up and then convinces him to enroll in her martial arts class.

As a follow-up activity, we read several short stories based on ironic situations and discuss what elements in each story help create a sense of irony. Here is a sampling: “The Diamond Necklace” by Guy de Maupassant; “A Mother in Mannville” by Marjorie Rawlings; “The Lottery” by Shirley Jackson; “The Carnival” by Michael Fedo; “Rope” by Katherine Anne Porter; “There Will Come Soft Rains” by Ray Bradbury; “Dr. Heidegger’s Experiment” by Nathaniel Hawthorne; “The Monkey’s Paw” by William Wymark Jacobs; “The Azaleas Were a Bargain” by Mary Z. Gray; and “The Last Leaf,” “Gift of the Magi,” and “The Cop and the Anthem” by O. Henry.

Jeanette Corkery, Jackson Alternative School, Medford, Oregon

Students Connect with Literature

After my students read Wordsworth’s “I Wandered Lonely as a Cloud” and “Lines Composed a Few Miles above Tintern Abbey,” I ask them to write their own reflection papers. We first talk about how Wordsworth recalls and reflects upon the scenes he describes and how much these scenes have meant to him in his memories throughout the years. I ask the students to reflect on a place in their past—elementary school, grandmother’s house, a tree house, or a special childhood hiding place. I want them to remember the place and the feelings that were associated with it.

Then I ask students to return to that place, either in memory or physically, and to explore in writing what they feel on this return. Their reflection papers afford students the opportunity to identify more closely with what Wordsworth felt, and to understand the inspiration of a scene in memory. Students experience, I hope, Wordsworth’s “emotion recollected in tranquility.”

Carolyn Phipps, Oakhaven High School, Memphis, Tennessee
Dandelion Wine: Discussion Topic Potpourri

Many students come to my class as Ray Bradbury fans, having read Fahrenheit 451, The Martian Chronicles, and Something Wicked This Way Comes. But rarely have they read my favorite Bradbury book, Dandelion Wine.

Teaching a stimulating book like this is, to me, what teaching is all about; Dandelion Wine prompts thought and discussion on the excitement of being alive and the realization of life's possibilities, the agonizing awareness that death follows life, and the revelation that life is too precious to waste. Dandelion Wine fits perfectly into the weeks following spring break; it's a true celebration of summer, and thus makes a good end-of-year motivator.

The chapters aren't numbered or titled, but this episodic book has natural divisions which can be adapted to suit the ability of any group. It can be taught in a week or spread out over several; it might inspire the reader to write a poem celebrating summer's joys or an essay analyzing the effects of machinery on our daily lives. Dandelion Wine provides numerous possibilities for discussion and writing to help students assess their values and their lives. Here are just a few for you to consider:

Suggested Discussion Topics

1. Discuss how Douglas Spaulding is affected by the two major discoveries he makes during the summer of 1928.
2. Consider the symbolism of the title. Find all references in the book to dandelion wine and relate each to the theme.
3. Consider how all of the episodes in the novel relate to a central theme. Which of the rites and rituals can you compare to traditions in your family? What are some other rites and rituals that are important in your family?
4. Discuss how the children change Mrs. Bentley's views about her past. What had the late Mr. Bentley told her? How do you feel about the way the children treat Mrs. Bentley?
5. Analyze the children's denial of the Lonely One's death.
6. Discuss the significance of Mr. Jonas both as the town's junkman and as Doug's "savior." How do Mr. Jonas's treatment of Doug affect Doug's strategy with his grandmother and her cooking?
7. How do Douglas's actions at the beginning and the end of the book frame the novel? What significance do his actions have?
8. "Life is what happens to you while you're busy making other plans." Relate this quote by John Lennon to Dandelion Wine.
Large Group Activities

1. For a change of pace, have students read several segments aloud, reader's theater style. Three thought-provoking episodes to share are the ones about Mrs. Bentley, the Lonely One, and Helen Loomis.

2. Investigate the year 1928. Describe how people dressed and lived and tell what was going on in the world. Relate your findings to the characters and events in Green Town.

3. After reading Dandelion Wine, read the play Our Town by Thornton Wilder. Discuss the importance of the rituals of everyday life and Emily Webb's revelations about life. Describe the similarities between Grover's Corner and Green Town.

Small Group or Individual Activities

Form small groups to discuss one of the topics listed below. Share your responses and discoveries with the rest of the class.

the relationships among family members (Douglas and Tom, the boys and their parents, the boys and their grandparents, the boys and their great-grandmother)

the rites and revelations Douglas experiences during the summer of 1928

possible rites that Douglas might celebrate in other seasons

research the tarot cards and the meaning of the tarot witch

Writing Assignments

1. Trace the maturation of Douglas Spaulding from the first day of summer to the end of the novel. Don't give a plot summary.

2. Explain how the setting of Green Town in the summer of 1928 is important to the novel. Show how the book would be different in a different town, year, or season.

3. Rewrite the Lonely One episode from the point of view of the Lonely One.

4. Analyze the effect of the extended family on Douglas Spaulding.

5. Explore the life and death symbolism in the novel.

6. Analyze the effect of machines and progress on people's lives.

7. Write an episode for Dandelion Wine, trying to imitate Bradbury's style. Your episode should involve a rite as well as a revelation. Make it
a true celebration of summer, winter, fall, or spring. Use the third-person point of view, colorful descriptions, and vivid figures of speech.

_Penni J. Meyer, Kettering Fairmont High School, Kettering, Ohio_
As with most pursuits, one learns to write by writing. The teaching ideas in this section provide the means for students to learn writing from a variety of different angles and for different purposes. Among other ideas, you'll find a strategy in which students use writing for self-discovery, a descriptive-writing session based on real estate ads, an in-house field trip, a project in which students write brochures, a way for middle school students to pass their expertise on to incoming students, and a long-term assignment to read, evaluate, and respond to the work of a newspaper columnist.

Character Confrontations

Students from seventh to twelfth grade can all benefit from this clever strategy to promote character development and description. In the space of five days, students create a character, plan a meeting between their character and another character, and write a dialogue between the two characters.

To prepare, cut thirty 3" x 5" index cards in half. On thirty of the resulting cards, write a descriptive adjective. On the other thirty, write a noun describing a type of person. Use imaginative adjectives and nouns; it will make your students' work more challenging.

Day 1

Have each student take one card from the adjective pile and one from the noun pile. The resulting combination of words gives the student a character to write about, such as "an angry shoe salesman," "a giddy opera star," "a pigheaded mechanic," "a vegetarian heiress," "a love-starved traffic cop," "a debonair older brother," and so on.

After reading their cards, students are to use one side of a sheet of paper to cluster ideas about their character. They include details about physical appearance, mannerisms, values, habits, pets, belongings, wallet contents, place of birth, job or career, education, and anything else they can think of.

Day 2

Students write a one-page character description selecting details from those they have listed. In this description, students involve the character in an action
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typical of his or her personality—complaining about a customer (the angry shoe salesman), ordering health food at a fancy restaurant (the vegetarian heiress), or trying to get a date with a young woman driving by (the love-starved traffic cop).

Ask students to avoid simply listing characteristics to describe their characters and to try to use active verbs rather than the verb to be. For instance, “she frowned dourly” makes a stronger statement than “she was dour.”

Day 3
Students spend the third day reading their characterizations aloud to the class.

Day 4
Finally, students form pairs and think up a situation in which their characters “meet” and talk to each other. Sample locations might include a bus stop, a grocery store, an airplane flight, or a hospital. Since the two students in a pair may have characters that are very different from each other, the students will need to use ingenuity in devising a believable meeting for their characters.

Next, the students in each pair work together to write a one-page dialogue between their two characters. I ask students to consider the characters’ ages, backgrounds, and personalities and to use appropriate diction and vocabulary for each character. At this point, students may need a quick review of the use of punctuation with dialogue.

Day 5
Pairs of students take parts and read their dialogues aloud for the class. Students may introduce their dialogues with a brief description of the characters (the audience should remember the characters from Day 3) and of the setting.

This activity is productive either by itself or as a warm-up to story writing. If necessary, the steps above could be adapted to take less class time.

Pamela J. Orth, San Luis Obispo High School, San Luis Obispo, California

Trilets: Teaching Word Painting

I love to teach poetry. A type of “finger exercise” I have developed for crisp, clear, poetic expression is what I call the trilet. In the prewriting stage, I introduce a few of the poet’s tools, such as simile, metaphor, personification, and alliteration. After the students understand these devices, I have them practice using them by writing trilets.

The trilet is an easy poem to write. Each line is based upon a multiple of three, and there are three unrhymed lines. The syllable count is three syllables in the first line, six syllables in the second line, and nine syllables in the third line.
The trilet usually relates to some aspect of nature, although that is not a requirement, as you will see by the examples below. I encourage students to experiment with language to “paint” a word picture so that the reader will see what they saw, feel what they felt, smell what they smelled, and so on. Because of the restrictions of the syllable count, conciseness becomes essential. Less is truly more. I urge my young poets to put “the right words in the right order.” I want them to create lasting images that linger long after the trilet is read.

Here are some trilets I wrote as an example for my students:

Autumn
Kentucky
Hills flame with God’s fall fire—
Such awesome, bold beauty—Who can doubt?

Winter
Icicles
Hang like crystal candles
Until the warm sun melts them away.

Spring
A daisy,
In radiant beauty,
Sways gently, perfuming the May air.

Jealousy
With wild eyes
I stare as my true love
Warmly embraces another man.

Anger
Like lava
Flows my blood through cold veins,
As my cheeks turn scarlet with raw rage.

Winter
Like diamonds
Glistening snowflakes fall,
Covering the dull earth with white wealth.

Ken Spurlock, Holmes Senior High School, Covington, Kentucky

Adopt a Newspaper Column

Assigning students to adopt an editorial column in the newspaper can be a dandy way to enrich a nonfiction unit. This activity raises interest in current affairs and gives students a sense of involvement in issues that concern them.
I give students these instructions:

During a six- to eight-week period, read and keep a file of newspaper columns written by one columnist. Label each column with the date and source and, on a separate sheet, write a brief summary of the main points made in each. Also record the date and topic of the column.

After students have read and collected columns for six to eight weeks, the next step is for them to compose and mail a letter to the columnist. The class first brainstorms the types of questions one might address to a columnist. Then students are allowed several days to compose, edit, revise, and recopy their letters in order to present themselves effectively. Students are responsible for obtaining the correct mailing addresses.

Finally, students will begin receiving answers to their letters. Students should be advised that many columnists are too busy to respond to all the mail they receive. Still, when my class did this project, students received some interesting replies. One student asked a columnist, “What do you think is the biggest problem facing the world, and do you have any ideas on solving it?” and soon found a *Boston Globe* column addressed to her!

After sharing their responses in class, my students posted them on a hall bulletin board for the rest of the school to read.

*Gloria D. Legvold, Nashoba Brooks School, Concord, Massachusetts*

**Focus on the Community: Creating a Brochure**

An activity that has worked well for me is having students create their own original brochures about the area in which we live. I introduce the brochure assignment after we have covered the tools of persuasion.

**Prewriting**

I give the students copies of brochures on a variety of attractions. Such brochures are easily obtainable from state tourism bureaus, or they may be found at rest areas along the interstate. Many gas stations and motels also offer the kinds of materials that I hand out. The class then discusses in small groups the strong and weak points of the brochures, and the students decide what kind of audience each is geared toward.

Then the class brainstorms as a whole, trying to list all the area attractions that visitors might be interested in seeing. Since the northern Kentucky area has many such spots, this list can become quite long. I tell the students to think not just about the obvious, but to try to come up with some of the more out-of-the-way places that might appeal to either a tourist or to someone who is considering relocation. From the list generated by the brainstorming, I ask
the students to separate the attractions into two to four categories. The following day the class shares its ideas for a few minutes at the beginning of the period.

Writing
With the prewriting activities completed, the students write their own original copy for a local brochure, using all the tools of persuasion that we covered in our earlier unit and as many of the area attractions they feel are appropriate. I stress that the brochure should have an introduction to the area as a whole, a few body paragraphs about some of the best spots, and a strong conclusion.

Rewriting
Once the written version is completed, I separate the students into groups of four or five, where they work on peer feedback and evaluation, checking the copy for organization, original use of language, and persuasive techniques. Using this feedback, the students then revise and rewrite their copy for a grade.

Publishing
After I return the graded copy, students still have one more task. I hand out the professionally produced brochures for a second time, and the class examines them for ideas about layout and design. Using artwork, photos, and possibly maps, along with their copy, typed to fit the chosen column width, the students lay out an actual brochure. The best finished products then are displayed in the classroom and may eventually find their way into the community. I have also considered having a class contest for the best brochure and forwarding each class winner to the Florence City Council or to the county commissioners for additional student recognition.

Students enjoy learning to look at their community in a new way. Some may discover for the first time that northern Kentucky has a great deal to offer tourists or prospective homeowners. That discovery, in itself, is enough to make this project one of my favorites.

*Sue Spurlock, Boone County High School, Florence, Kentucky*

**Middle School Experts**

Students entering a departmentalized middle school from an elementary school with self-contained classrooms have a big adjustment to make. Those of us who teach first-year middle school students realize the importance of a smooth transition from elementary to middle school in overall student success. As part of an orientation program, I developed an activity for my language arts students in which they serve as advisors to incoming elementary students.
I begin by telling my students that they are experts about what it is like to be a student in our middle school. The class brainstorms by listing on the chalkboard everything that they would want to tell an incoming student about our school. We then categorize items on our list. This leads to further discussions in which students elaborate on their comments. This process can usually be accomplished in one fifty-minute class period.

Next, students use their brainstorming lists to prepare written advice that will ultimately be read by incoming students. Students may opt to work alone, in pairs, or in groups of three. The individual, pair, or group chooses a writing format: questions and answers, several paragraphs of prose, or an advice column. I allow one class period for writing.

During the following class period, students meet with other individuals or groups to read their papers. Corrections, additions, and deletions are made on the original draft. This can be done in about thirty minutes. Students then write a final draft, proofread with a second individual or group, and hand in their papers.

After I have read the papers and made comments, I make a predetermined number of photocopies of each writing. (This could include enough copies for individuals in one or more classes, or only enough for a “class copy” for one or more classes.) Then the class determines a logical order for the writings and arranges each set of writings in this order. Students design covers for the booklets, fasten the pages inside, and present these booklets—“Advice from the Experts”—to the members of the incoming class or classes.

Susan Sorensen, Spooner Middle School, Spooner, Wisconsin

Intensive Character Building

Character building in creative writing classes presents unique problems for students; they often forget that characters are more than mere physical beings. To stimulate students’ minds to think beyond the obvious, I have tried the following assignment. Using a series of pictures which are, in themselves, characterizations (I use The Family of Man, a collection of photographic character studies created by Edward Steinchen for and published by the Museum of Modern Art in New York), I give each student a page with several pictures on it. I ask students to identify a character whom they would like to get to know, to study that character for several minutes, perhaps to give that character a name, and to feel comfortable with that character. If they do not find someone appealing on their page, they may opt for another sheet. After several “get acquainted” moments, students to write a detailed, one-paragraph physical description of their character, using a thesaurus if necessary. I allow plenty of time for this step and the next two.
The next day’s task becomes more difficult, for I remind students that a character is more than just a physical form. Therefore, he or she must act and move in a certain manner. These behavioral patterns become a further indication of the character’s total persona. I ask these kinds of questions:

- How does the character walk?
- Does he or she shuffle? lumber? strut?
- How does the character react to his or her world?
- Does he or she dream? respond suddenly? hesitate?
- How does the character talk?

Students soon discover that character development includes actions and reactions. They then write a paragraph in which their chosen character displays actions which ultimately indicate character. The photographs allow many interpretations, so student writers have a great deal of flexibility in choosing actions for their characters.

On the last day of this project, students are told that they will tackle the most difficult task of all three. This time they must create their character by describing his or her setting, for characters are also products of their environments. I remind them of Miss Havisham in Dickens’s *Great Expectations*, but there are many other examples from which to choose. Students then write a paragraph which depicts the character in a particular setting, paying careful attention to the details that add to the reader’s understanding of the character. Then, for the culminating writing project, students either incorporate the three paragraphs into one or create a three-paragraph composite—a multidimensional characterization—of their character. The results are impressive, and by now students have realized that character creation is both a difficult and a rewarding experience. Furthermore, these early explorations in character development often become parts of larger, more sophisticated works such as short stories or novels.

*Jean Whiteman, Glenbard West High School, Glen Ellyn, Illinois*

**Students Put Themselves in Midas’s Shoes**

As part of a unit in World Literature, my students read and discussed “The Story of Midas” from Ovid’s *Metamorphoses*. They then took part in the following writing assignment:

1. Make a list of problems, wishes, things that bother you, and things about your life that you wish you could change. Choose the one that you would most like changed.

2. Now envision a “god” or “goddess” with the power to solve this difficulty. Write a detailed physical description of this god or goddess.
3. Write a story in which the main character, representing you, requests and receives a favor from the deity you have invented. The favor is to solve the problem chosen in #1.

4. Describe the “honeymoon” period in which your character enjoys the benefits of this problem-solving boon.

5. Develop the plot to its logical turning point when the favor creates a bigger problem than the one it was meant to solve.

6. Choose the outcome: either your character can go back, as Midas did, to the god or goddess for a remission or you can insist that your character face the unfortunate consequences of his or her request.

The students’ response to this writing experience was so positive that we decided to publish a booklet of their stories.

Mary C. Hills, Millard North High School, Omaha, Nebraska

Creating Characters So Real That They Pay Taxes

Here’s character development in serious fashion. In this approach, students’ invented characters achieve a sense of realism through students’ use of birth certificates, family trees, applications for credit cards, and assorted other documents. The forms used are authentic, and as students create their characters, they also become familiar with documents that they will be filling out in earnest at some point in the future.

To begin, I provide each student with a packet containing some or all of the following forms: a birth certificate, a family tree, an application for a driver’s license, applications for loans and credit cards, a marriage license, applications to schools and to the armed services, an apartment lease, an accident report, a tax form, and a death certificate.

Students choose their characters from magazine pictures I provide. They then develop physical and psychological portraits and personal histories for their characters, filling out the appropriate forms as they go along. The forms require students to be specific and detailed, and help students create the outline of an identity. The written portrait includes more personal information such as habits, likes and dislikes, personality traits, strengths and weaknesses, and details about past and current life events. The forms and all written materials are placed in a character folder.

To make students’ characters truly come alive, I then ask students to write a short story featuring their character. The story is to be based on one or more incidents suggested by the material in the character’s folder. At the first draft stage, I usually confer one-on-one with students, praising details that help make the character seem real and pointing out any inconsistencies between the character description and the information in the folder.
During further revisions, students consult with their peers and incorporate their peers' suggestions into their stories. When the authors are happy with their work, they may read their stories aloud to the class or make them available to their classmates on a table reserved for students' writings.

This prewriting emphasis on the characters' backgrounds has definite results. When students turn to story writing, they are more likely to develop their characters thoroughly and with vivid details. After giving their characters birth certificates, family trees, marriage licenses, and apartment leases, students may find it hard to remember that these are only fictional people after all!

*Debby Rice, Coconino High School, Flagstaff, Arizona*

An In-House Field Trip

Having been in the classroom sixteen years now, I have to admit to periods of teacher burnout, as do most of us who have creative writing assignments to design, daily papers to grade, lesson plans to write, competencies to record, and innumerable other tasks that go along with being an English teacher.

One day, knowing that I had little time or stamina to put a totally new unit plan together, I brainstormed, "What would I like to do if I were a sophomore coming to an English class?" I wanted to come up with a strategy that would be acceptable to the administration, a valid teaching method in my mind, and still something that students would find inviting.

I thought about my students' need for movement; they seemed to do best when they could be out of their seats, moving around and talking. I was sure
they would think they could do even better if they were out of the classroom altogether. . . With this thought in mind, I considered where we could go or what we could do. A field trip sounded like the right answer, but I was put off by the time and money involved. Then I looked at the same idea from a different angle. . . and came up with an idea for a combination in-house field trip/writing assignment.

The assignment I planned involved the gathering, organizing, and implementing of details for a paper. I first introduced techniques for gathering and organizing details through worksheets, the overhead projector, discussion, and some practice sessions. Quick calls to the head custodian, the chairperson of the drama department, and the head cook followed; I was able to set up appointments with them for small groups of students to travel on their own to various “mysterious and uninhabited locations” within our own building. Students’ curiosity was piqued when they learned that they would be visiting the “secret tunnel” underlying the school building, the freezers, the loading docks, the prop room, and would even be riding the school’s small creaky supply elevator.

I made it clear to students before their trips that they were to note at least twenty-five details; these would be included in descriptive papers that they would write following their field trip. In addition, I stressed that, because I had never seen any of the locations that they would be visiting, they would need to organize their descriptive details well, so that I could picture the scene just as if I had been there. “Left,” “directly above,” “straight ahead,” and other specific details would all be important in their papers.

Sending my students—who were normally unmotivated to notice detail—on this field trip turned out to be one of the most successful prewriting endeavors I have ever used. Most students came back with far more than twenty-five details. Written descriptions varied from the basics to those with creative use of voice, as can be seen in the following examples of student work:

I walked down twelve black mesh steps into a tunnel lined on the left with nine half-inch copper tubes.

. . . a small handmade wheelbarrow loaded with green tissue paper lettuce leaves. . . . eighteen dusty 1955 athletic trophies. . . . a retired urinal . . . a ‘Don’t feed the animals’ sign in front of a concrete wall—the only way to go was a dark left. (It made me wonder what animals were beyond.)

From the moment I saw it (the tunnel), I was on guard not to bump even one thing because it would fall over, hit the next piece of junk, and there would be a tremendous domino effect.

There they were on my left—four fans you teachers had been begging for on those hot fall days.
Not only did students write, but afterwards, they compared the various writings about each location and discussed why there was disagreement among them, focusing on what had been left out or not stated clearly enough in each description. Students were proud of their descriptions and tended to defend their inclusion or exclusion of certain details.

This assignment turned out to be a valuable motivator for writing for the rest of the year; even students who had done very little before this point continued to take more of an interest in descriptive detail and clear expression.

Janelle Busdeker, Findlay High School, Findlay, Ohio

Portraits of Fictional Families

This writing project has been very successful with my middle school students. In inventing a family in all its facets, students are able to be creative while employing a variety of writing skills. Students of average ability can complete the work outside of class in about two weeks. Skills-level students may do most of their writing in class so that the teacher can provide assistance.

On the first day, I introduce the project to the students. After I give a general overview of each section of the project, I let students look through magazines for pictures to use as portraits of their "family." I provide a variety of magazines to get everyone started; the next day, students may bring in magazines from home if they like. I also supply glue, scissors, construction paper, tape, and felt-tip pens. If students are working on the project in class, I supply writing folders.

At the beginning stage, while students are assembling the "family portraits," students talk, laugh, and discuss their choices. I suggest that students complete the "Family Character Profile" next. The remaining steps of the assignment, which require a bit more concentration, may then be completed in any order. To ensure that progress is being made, I assign due dates every few days.

Students are expected to complete a rough draft before they write a final copy. Each section should be written on a separate piece of paper. As they work, students read sections of each other's projects and offer suggestions. I circulate around the class and do the same. Students can be as creative as they wish, embellishing and enriching each section with their own ideas and illustrations. Students create a cover for their project and the final copies are assembled and stapled.

As students work on the details, these invented families come alive. I tell students that they are free to structure the family unit as they like. As a result, in addition to families containing a mother, father, children, and pets, I have read about underwater families, outer-space families, medieval families, r-
female families, and all-senior-citizen families. I always provide time for stu-
dents to read each other's finished projects because most students are
delighted with their invented families and want to share them.

*Family Portrait:* Cut out four pictures from a magazine to form a
hypothetical family unit. The structure of the four-member family need
not consist of a father, mother, and children, although that is one option.
Paste or glue the pictures to an 8 1/2'' × 11'' sheet of construction paper.
Underneath each picture, print the full name of each family member.

*Character Profile:* Write a character description for each member of the
family. This should be done in paragraph form. Include as many
specific details about each character as possible. You may include such
details as time and place of birth, age, occupation, travel experiences,
education, personality traits, physical characteristics, unusual
experiences, habits, relationships with other members of the family,
strongest quality, goal in life, secret desire, and anything else that you
want to include.

*Family Home:* Find a picture of some type of dwelling that represents
the family home. Cut out the picture and paste it to a sheet of
construction paper. Below the picture, draw a floor plan of the
dwelling. Be sure to label rooms. Also, write a paragraph describing
where the dwelling is located and the surrounding area.

*Community:* Write a description of the community in which your family
lives. You could have them live anywhere—in a rural, urban, or
suburban setting. Include in your description such things as the name of
the town, its location, recreation facilities, businesses, theaters,
churches, and so on. (An almanac or telephone book might give you
some ideas.)

*Family Relationships:* Write a one-page dialogue between two
members of the family. Don't use "play form"; use quotation marks.
The dialogue could concern one of the following:

- an argument or conflict about anything
- plans for a trip or vacation
- keeping a secret
- politics
- something current in the news
- two family members discussing a problem of a third member
- a strange, unusual, or funny event in the family.

*More Family Relationships:* Write diary entries for seven days from the
point of view of one member of the family. Have the person comment
on his or her own thoughts and feelings and on the lives, experiences,
and attitudes of family members and friends. Reveal a secret or make a confession in one of the entries.

**Family Business Letters:** Look through a mail-order catalog or a magazine that contains ads for mail-order items. Write a letter from the point of view of one member of your family, sending away for one of these items. Follow the correct form for a business letter.

**Family Holiday:** Write a paragraph describing a memorable family holiday, such as a birthday, Thanksgiving, or Fourth of July. Describe how the family traditionally spends this holiday, which foods are eaten, which games are played, which decorations are displayed on this day, and so on. Also, explain why this particular holiday was memorable. Did something special or unusual happen?

**Family Work:** How do members of this family earn a living? Write a detailed description of the work done by various members of the family. You may include work inside and outside of the home.

**Family** ————: This section is left up to your imagination. Include whatever you want to write about the family that you have created. Some ideas are listed below:

- Religion
- Daily lives
- Music
- Transportation
- Problems
- Relatives
- Games
- Vacation
- Pets
- Chores
- Clothing
- Meals, snacks
- Hobbies
- Nicknames

Lois W. Goelz, Oregon Middle School, Medford, New York

**Writing a Handbook for Parents**

This handbook idea has been adapted many times for various student groups. It comes originally from Roselle Holmes of Clarke Central High School. The purpose is for students to create a booklet of dos and don’ts for parents. Students get involved in thinking and talking about parenthood, organizing lists, describing a childhood experience, and using imagination to create a fictional child of their own. The prewriting prompts may be as varied as the teacher and the students need. A reading selection that focuses on the differences of viewpoint between adults and teenagers could be used as the prewriting activity for the entire project, or a different prompt could be used before each section of the handbook. Brainstorming could help students get ideas, as could discussions of child-parent relations in books, stories, or popular television programs. For the dedication page, students may spend time in the library examining the format of dedications in other books.
The following are some of the possible tasks that can accompany a handbook project. Students will appreciate having some leeway in choosing tasks. Of the eight tasks listed below, students might be asked to complete at least five, and to complete more if they are interested.

1. Cover—Design and make a fancy cover for your handbook. Include a title and your name as author.

2. Dedication page—Write a dedication page for your handbook. Include a quotation about children or young people, parenting, growing up, or living happily. Document the source of the quotation (give the author’s name and the title of the work from which the quotation is taken).

3. Dos for parents—Make a list of all the things you would try to do as a parent.

4. Don’ts for parents—Make a list of all the things you would try not to do as a parent.

5. Sketch of the “ideal parent”—Draw a picture of the ideal parent. Your drawing may be humorous or serious. Add an explanatory caption.

6. Sketch of the “real parent”—Draw a humorous or serious picture of your real parent or guardian. Add an explanatory caption.

7. Description of a childhood memory—Write a composition about an important experience from your childhood.

8. Description of your fictional child or children—Imagine yourself in the future as a parent. Write a composition describing the appearance, behavior, and temperament of your child or children. You might want to include references to traits inherited from both parents (you and your future spouse) and to include details about how growing up will be different for your child or children in the future than it was for you.

Carol Young, Clarke County School District, Athens, Georgia

Letters to VIPs

How would the soccer player in your third-period composition class react to receiving an autographed 8” x 10” glossy of Edson Arantes Do Nascimento? That is exactly what one of my students found in his mailbox last spring. Derek has long admired this Brazilian soccer star, who is better known as Pélé. When I made an assignment requiring students to write a letter to a celebrity, it turned out to be a very rewarding experience for Derek. Unfortunately, the assignment didn’t come with any guarantees. Not every student who wrote to a superstar received a reply. Everyone did, however, gain valu-
able experience in using the Readers' Guide To Periodical Literature, reading and taking notes, and incorporating research into a letter intended for a real and valued audience.


To introduce this activity, have students brainstorm a list of famous people they admire and would like to establish communication with if they could. After working independently for a few minutes, my students are always interested in hearing the names on their classmates' lists. I also participate in this sharing time, reading names from my list and selecting my favorite one to research through the Readers' Guide. I then model the procedure for locating material in this valuable index. For many high school students, this instruction is merely review. Often, I role-play the steps involved in the research as the class instructs me.

After everyone has chosen a celebrity, we go to the Learning Resources Center to work on individual research. Students are asked to locate and read at least one article about their chosen celebrity. I require them to record the bibliographical information for each article they read and to make notes from the reading. Students understand that they will be required to refer to these articles and to incorporate at least one quote into the letters they will be mailing. When first drafts of the letters are completed, students revise and edit carefully, aware of the fact that someone important may read their writing.

I provide each student with two envelopes and two postage stamps. This is the only way I can be sure that each letter, along with a self-addressed stamped envelope, will actually make it to the mailbox. Most of my students have been able to find addresses for their celebrity choices in Levine's book. If not, the librarian can sometimes suggest other resources for finding particular addresses. We make quite a ceremony of folding the letters just right, licking the envelopes, and sending them on their way. Then we try to forget about them, usually going on to write a research paper that incorporates some of the research skills we practiced.

The excitement is always renewed when, a month or two later, one of my students comes running into the classroom with a letter or autographed picture. Last year, students at Abilene High School received a picture of Richard Pryor, a letter from Arnold Schwarzenegger, and a note from Henry Cisneros. But I'm still waiting for Kristine to get her reply from Patrick Swayze. You see, Kristine requested two pictures, one for herself and one for her English teacher.

Gwen Fitzhugh, Abilene High School, Abilene, Texas
Real-Estate Writing

Motivating students by showing them real-world use of descriptive writing has always been a problem for me. I can readily show students examples of narrative, persuasive, and argumentative writings, but I could never find good examples of simple descriptive writing to show them. Then I realized that every day I look at descriptive paragraphs—in the form of real estate ads.

The first thing I do is to read the class many different ads for different types of homes. We then discuss how the language of the ad and the parts of the house described would appeal to particular persons or families. After each ad I ask students, "What kind of person would buy this house?"

The next step has students write a basic description of a house, whether their own, a house they've seen, or an imaginary house that they would like to live in. My emphasis here is not on writing sentences or paragraphs, but on deciding what to include in the description and which descriptive words and phrases to use. In other words, students have to play the role of a real estate agent and evaluate the strengths of their chosen homes.

Students read these lists aloud and the rest of the class suggests what type of person or family might buy each house. Finally, students develop a topic sentence and write a descriptive paragraph about their chosen house. The description should be written while keeping in mind the type of person who would be interested in the home. We read aloud and discuss these descriptions.

This writing activity reinforces good writing habits; students choose their descriptive words carefully, think about what points to emphasize in their description, and keep the audience in mind as they write. The finished products are proof that students have gained a better idea of what constitutes good descriptive writing.

Thomas Teckman, Fort Loramie High School, Loramie, Ohio

Word Play with Opposites

I picked up this activity at a small group session ("Techniques for Teaching Poetry Writing to Students") at an Illinois Association of Teachers of English conference several years ago. I'm not sure of its origin, and have since come across other versions of it, but I find it a very successful prewriting exercise and warm-up to creative writing.

I go through the following steps in class, explaining each as it comes up so that students cannot anticipate the next step.

Step 1: Write down two words that are opposites of each other. (Examples: young, old; firm, weak; sharp, dull; fire, ice; chaos, order.)
Step 2: Place these words at the top of your paper as the headings for two columns. Write the numbers 1–15 in a descending column below the first word. Write the numbers 1–10 in a descending column below the second word. Then use word association to list fifteen words in the first column and ten words in the second. Associate only with the immediately preceding word. Do not use proper names or phrases, only single words.

Example: black

1. tar
2. bubbles
3. bath
4. shower
5. rain

Step 3: Arrange your words into lines of poetry, following these guidelines:

- Use 25 of the 27 words. (These include the words at the top of the columns.)
- Use each word only once.
- Don’t add articles, prepositions, or any other words.
- Keep your eyes open for possible alliterative combinations of words.
- You may add s, es, or ed. This will allow you to change a noun (e.g., capture) to a verb form (captures or captured).

Step 4: Take out 5 of the 25 words.
Step 5: Make any revisions you like, including capitalization, in the arrangement of the remaining 20 words.

To illustrate the process in action, here’s a step-by-step example. (I don’t show such an example to students because I want them to focus entirely on the choices involved in each step, rather than to look ahead to the results.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step 1: freeze, boil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 2: freeze</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. frigid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. cards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. greeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. friends</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. support</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. skeleton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. bone</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11. ivory
12. ebony
13. glossy
14. photograph
15. capture

Step 3: life stacks cards
frigid bone ivory blocks
skeletal framework man
ebony volcanic ash
freeze photograph
captured winter erupts
snow boils
dead wood breathes
support glossy
(the words greeting and friends were omitted)

Step 4: Remove support, glossy, blocks, framework, and volcanic.

Step 5: Life stacks cards—
frigid bone-ivory skeletal Man,
ebony ash.

Freeze photograph.
Captured, Winter erupts,
snow boils,
dead wood breathes.

One advantage of this format is that it requires the use of unconventional sentence structures. There are no articles or connecting words, so images collide in unusual ways, as they do sometimes in poetry. Of course, the results of this exercise are sometimes merely jumbled words, but jumbles can be quite revealing. Although this method may only rarely produce an entire poem that works, it often creates individual lines that convey striking images and fresh word choices. In addition, students gain new perceptions and practice juggling words and punctuation to create meaning. Among my students, favorite lines produced by this activity included “copper beach,” “shaking heartbeat,” “velvet blood,” “cold blue life,” “French fry army,” and “fire suns, candle moons.”

Connie L. Brubaker, Litchfield High School, Litchfield, Illinois

Selling Future Technologies

This strategy was inspired in part by the “Robot Project” idea from Inside Out: Developmental Strategies for Teaching Writing by Kirby and Liner (Boynton and Cook, 1981).
After viewing "The Veldt," a film based on the short story by Ray Bradbury, my eighth-grade students are fascinated by the gadgets and conveniences enjoyed by the 21st-century family in the story. To help initiate a discussion about technology and how it affects us, I talk about some of the appliances my students have had all their lives that I, as a youngster, only dreamed about. These include portable hair dryers, calculators, cassette players, VCRs, and so on.

Next, I ask students to describe to the class some of the gadgets they dream about. I ask students to think about new technology relating to transportation, home, school, and recreation. Students consider such questions as "What conveniences do you wish you had to make your life easier, safer, or more productive?" "What problems do you have at school or home that could be solved by technology?"

I list students' ideas on the chalkboard. In their journals, students are to write out possible solutions to the problems posed and to choose one to solve.

Each student then designs an invention to solve the chosen problem and makes a diagram or sketch of it. The student also writes a description of what the invention can do, how it works, its special features, and its potential problems. Interested students may even make models of their inventions.

The final step is for students to "sell" their invention to the class through a short speech or commercial. Students are asked to use their diagram or model in their presentation. After each presentation, the listeners write in their journals the name of each invention, the presenter, and why they would or would not purchase that particular invention. Some of the ideas my students have come up with include built-in springs in tennis shoes for basketball players, money trees, comfortable school desks, and robots that do hair and makeup.
My students enjoyed this project, and I found it an excellent way to combine listening, writing, and speaking.

*Elizabeth A. Rehrauer, New Auburn High School, New Auburn, Wisconsin*

**The Giving Tree**

I teach 152 tenth- and eleventh-grade students. As much as I would like to, I can't even begin to think about buying all of them something for the winter holidays. But someone once said that necessity is the mother of invention, so—eureka—the Holiday Mailbag was born.

In early December I place a large construction-paper Christmas tree on one of my bulletin boards. I label the tree “Holiday Mailbag—Do Not Open Until Mail Call.” I explain to my students that this is their tree, that I will be writing them all holiday thoughts, and that they in turn can use the same area to “mail” their thoughts to someone in class or to me if the spirit just wallops them.

Slowly the tree fills, growing up and out: a mail carrier's nightmare. One hundred fifty-two notes take quite a while to write; whenever I have a spare minute, I write a note, fold and address it, and staple it to the bulletin board. I concentrate on writing something positive about something I saw a student do or a piece of writing I particularly liked.

When I first started this project, I thought high school students would think they were too cool for it. But they watch the board intensely and I offer a good grilling if their “mail” hasn't been posted yet. They love sending their own mail to others in class.

At the end of class before the holiday break we have mail call. Each year I am amazed at how well my “presents” are received. Often, when seniors come back to have their memory books signed, I see my note tucked in with prom napkins and concert tickets. I am delighted that it can mean so much.

Of course, I get something in the bargain. I save my holiday “mail” in a coffee cup, and review it at the end of a hard day in April or May.

*Victoria M. Bolling, Chavala High School, Seale, Alaska*

**Me: A Middle-School Writing Unit**

Middle school students emerge as hormones in tennis shoes—ever-changing, volatile adolescents determined to find themselves. Writing provides a means of discovery for middle schoolers. Any time during the school year would be appropriate to implement this mini-unit on writing, but I prefer the beginning of the year. It gives me a chance to learn more about my students, personally,
and more about their writing abilities, and it gives them an opportunity to write about their favorite subject: themselves.

This unit consists of three assignments:

1. Sole Story—Students trace one of their feet on a piece of construction paper. These feet are cut out and used to compose stories, essays, or poems to describe where the students are going in life. Various methods of prewriting can help students to focus on one ambition, dream, or hope for the future. I display these feet on the walls and ceiling of the classroom so that they look like footsteps walking around the room.

2. “There is a place I know . . .”—The students are asked to describe a real or imaginary place that is special to them. Examples might include their bedroom, their grandmother’s house, or a park. Students respond to these questions: What makes it special? When do you go there? Do you go there alone or with others? What does it look like? Again, prewriting activities will help to focus and to provide descriptive words. This can be written on construction or notebook paper with illustrations.

3. “My name is . . .”—If you could change your name, what would it be, and why? Even if you like your name, pretend that you must change it for some reason. (Suppose that you are being pursued by the mob and need to hide your identity.) Would you change your looks to go with your new name? Would you act differently? Would your friends treat you as they do now? Would your personality be the same?

This unit has proved to be invaluable in diagnosing writing problems and gives me a starting point for what needs to be fixed the most. I begin holding conferences at this time to establish student-teacher rapport. I ask that students complete all three assignments, and I give them a grade just for completing all three. Then I allow them to choose one piece for me to grade under the microscope. Through this unit, writing becomes less painful for all students. With the sense of accomplishment they gain, they approach subsequent writing assignments with more confidence.

Leslie Scarborough, Albright Middle School, Houston, Texas

Starring Me

Doesn’t everyone want to be a star? “Starring Me” is an assignment that lets students achieve a sense of stardom while they practice using adjectives and illustrating abstract concepts. I adapted this idea from a unit created by the English Department chairperson of my school, Linda Maxwell.

The materials needed are the following:
poster board, one sheet for each student
scissors
glue
felt-tip markers
construction-paper stars in 3 sizes:
  big for positive traits
  medium for average traits
  small for negative traits

I begin by asking students to list thirty or more descriptive words and phrases about themselves. Then, on the appropriate-sized stars, students copy words from their lists. Similar traits may be listed together on the same star. If they like, students may cut out additional stars in varying sizes, using larger for positive traits and smaller for negative traits.

Students then decorate their stars and arrange them on a sheet of poster board.

Each sheet of poster board becomes a “me” poster. The word “me” must appear on the poster, along with the student’s name. Students may write or draw their names or may use letters cut from newspapers or magazines. To illustrate the words and phrases appearing on the stars, students may use photographs, pictures from magazines or newspapers, or their own drawings. Students may also use cartoon characters, if they provide dialogue or a caption to show how a particular cartoon character reflects a trait listed.

When the “me” posters are completed, students write a descriptive composition about their personality, working in some of the words and phrases they listed. I encourage students to make their compositions lively and interesting; after all, each student is explaining what makes him or her a “star.”

Any students who want to may read their finished writings to the class, using their posters as visual aids. Finally, the writings and posters are displayed in the classroom as an illustration of all the stars who make up our class.

Verna Clark, Klein Forest High School, Klein ISD, Spring, Texas
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been narrowed down to represent the student's focus (limitation), a personal opinion or position regarding the topic (stance), and an indication of the organizational direction that the speech will follow (direction).

For example, we might give the following assignment in a persuasion class: "Analyze persuasive messages according to a framework you studied in this class." A student may choose to talk about Aristotle's forms of proof and how present-day persuasive messages reflect their use. The student's thesis statement might be "Present-day special-issue campaigns and advertisements effectively reflect Aristotle's forms of proof to promote ideas and products."

Reviewing the three criteria for an effective thesis, the student might limit the topic in several ways—"present-day" rather than times in the past, "special-issue campaigns and advertisements" clearly limits the samples to be analyzed. "Aristotle's forms of proof" specifies what framework the student will use. The student indicates a stance by giving a personal opinion that present-day promotions effectively
Present-day special-issue campaigns and advertisements effectively illustrate Aristotle's forms of proof to promote ideas or products.

Figure 2: Thesis and Major Points

reflect Aristotle's proofs. The audience has a clear sense of the direction or organization the speech will take. They will expect the student to present and define Aristotle's forms of proof and to show examples which reflect these proofs.

We should note that although there may be other criteria by which students may formulate a thesis, the important point is that they must carefully think out their thesis statement as the basis for the mapping process. We find that time spent on this aspect is worth the effort. A well-developed thesis statement is easy to "cr.ck open" into major divisions which become the main branches of the map.

Delineating and Developing Major Points

The next stage in the process is to branch out the major points from the thesis. The number of major points depends on the scope of the thesis statement and the speech's time limit. We recommend that students begin by writing the thesis in the middle of the left-hand side of the page in order to have room to branch out their ideas. In the previous example the student might identify Aristotle's three forms of proof as major points, making them three branches extending from the thesis statement (Figure 2). The student then develops each major point individually. Beginning with the first major point, the student would branch out each sub-point and additional supporting details as they relate to each other (Figure 3). The student then would develop a second major point in the same manner, and so on (Figure 4).

After the student has completely developed the major points with the information available, we advise him or her to look back to the thesis to see if it still encompasses the content developed in the major points and supporting material. If it does not, then the student must
Present-day special-issue campaigns and advertisements effectively illustrate Aristotle's forms of proof to promote ideas or products.

Figure 3: Development of First Major Point

make revisions in either the thesis, the major points, or the supporting detail to make certain every item on the map relates to the idea to which it connects.

Incorporating Introduction and Conclusion

The final stage in the map preparation process is to incorporate an introduction and conclusion. Depending upon the students' level of confidence in speaking and familiarity with the specific topic, they may either write the introduction and conclusion out in full or map out key words or phrases. Consistent with the frequently cited functions of effective introductions and conclusions, we suggest that besides catching attention and creating interest, the introduction should provide an effective lead-in to the thesis. The conclusion should proceed from what goes before it by encapsulating the essence of the speech.

Working with the Map

After students demonstrate the basic mapping technique, they learn how to organize ideas on a map, how to practice with a map, and how to use a map for delivery.

Methods of Organizing Ideas on a Map

Once students have developed a working map by formulating a thesis and delineating major points and supporting material, they then
Introduction
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Figure 4: Development of Second and Third Major Points
decide how to arrange the information to achieve their purpose, given the topic and audience they will address. Analyzing how the audience might react to the topic and position will affect the decision as to what organizational plan to use.

If the student is giving a persuasive talk, he or she might choose from a number of organizational patterns. Suppose that the audience is hostile. To defuse their hostility, the student may choose a problem-solution pattern. If the audience is neutral, Monroe's Motivated Sequence (Ehninger et al. 1986) might provide a good pattern. A map should reflect whatever organizational pattern the student chooses. A map of the five steps of Monroe's Motivated Sequence could look like this:

**Figure 5: Map of Monroe’s Motivated Sequence**

Using the above map as a model, the student maps ideas so that they correspond to each of Monroe's steps.

**Practicing with a Map**

Once the student has a drawing of the speech that shows the order in which he or she wants to present ideas, practice can begin. The student has filled in the key words of the supporting material to be used to prove, explain, or clarify the major points. Carefully drawn lines show ideas relating and leading to each other. Graphically, the map also indicates proportion—which ideas have more supporting material and therefore will take more time to cover adequately when the student actually presents the talk. While practicing, students record the amount of time each major point takes to deliver. They then compare the total time of delivery to the allowed time limit. If the speech is over the time limit, they must decide whether to revise
the focus of the thesis or limit the amount of supporting detail in any one of the major points. For example, if students have eight minutes to deliver four major points and the first point takes six minutes, they may consider narrowing the focus of the thesis to address only the first major point. Then, students will need to delineate major points for the revised thesis.

To practice, the students read through their entire map beginning with the introduction, which leads to the thesis and then the point-by-point development. They read one major point and its supporting material, as well as any sub-points and further evidence. The next major point is covered in the same manner, and so on, ending with the conclusion (see Figure 4). The object is to learn the order of the ideas. Then students practice by speaking aloud, looking at the map when needed to see what comes next. The map allows the student to see the entire speech at a glance—no problem with note-card shuffling or trying to find one’s place in a hurry. If the speech needs further revision, it is easy to change the respective part of the map by adding or deleting information yet preserving the overall organization. In addition, the student may include delivery prompts throughout the map wherever they are necessary. Practice is essential until the student can speak fluently about each major point.

Using the Map for Delivery

The map becomes the set of “speaking notes” to which a speaker can refer while actually presenting a talk. At any time the speaker can see the entire speech at a glance, can tell what has already been covered, and can see what ideas come next. Since the map contains only key words or phrases, students must speak the speech rather than read or recite from memory a written word-for-word manuscript. As a result, students are apt to sound more spontaneous, conversational, and natural. This enables them to have better eye contact with the audience and to exhibit more vocal variety than if they read. As a result, each student tends to feel more effective and successful as a speaker.

Mapping or Outlining?

Traditionally, speech instructors have taught outlining as part of speech preparation and have encouraged students to use an outline during the delivery of a speech. We have found, however, that a map overcomes some of the shortcomings of an outline. Outlines by their
very nature are linear in form. Thus they do not show the relationship among ideas in a holistic manner. Mapping, on the other hand, is multidirectional. A map holistically shows precise relationships. Furthermore, mapping allows the designer to review quickly idea development and proportion (Loacker et al. 1984).

A student who uses a mapping process in the preparatory stages of a speech can literally see the speech take form. This makes it easier for the student to keep the speech tightly focused and to provide adequate development. It also makes it easier for us to assist a student who has difficulty in seeing how ideas relate. We can point out on the map where ideas do not “fit” or relate and how they might be extraneous to the speech’s focus/thesis.

As noted earlier, the use of a map promotes a more conversational delivery style. A map can also help students feel more confident when speaking. Students worry less about a lost thought because the map provides a ready view of the entire speech. If students have the tendency to ramble, they will find that by following the map they will stay on track and will more tightly focus their ideas, clearly relating them to the thesis and to each other.

Most of our students learn the mapping process quickly. Many have provided testimonials regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of mapping as a speech preparation and delivery tool.

We encourage speech instructors to teach the mapping process. Our ultimate goal is to assist students to become effective oral communicators. We find that mapping is a tool which helps us to achieve our goal by assisting students to plot their ideas in a focused way and to navigate themselves and their audiences through the pathways of their thoughts.
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A formal debate can serve as an excellent technique to teach argument. Coming early in the pre-writing process, this activity can focus speaking and listening skills to help students become interested in a topic, see both sides of an issue, and develop adequate support for a position.

I use debating in a freshman composition class at a four-year liberal arts college in a unit on argument which comes about mid-semester. The unit has the following components:

1. Introduction to the topic
2. Class debate
3. Group workshop to sort out issues
4. Group workshop to formulate individual positions
5. Group workshop to present first draft
6. The finished paper

Each of the five preliminary steps requires at least one period, but the steps may need to be alternated with other classes to allow students time to prepare the assigned work. These interrupting lessons should be kept to a minimum, however.

Any current topic is suitable for this unit and can be chosen by the instructor or the class. I have found that there is little advantage in letting students elect their own subject; since at this stage of their education they have limited knowledge of current events, the process of choosing can take an unnecessarily long time, and some issues may be too idiosyncratic or localized (e.g., a campus or town policy) to generate adequate material for support.

Articles for background reading can be found in freshman readers, if a text is being used which has sufficient material on the topic (this past semester our classes were using Miller's *The Informed Argument*, which included a number of selections on controversial subjects).
I have also supplied material myself, or had students research the topic independently. In the latter case, this exercise can provide an excellent introduction to research skills by enabling students to find their articles during a supervised library workshop and document final papers according to MLA guidelines.

This past semester I used animal experimentation for this unit, introducing the class to the subject by asking them to read an essay from *The American Psychologist* by C. R. Gallistel (reprinted in Miller's *The Informed Argument*) and write answers to several questions about content and strategy. I began the class by handing out copies of an article in a local newspaper reporting on a recent protest by animal rights activists as well as a letter to an editor of the same periodical by the president of the Humane Society of the United States. These two items, together with Dr. Gallistel's article, presented the two sides of the issue and underlined its immediacy. After discussing the subject for almost the entire period, we formulated a proposition together, reviewed the directions for the debate, and chose positions.

The written assignment for the debate (see page 102) establishes roles for every class member, including the instructor. There is a chair, associate chair, panelists, and audience members. The chair summarizes the subject, introduces the panel, and keeps order; the associate chair handles the question-and-answer period. These students are instructed to time presentations, rebuttal, and all responses carefully. Panelists, of course, present position papers and answer questions. Audience members bring their own questions to ensure participation. I sit in the audience and join in the questioning, leaving the management to the chair and associate chair, who know they are graded on how well they maintain control and include the audience in the discussion. Everyone is required to read at least one article by an authority on the subject. To increase interest, panelists are asked to impersonate experts and use assumed names. Before the debate begins, I remind the class to take notes (in journals, if these are required, or notebooks) to use for the upcoming workshops and composition assignment. Once the debate begins, students listen attentively during the presentations, but are lively and even vociferous in the following question-and-answer period.

Follow-up classes build on the debate to help students prepare a well-argued and organized response. In the first workshop (see directions for workshop on argument, p. 103), students are asked to discuss the issues and plan outlines for two opposing sides of the topic. At the beginning of this session, I briefly explain the terminology used in the directions (crucial, secondary, admitted issues), as well as
provide an example from a sample argument on DDT which I will use throughout these exercises. I also urge students to gather as much information as they can to use in their final papers by finding articles other class members have read which they might also want to consult. I allow them to change groups periodically so they can receive this additional input. I also move from group to group to answer questions.

After a general discussion of the workshop outlines, I ask individuals to prepare their own versions at home, indicating their positions and support, for the following class meeting (see Writing Assignment IV: Part I, p. 103). Notice that I ask for documentation of readings at this point so they will keep track of the bibliographical information and practice its formatting. In the class meeting, I again ask them to share their outlines with a group to test the formulation of the thesis and the logic of their support. For this exercise, formal workshop directions don’t seem necessary, but I again sit with groups to be sure they are analyzing the outlines constructively. I also allow time at the end of the period for sharing some of the outlines with the rest of the class as well as to explain the format for the introduction and conclusion which I want them to use for their first draft (Writing Assignment IV: Part II, p. 104). If I feel students do not have time to prepare this draft for the next class, I schedule an intervening lesson on grammar or mechanics to allow more time for this stage of the process.

The next workshop session entails preliminary evaluation of complete drafts for the paper (see Writing Assignment IV: Evaluation of Argumentative Drafts, p. 104). Notice that I include questions on placement of the thesis as well as on style. As with the other workshops, I participate in the groups, making candid suggestions but trying not to dominate the discussion. As a peer critiquing activity, this workshop helps the individual writer by forcing him or her to break the close psychological bond with the written page which often makes it difficult to see errors or hear repetitions or awkwardness. An additional benefit is that the audience knows the subject as well as the author and can make more meaningful comments on the validity of supporting points.

When the final papers were turned in this past semester, I was delighted with the quality, particularly remembering that the students were first-semester freshmen. For example, one eighteen-year-old wrote this introduction:
Although many people enjoy different animals in nature and as pets, there are other uses for these animals in scientific laboratories. It is through animal experimentation that vast improvements can be made in both the medical care and research of human beings. Scientists certainly do not enjoy inflicting pain; however, if causing an animal to suffer might benefit the human race, it is necessary and with just cause.

And a foreign student wrote this one:

Animal experimentation has been an accepted method of learning about the physiology of humans and other species for at least two hundred years. The rights and wrongs of these experiments have been debated for just as long, and the subject remains a topical one. In this day and age, when racial discrimination, feminism and homosexuals' rights are discussed, it is only natural that the rights of animals should be considered too. Animals are living beings, and many of them are capable of suffering and enjoyment to the same degree as many humans. The use of animals in research has been beneficial to science, but it is time to reevaluate the necessity and moral implications of using live animals for this purpose.

The quality of the writing, and the thinking, exceeded anything I had received when I taught argument . a vacuum without the stimulus of the debate and the follow-up process workshops. Students' skills in reading and writing had been enhanced by exposure to selections by experts who used sophisticated vocabulary and syntax. They acquired tactics for arguing, supporting, and documenting a position through the series of guided workshops. The papers which they produced could not be plagiarized (knowingly or unknowingly), because of the stages they had been required to go through. But in addition to the improvement in composition, there were other rewards. Students learned to speak in formal and informal situations and listen carefully to the presentations of their peers. In addition, those placed in positions of authority as chairs, associate chairs, and group leaders often reveled in their newfound attention and responsibility. Even poor or mediocre students realized they had something to offer to the class, and this recognition inspired them to take a new interest in all of the subsequent activities.

As director of freshman English I have shared this idea with my colleagues, and the class debate has become a popular staple of all of our writing classes at Ramapo College.
Assignment for the Class Debate

Directions: Next week, we will have a class debate on an argumentative issue. Everyone will take part in this debate. It counts as Writing Assignment III, and will be preparation for Writing Assignment IV. A panel discussion can be lively and interesting. Here are the positions:

a) Chair (moderator): This person keeps order. He/she introduces the “experts” and keeps panel members from talking too long or getting off the subject.

b) Associate Chair: The associate chair handles the question-and-answer session. In case the chair is absent, the associate chair is expected to handle his/her responsibilities.

c) Panel Member. An expert on the subject, who presents a brief statement of his/her position, debates with other panel members, answers questions, etc.

d) Alternate: Stands in for panel members in their absence.

e) Member of the Audience: A concerned citizen who has come prepared with questions for the panel.

You are required to choose one of the above for the debate, remembering that you must read at least one article on the topic. The chairs and panel members will receive extra credit, and articulate members of the audience will receive a better grade.

The chair should open the panel with a brief statement as to why the subject is topical, and introduce the speakers. He/she must be constantly aware of how the debate is going and keep it balanced by cutting off irrelevant or long-winded speakers. This is a position for a not-too-shy leader. The panel member must pretend to be an expert, present a brief statement of the position of the person being impersonated, and be prepared to answer questions.

PROPOSITION: ____________________________________________

CHAIR: ________________________________________________

ASSOCIATE CHAIR: ______________________________________

PANELIST ONE (PRO): DR. _________________________________

PANELIST TWO (PRO): DR. ________________________________

PANELIST THREE (CON): DR. ______________________________

PANELIST FOUR (CON): DR. _______________________________

ALTERNATES (1 PRO and 1 CON): ____________________________
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Workshop on Argument

Directions: In your group, discuss the following questions and formulate answers. Everyone should fill out one of the sheets, but choose a spokesperson to present the group’s answers in the following general discussion.

1. Construct a rough outline for both the “pro” and “con” sides of the proposition for the debate. In other words, what were the crucial issues and any secondary issues which emerged?

2. Determine 2–3 points which could be used to support both crucial issues (for example, if you were arguing on the use of DDT, a “pro” point would be that it’s inexpensive, but a “con” would be that it is dangerous).

3. Once you have these 2–3 general points (which we call primary support), decide how you would go about proving them. Here, use articles in your text, find statistics, quotes from authorities, etc. Note the author, article title, and page numbers. You may use support from other sources as long as you can prove it.

4. Looking at your outline, decide if either side has a point which the opposition might refute or argue against in any way—or would they all have to be dealt with as admitted issues?

Writing Assignment IV: Part I

Directions: For next class, prepare an outline for a paper on animal rights. Your first sentence should be a thesis sentence which presents your position clearly. Your next sentence should present primary support. Then you should indicate what secondary support you are going to use to back up your points. Then, show how you will refute points your opponent might raise. Notice the following example:

I. DDT has more disadvantages than advantages. In particular, this insecticide is dangerous and outmoded.

- dangerous> does not break down in the environment (Dr. Thomas Adams, “DDT: A New Look,” Science [Oct. 9, 1986], p. 88).*
- outmoded> new discoveries make it unnecessary (Dr. Anthony Brown, Modern Biology [New York: Bantam, 1986], pp. 88–89).*

II. DDT is inexpensive and effective.

- inexpensive> yes, but money not as important as potential damage to future organisms.
- effective> yes, but there are other alternatives, such as pyrethrin compounds. (In neither case are you truly admitting, since you are able to argue against the points effectively.)

The paper will be used in class for a group workshop. Also, I will show you how to add an introduction and conclusion. Part II of this assignment will necessitate writing a complete draft for the following class.

* References are examples only and not actual articles.
Writing Assignment IV: Part II

Directions: Write a draft of a complete paper for our next class. You should have an introduction, a middle (one long paragraph or several smaller paragraphs), and a conclusion. You should have primary and secondary support, the latter documented with the name of the author and the page numbers from the source. Your paper need not be typed, but it should be as neat as you can make it. You will be asked to read it to a group to receive feedback, so remember that you will have an audience, not necessarily the same one you had today. If you spend time on this segment and do it carefully, you will not have a lot to do for the final version of this paper. This is an important stage.

Writing Assignment IV: Evaluation of Argumentative Drafts

Directions: As each group member reads his/her paper, listen carefully and answer the following questions.

1. Is the first sentence of the introduction a lead-in sentence and not the thesis?
2. Does the thesis sentence occur three times, rephrased, and in the proper positions in the paragraphs?
3. Does the author provide adequate support for the position he/she favors?
4. Are the opponent's points referred to as well?
5. Does the paper seem to have good flow, no awkwardness?
6. Is there excessive repetition?
I would like to describe an assignment which I used successfully in a freshman composition course and which included an oral presentation by each student, building their confidence and encouraging them to process and evaluate information orally. Further, the assignment is widely adaptable to other courses and subject matter.

This assignment found its way into my composition class because it seemed important to include some oral component in the teaching of writing. Our language is, after all, derived from an oral tradition. True appreciation of the power, nuance, and beauty of language cannot ignore the oral arts. Also, presenting an argument or opinion aloud to others reinforces some cardinal principles we encourage on the written page: clarity, logic, and awareness of and communication with the audience. Finally, as teachers who are called upon as a matter of course to make oral presentations both in class and in meetings and other professional functions, we are all used to standing before an audience and expressing ourselves. But canvas a typical class of freshmen and you may find, as I have, that very few felt confident in doing so, and some had in fact consciously avoided any such experience.

So, with basic rationale and reasons out in the open, here is the assignment I used to try to give students a worthwhile oral forum. This assignment is applicable to almost any course which attempts to cover a particular content area. In this course, most of the readings and subsequent discussion centered around nuclear issues. The main text used was *The Nuclear Predicament* (Gregory 1986). Students were divided into small groups of three or four (panels, if you like), and each group was asked to come up with a particular aspect of the nuclear predicament that members would like to explore further. Since this was the concluding assignment of the semester, students...
had by that time developed sufficient familiarity and expertise in the content area to make a reasonable and workable choice.

After each group had settled on a topic, I asked them to subdivide the research and presentation. That is, the group would function as a panel which would present the chosen topic by means of individual oral reports and would also be prepared to field questions on either these individual areas of expertise or on the entire topic. In this way each student became responsible for not only his or her piece of the presentation but for familiarity with the overall topic as well. One result of this arrangement was that pressure to complete the research and present a coherent report transferred to the students themselves rather than being exerted by the instructor, since it was in their own interests, both from the standpoint of evaluation and to avoid embarrassment in front of their peers, to do a decent job. Notice that this peer pressure is a direct result of being put "on the spot" by facing an oral and public presentation. How many students have, at one time or another, settled for handing in last-minute, shoddy work, knowing that at worst the bad grade or harsh evaluation could be absorbed in the privacy and anonymity of the quietly returned and folded paper?

The entire assignment was scheduled over a period of about two weeks, to allow for the various individual and collaborative stages. One panel chose as their topic the "Star Wars" defense system. Among the four members, one chose the subtopic of current research and technology. Another would present arguments in favor of the system, based upon opinions of prominent scientists and government leaders but also including her own summary view; the third student would likewise handle arguments against the system. The fourth student would address the question of Soviet response: Soviet research as known, their public statements regarding Star Wars, and their projected policies in response to Star Wars. Obviously these subtopics overlapped in many ways; each student would be obliged, for example, to understand the basic technologies of the system, i.e., how it is supposed to work and how likely it would be to work in the near future.

Other general or panel topics included nuclear winter, a study of current international arsenals, emergency readiness procedures on the college campus, projected attack scenarios, and a history of the development of nuclear weapons. The next stage of the assignment after choosing and subdividing the general topics was individual research. In some cases this could still be accomplished collaboratively, and certainly students were able to share some resources. If instructors
using this assignment wished to reinforce individual research and writing effort, they could simply require each student to submit a written version, complete with documentation, of his or her individual area of inquiry.

During the two weeks the assignment was in progress I allowed some class time for groups to meet and confer on their research and presentation strategies, both with me and among themselves. But most of the work was accomplished outside of class and in addition to their ongoing essay assignments, readings, and other usual course activities.

When presentation day arrived, students essentially conducted the classroom activities. It is particularly rewarding for an instructor to be able to sit back and for once not feel responsible for conducting the proceedings or for even saying much. The panel presentations ran themselves, yet each student in the class was involved at all times, either as a presenter, as a panel member, or as a respondent. The student orally presenting the fruits of his or her research gained experience in communicating complex information and personal opinion to an audience of informed peers, whereas panel members listened to double-check information and prepare themselves for questions. The audience of students listened out of interest in a shared overall area of inquiry (nuclear issues), to gain background for questions to presenters and other panel members, and to compare their own presentations to those for which they served as audience. Since each student would take his or her turn in front of the entire class, politeness and etiquette were given: all realized that at some point the situation would be reversed; therefore, they extended the courtesy and attention that each presenter deserved. Though some were initially nervous, students enjoyed their presentations, followed them with lively and informed discussion and debate, and welcomed the change in routine and the opportunity to take charge of class proceedings.

One value of this assignment lies in reinforcing the principles of good essay writing in a form other than the usual student-composed, teacher-evaluated paper. With oral presentations, work is shared and critiqued by the entire class; a definite audience has to be addressed (other than the usual implied and predictable final audience for papers—the instructor); students have the opportunity to work collaboratively (which, beyond possible small-group critiquing, is difficult to arrange in a composition class), and, finally, students depend upon each other for and come to value thoroughness of research and clarity of presentation.
The general structure of this assignment is adaptable to many other content areas; indeed it is difficult to imagine a college course in which such a procedure could not be used. It seems particularly adaptable to the literature course, especially one in which some of the readings are complex enough to merit research and analysis by several students working on different aspects of a selection, or one in which several reading selections might be profitably compared and contrasted by a panel.

For appreciation of the spoken word, a variation which I have found useful is to have individual students read aloud to the class some piece of writing by which they are impressed, in whatever form it may be (poem, editorial, novel excerpt, and so forth) and then explain why they think it is a worthwhile or well-done piece of writing and, finally, entertain any questions from the class/audience about either the writing itself or the author. Again, such an assignment can include a written version of the presentation as well, and would also be particularly adaptable to a literature course. Notice, too, that both the panel and individual versions of this assignment offer ample opportunities for instructors to grade or otherwise evaluate students from the standpoints of individual presentations, research, written versions, panel participation, and/or audience response.

This assignment affords students an opportunity to apply principles of research, composition, and presentation in an alternative approach which has the added value of promoting speaking and listening abilities. Much of the preparatory work can be accomplished outside of class. It is adaptable to most grade levels and subject areas. It reinforces students’ responsibilities to each other as a community of learners by involving them in a collaborative and self-directed activity. Finally, it gives students valuable experience in addressing and directing a group, which builds confidence and provides realistic preparation for later life both in and beyond the college years.
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A Global Introduction to International Business Communications

Ray Wallace
University of Tennessee, Knoxville

About every six months one national periodical or another publishes a feature on the lack of geographic knowledge among Americans, especially among high school and college students. The examples have become well-known: California students who think Toronto is in Italy, students from Miami who cannot place their home city on a map of Florida, Midwest students who have no idea where Russia is, and students from some southern states who are unsure where Mexico lies. While the statistics and examples (these features usually carry “amusing” maps of the geographically distorted world our students see) may be very interesting to the general readership of these periodicals, to educators they are reminders of another area we must focus on in our already overcrowded syllabi.

So, as more educators begin to design assignments that will reinforce knowledge about the world these students live in, perhaps these same educators will one day enter a classroom to be faced by the knowledgeable students they desire: students who can recognize the continents, know north from south, east from west, and have at least a working knowledge of the major political, economic, and social forces designing the world they live in.

Each semester a group of twenty international business majors, usually evenly divided between American and ESL students, enroll in my International Business Communications course. My main goal is to help these students improve their business communications skills by focusing on the four linguistic skills: speaking, listening, reading, and writing. I have designed an introductory assignment to this course that focuses on these skills and, at the same time, reinforces the importance of geographic knowledge for success in international business communications. The assignment usually takes three phases to complete.
Phase One

On the first day the course meets, I enter with two detailed maps: one of the world and one of the United States. Students immediately become fearful, since they suspect they will be "tested" on that which they know very little about. Therefore, I tell them to relax, inform them of the course requirements and prerequisites, and mention the importance of acquiring a greater knowledge of the world to succeed in international business. My discussion leads to the inevitable fact that, since they are all going into careers in international business, soon they will have to deal with a person from a country other than their own.

I ask the students to discuss what questions an interviewer might ask a foreign subject to discover enough pertinent information about that person's culture and country to help in trading with his or her part of the world. The questions the students develop are written on the board:

1. What is your name?
2. Where were you born?
3. Can you tell a little about your family life?
4. Can you describe the economy of your country?
5. Can you describe your education system?
6. What is the climate like in your country?
7. What type of political system exists in your country?
8. Is international business important in your country?
9. What countries have you visited?
10. Who do you consider the most famous living person from your country?

I ask the students to pair themselves, one American student to one ESL student (if there are more Americans than ESL students, then a 2:1 ratio is fine). The two students are given about twenty minutes to interview each other to find the answers to these and any other questions they feel are important to the process of finding out about each other's culture and country. They are allowed to take all the notes they wish on the answers to these questions. I usually ask the American students to answer the questions in the first ten-minute period because they seem less culturally worried about divulging such information to a stranger. Therefore, by the time the ESL students,
who may be a little more reticent about disclosing such information to a foreigner, have heard their American counterparts talk about themselves and their backgrounds, most of them answer the questions freely. Finally, students show their partners where exactly they are from on either of the maps provided.

In this initial phase, students make conscious efforts to overcome breakdowns in auditory communication. They listen intently; they ask for clarification, for repetition, and for more details. Students often share their notes to see if everything they have noted is accurate.

**Phase Two**

In order to give students their first opportunity to speak in front of an audience, I ask each student to come to the front of the class to discuss what they have learned from talking to their new colleague. Each student has to focus on the geographic, economic, and social knowledge gained from talking to this person. I ask each speaker to point to the area on the map that the presentation deals with, and I ask the audience (other members of the class) to ask questions based on the information presented by the speaker. At first the audience is too intimidated to ask questions, but after I ask the first few they usually begin to ask quite interesting and detailed questions.

Obviously, many of these presenters are not able to answer some of the more complex questions based on their limited knowledge of the area in question. I then call on anyone in the class to answer the question; any question left unanswered is used later in a research scavenger hunt in the library. After all the students have presented their information, I allow them to mix again for five minutes. This time they are allowed to mingle and talk with different students, and all seem genuinely interested in their peers, both ESL and American.

**Phase Three**

As a way of checking students' listening and writing proficiency, I ask each student to write a one-page summary of one person in the class other than the person he or she initially interviewed and subsequently presented information about to the rest of the class. Again, I want the students to pick someone from a country other than their own. In this one-page description, they are to write as informatively as possible, giving all the key information they can remember from the initial presentation.
This assignment, which covers approximately the first week of the course, is in no way meant to be a panacea for all of the students' communication problems. Similarly, this assignment will not teach students all they will ever need to know about world geography, nor all about the social and economic factors playing on the world. However, it will spark interest and curiosity in the world around them.

Such an assignment emphasizes two important points early in the semester. The first point of emphasis is that students will be expected to use all the communication skills they are being taught each day; they will have to actively listen, speak, read, and write. Secondly, this introductory assignment emphasizes that in order to succeed in international business, students have to overcome a very egocentric view of the world. While FSL students seem to suffer less from geographic unawareness, both groups of students need to become more knowledgeable about the United States and the world with which the U.S. trades. Such acquisition of knowledge cannot be achieved by passively memorizing statistics about various countries. Instead, this assignment points to the need for active participation in the learning process, a process which can only occur through listening, speaking, reading, and writing about various areas in the world.

This introductory exercise leads to many more geographically enhanced communication-based exercises designed to help students grow into well-educated business executives. In trying to help our students understand the part they can play in their world, one of the key goals of any liberal education, teachers must show them the importance each state and country plays in the overall economic, political, and social global framework.
One of the reasons students find it difficult to talk freely in the classroom is that they don't know how to organize their thoughts. The most common goal listed by the students in my public speaking course is "to speak clearly." "Speaking clearly" most often translates into "to organize my thoughts clearly to express what I mean." Students report that they feel uncomfortable in discussions because they are afraid (or they know from experience) that others will misinterpret what they are saying or that they will get lost in their own argument and lose their train of thought. The result is that students avoid taking part in discussions, and they avoid classes where they will be expected to make speeches or presentations.

Another problem that students have in the classroom is keeping track of lectures and discussions. Students report that they can't write down everything, and they often can't tell what's important from what's not important. The consequence is that they often try to write down the "facts," but they miss the generalizations that would give meaning to those facts. Their lecture notes are often unorganized and inaccurate. They have trouble following directions.

The solution to both of these problems is to teach students how to organize their ideas when they talk and how to listen for organizational patterns when they listen. One simple system for organizing ideas is called "structuring" (Zolten and Phillips 1985). The idea behind this system is that we have several ways of organizing ideas that are natural to us in our daily lives. By identifying and using these natural patterns of organizing ideas, we can present our ideas clearly in speeches and in discussion. By listening for the basic organizational patterns (structures), we can identify main points and distinguish important information from unimportant information. In
this article, I will describe five basic structural patterns and explain how to teach structuring.

**Basic Structural Patterns**

*Time structure* is a narrative or storytelling structure. We use time structure when we explain how things got this way or explain how to do something. For example, "The Battle of Gettysburg took place over three days" and "There are five steps to preparing a book report" are time-structured messages. Once you know that the message is time-structured, it's easy to pick out the main points. The main points are each of the elements of the story, which *must* follow one another in sequence. Speakers can cue listeners to the use of a time structure by listing the main points before they begin speaking: "Making a speech requires six steps: (1) analyzing the audience and the situation, (2) choosing a structure, (3) adding details, (4) practicing, (5) delivering the speech, and (6) evaluating the response." Listeners who hear such a statement of the structure can easily pick out the main points; the speaker has just listed them.

*Space structure* tells about how something is made or put together. When we use a space structure we are talking about all the parts of something. For example, "The motorcycle engine has seven main working parts" and "The American government is made up of three main branches" are space-structured messages. Again, it's up to the speaker to make the main points clear at the beginning of the speech. Hearing the main points will tell the listeners what the structure is and will let them make categories in their notes for those main points.

*Classification* is another common way of organizing our thoughts, but it's probably the trickiest to use. I call this the "three kinds of" or the "three ways to" speech. We often divide things into types or kinds: "There are three kinds of schools: private, parochial, and public." The problem is that there are lots of different ways to divide things up. For instance, we could also say, "There are three kinds of schools: elementary school, secondary school, and college." In the first case, we are talking about how schools are financed, while in the second we are talking about the various levels of instruction. *It's important not to mix up the classification schemes when you’re using this structure.* When listeners hear "seven kinds of stars" or "two ways to check for fleas," they will know there is a classification system to the message, and they will also know how many main points to look for. It's up to the speaker to tell the listeners how many classifications there are and what the system is that connects these classifications.
Comparison is another common way of thinking about the world. Speakers can talk about how things are alike or how they are different: “Cross-country and downhill skiing offer exercise and fun for everyone,” or “Cross-country and downhill skiing require different kinds of equipment.” Speakers can often explain difficult ideas by comparing them to something the listeners already know about: “Football and rugby are both types of contact sports.” Whenever we evaluate anything, we are using a comparison structure: “The Subaru is a good family car, because it has lots of space, is economical to run, and is dependable.” Listeners should be able to pick out the three main ideas in this structure—space, economy, and dependability—as the criteria and then expect to hear how the Subaru performs on each of these standards. Speakers should know that they must provide information about each of these points if they want to be persuasive.

Cause/Effect structure represents another common way of thinking about the world that answers the questions “how” and “why.” Typical ideas represented in this structure are “Smoking and drinking are major causes of heart disease” and “If we add water to lithium, we will get an explosive reaction.” Listeners who hear these kinds of statements can set up categories of things to listen for. The main points of the first message are (1) smoking, (2) drinking, and (3) heart disease. Speakers using this structure have to be careful not to add things that don’t relate to the main ideas. For example, smoking is also linked to lung cancer, but that’s not part of this particular message. By clearly specifying the main ideas in one sentence, speakers can decide what to put in the message and what to leave out.

How to Teach Structuring

The above system of organizing is probably familiar to most teachers of writing and speaking. The important thing is to get students to practice using the system both when they are speaking and when they are listening. There are a number of ways of doing this.

One of the most effective ways of practicing this system in the classroom is to assign students to give short speeches using each of the various forms of structure. I usually ask students to pick a topic and prepare five speeches on the same topic using each of the five structures. In this way they can use the same basic information and concentrate on the organizational pattern instead of trying to figure out “what to say” for five different speeches. I ask the students who are listening to write down the structure they think the speaker is
using and what they think the main points are. Often the listeners disagree about the structure and the main points, and then it is possible to discuss how the speakers can make their structures clearer.

It is also possible to use impromptu speeches to reinforce this way of organizing. Give the students a general topic and ask them to prepare a short message on that topic. Easy topics include “What I wish someone had told me before I started (high school) (college)” and “The main problem facing my (school) (community) today is . . .” Again, ask the listeners to identify the structure and main points of the speeches. Discussing these speeches in class serves to (1) reinforce the importance of organizing your thoughts, (2) teach the method, and (3) teach the students how to critique messages. It also serves to accustom the students to receiving constructive criticism.

Another way to teach this method is to find a message that has no main structure (I use a typical student speech) and ask the students to identify the structure(s) in the message. After they have identified several structures, ask the students what they think the speaker's main purpose was. When they agree on a purpose, ask them to identify a structure that would make the message clearer. Then they can reconstruct the speech, identifying and supporting the main points with information from the speech. They may discover that the speaker confused the issue by putting in unnecessary information. Or they may discover that the speaker is lacking vital information and should do more research. These are both important points to consider when creating a message.

Writing teachers can use the same exercises, substituting an essay for a speech and discussing the organizational patterns in class. I have taught this system for many years, both to beginning students and to adults in my college classes. The system is really simple enough to be grasped by high school students, but the adults almost always comment on how useful they found structuring in creating speeches and in their work.
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Weaving In Listening and Speaking throughout the School Day

Lynn Plourde
Anson, Maine

Teachers believe in the value of oral language skills. They want to fit listening and speaking into their schedule, but there's no time. The solution: weave these skills in throughout the day. Rather than taking a set block of time each day to develop students' listening and speaking skills, teach listening and speaking throughout the day.

First of all, there are things you as a teacher already do each day that can be adapted to develop students' listening and speaking skills, such as giving directions.

Give Directions Only Once

Most classroom teachers I've observed give directions at least three times or more until all students understand what's expected. By repeating directions, you're sending students the message that it's all right not to listen the first time. Why should they?

Start a new habit today: only say directions one time. I think this new habit is so important that I'm tempted to repeat it, but I won't for fear of sounding like a hypocrite.

Giving directions only once will be hard at first, but with practice you'll master this new habit. The result will be students who are better listeners. They'll have to be—you'll be forcing them to do so.

As you add this new habit to your classroom repertoire, I also suggest that you allow students to ask specific questions about directions that they did not understand. Students should be able to ask you or other students about misunderstood directions. You may wonder, "Then why not just repeat the directions?" There's a big difference. By automatically repeating directions, you're assuming students didn't understand them. You're letting students be passive listeners, and you're the one who's deciding what they did or did not "get." But by having students question directions they did not
understand, you are forcing them to become active listeners. For example, a student who asks, “What did you tell us to do in the experiment after we stirred our liquid?” demonstrates that he or she listened and comprehended part of the directions and is letting you know exactly what part needs to be clarified. That’s much more active listening than simply asking, “What’d you say?” or “Huh?”

**Throw Students Vocabulary Curves**

Another way you can improve your students’ oral language skills is by throwing them vocabulary curves throughout the day. For example, rather than simply saying, “Everyone line up for recess,” say, “Everyone who’s a biped line up” or “Everyone line up to the left of the thermostat.” By giving students directions with unusual words, you’ll force them to listen to you. They’ll have to question you about the meaning of unknown words—otherwise they won’t be able to follow the directions. Also by using new vocabulary words several times over the course of a few weeks, students will actually begin to understand the more difficult ones.

Here are some ways you can incorporate new vocabulary words throughout the day:

- when students line up (e.g., “Everyone with spectacles line up first. Everyone born during a spring month line up second.”)
- when passing out or collecting papers (e.g., “I will pass a paper to everyone who has their phalanges on their desk,” “I will collect all the math papers that are lying diagonally on your desks.”)
- when getting students to move from one section of the room to another (e.g., “After you point to something brittle in the room, then go stand by the piano” or “When I name something edible, then go sit in the reading corner. Hat, watch, blue, Tuesday, pickle . . .”)
- when grouping students (e.g., “Everyone wearing denim will be on one team. Everyone wearing corduroy will be on another team.”)
- when students trade papers (e.g., “Everyone give your paper to the student who is sitting diagonally forward to the right of you” or “Everyone give your paper to the student who is sitting two places counterclockwise from you.”)
Require Students to Ask for What They Want

Another way to develop students' listening and speaking skills, especially for primary children, is to require them to tell you exactly what they want. I've been in many classrooms where a child shoves his or her chest toward the teacher and the teacher automatically zips up the child's jacket. Or the child holds out some money and the teacher says, "Oh, so you want lunch for the whole week." In these cases the teacher does the talking, not the child. Instead, you should play dumb. Don't zip the child's jacket or take the child's lunch money until they tell you exactly what they want. Otherwise, why should children talk in these situations when gestures work just as well?

Require Students to Answer in Complete Sentences

Encourage your students to answer questions using complete sentences. If they can get away with one-word answers, they will. But if there is the expectation that they must answer in complete sentences, they will do so. I have heard many children progress from a one-word answer when asked, "Why are the sky and ocean alike?" ("Blue.") to a complete response ("The sky and ocean are alike because they are both blue."). Children even begin to prompt each other to "Say the whole thing." They develop a habit of speaking in complete sentences—and that's not a bad habit to have.

Increase Students' Responsibilities

Consider the fact that every classroom has visitors during the school year. In this situation, the teacher typically shows the visitor around the room and tells the visitor what is going on at that time. Why not have students take on this responsibility? After the first few weeks of school, have students brainstorm as a group about what they think are the highlights of their classroom. Then have students role-play, giving each other tours of the room while telling about these highlights. Then, on a rotating basis, students should have the responsibility of actually showing visitors around the room.

Another way to increase students' responsibility as well as communication skills is to have them deliver the announcements at the end of the school day. If you teach elementary school, the announcements will be told before your whole class and will include specific reminders (e.g., "Everyone be sure to take home your math book to study for tomorrow's test," or "Tomorrow is the last day to bring in..."
your permission slip for the circus field trip."). If you teach junior or senior high school, students can deliver announcements over the intercom to the whole school.

Other classroom responsibilities should also be given to students. For example, have students deliver messages to the office secretary, principal, or other teachers. Don’t have the message written out, but rather require students to deliver the messages orally. Also have students do chores such as taking attendance or collecting lunch money. They’ll be forced to communicate actively and effectively in these situations.

One final way to increase students’ responsibility and, as a result, their listening and speaking skills is to have them work frequently in small groups. Rather than you leading a classroom discussion in which only one person can speak at a time, give students the topic to discuss and then break them into small groups to discuss the assigned topic. In this situation many more students will be participating as active listeners and speakers.

**Times to Develop Listening and Speaking**

There are probably some times during your school day that are better than others for developing listening and speaking skills. For example, when students first enter the classroom and are settling down, you might try a “listening and speaking sponge” for a minute or two (e.g., “Find a partner and together think of as many questions as possible that would have the answer telephone,” or “Find a partner. One of you should pretend to be a seashell, and the other one should pretend to be the ocean. Carry on a conversation for one minute.”).

Other prime times to develop students’ listening and speaking skills might be Friday afternoons or the afternoons before a school vacation or holiday. During these times, students (and sometimes the teacher) have already mentally started the weekend, holiday, or vacation. Hard-core academic subjects may not be the best topic for these times; instead you might devote the time to listening and speaking activities such as the ones listed below:

1. *Interviewing an Animal* (Plourde 1985, p. 284). You will need slips of paper with animal names written on them. One at a time students select a paper with the name of an animal on it. That student stands in front of the class and is interviewed by the other students. The class must try to guess from the answers to their questions what kind of animal the selected student is. After they guess, another student has a turn.
Sample questions:
- What is a typical day like for you?
- What's your favorite food?
- Where do you sleep?
- Who are your friends?
- How do you move?
- What color are you?
- What are you scared of?
- Who do you scare?
- How fast do you move?

Possible animals:
anteater ox skunk gopher moose
bumblebee lion rhinoceros worm seal
gerbil whale wolf giraffe ant

2. Campfire Stories (Plourde 1985, p. 339). You will need a flashlight for this activity. Explain to students that you are going to sit around a pretend campfire and tell stories. Then turn off the lights, pull down the shades, and sit around the flashlight. You might start with a story and then give others a turn. Give students a topic such as “The most exciting thing that ever happened to me,” or “My saddest time,” or “My funniest time.”

3. Say It Another Way (Plourde 1988, p. 35). Tell students that it’s boring to always say things the same way—that we should try to think of a different way to say things. Divide students into groups of three or four. Give each group a word, such as eat, and have them list as many words as they can think of that also mean eat (e.g., munch, nibble, chew, devour, crunch). See which group can generate the longest list. Then have each group select two of their words to act out for the other students to guess.

Possible words:
drink walk cook sleep
sit lie down see clean

talk touch stand wash

4. Penny Patterns (Plourde 1988, p. 78). Give each student five to ten pennies, depending on how many you have. You should have pennies, too, and sit at a desk in back of the class. Arrange your pennies in a specific pattern on the desk and then tell students how to arrange their pennies so that they look like yours.
For example, you might say, "Put a penny in the center of your desk so that it is head-side up. Next put a penny on the left side of the first penny so that its tail side is up and it is touching the first penny. Then put a penny so that it is diagonally down to the left of the second penny; it must touch the second penny and be head-side up." Continue with several more directions; then have students check to see how they did (you can draw the pattern on the board for them to check). Continue with new patterns as time permits and allow students to give some directions.

5. Historical-Hysterical Stories (Plourde 1988, p. 164). Write the names of famous people on slips of paper. Divide students into pairs. Each student selects a paper and then the pairs carry on a conversation as if they really were those famous people. You might have George Washington talking to Michael Jackson or Joan of Arc talking to Cleopatra. The pairs may present their conversations before the class as time permits.

Possible famous people:

George Washington
Mickey Mouse
Ronald McDonald
Benjamin Franklin
Abraham Lincoln
Boy George
Betsy Ross
Amelia Earhart
Michael Jackson
Ronald Reagan
Mr. Rogers
Zorro

Joan of Arc
Roy Rogers
Christopher Columbus
Captain Kangaroo
Cleopatra
John Glenn
Babe Ruth
Madonna
Cupid
Donald Duck
Jimmy Carter
Wizard of Oz

Places to Develop Listening and Speaking Skills

Besides special times to devote to listening and speaking, there are also special places where you can promote listening and speaking in your classroom. For example, you might set up a conversation corner in your classroom—a comfortable place (e.g., two bean-bag chairs, pillows on a carpeted section of the floor, a loft above the coat racks) where students can go when they are finished with their work to quietly converse with each other. Students might talk about what they wish or you might suggest a topic for the day (e.g., "the scariest
thing that ever happened to me," "the first job I ever had"). For more ideas on how to set up a conversation corner, see the article "Getting Kids to be Better Communicators" in the July/August issue of Learning 1986.

Another place in the classroom to develop listening and speaking skills is at learning centers. You can set up centers where students use a tape recorder to listen to a story or tell their own story. Centers might also have things for two students to do together. For example, a center might have a picture. One student looks at the picture and describes the picture to the other student, who listens carefully and tries to draw a picture that looks just like the one described. A center for older students might have a written job description (e.g., custodian at a large mill, press secretary to the governor) that two students would need to role-play the job interview for, with one being the employer and one the aspiring employee.

A bus ride for a field trip affords another opportunity to develop listening and speaking skills. You might challenge students to jointly name as many items in a given category as possible (e.g., cereals, brands of sneakers, authors whose names start with "S"). Or, using road maps, students can tell partners the exact directions for getting from your school to the location of the field trip.

But wherever you want, whenever you want, however you want—there are many ways to weave in listening and speaking activities throughout the school day. Every one of these ideas will help students to become better listeners and better speakers. Try them!
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Students in freshman composition come into class as conversationalists, knowing how to use the spoken language in informal situations, especially one-on-one. They visit with each other before class just fine, thank you, and they are quite able to explain why they will have to miss class on Friday or why their paper will have to be a little late. But they have difficulty—in varying degrees—as they attempt to make the transition to formal speaking situations and to writing. Interviews provide two kinds of connections: (1) they are a good middle ground between informal conversation and formal speaking situations, and (2) writing based on an interview lets students use speaking and listening skills to develop their writing skills. In keeping with the belief of learning theorist Jerome Bruner (1966) that learning begins with the familiar and moves on only after making connection with the known, interviews allow students to use the speaking, listening, and writing abilities they already have as they develop new abilities.

I begin by giving the writing assignment for the interview so that students will know what the preparation and practice that lead up to it are for.

Interview Assignment

Interview someone who would be a good subject for a human-interest story or who holds a position that you would like to have in five or ten years. For the human-interest story, here are some guidelines:

Lifestyle
Hobbies

124
Places Visited
Accomplishments

For the position you would like to hold, analyze what the job entails and what skills are necessary for that position. Here are some guidelines:

- Background/Knowledge Needed
- Speaking—Formal, Informal
- Writing—Within the Company, Outside the Company
- Typical Day/Seasonal Variations
- Amount of Interaction with People—Customers, Employees, Supervisors

Write up the interview, telling the person's story or informing class members about the position. Entertain class members or help them to decide whether the position would be a good one for them. Hand in two copies of the paper, one for me to grade and one to be circulated for class members to read.

Preparation for the Interview (One Class Day)

As much as possible, I move inductively through the preparation. I start with the overly basic question "What do you need to do an interview?" A list of typical responses looks like this:

- paper
- pencil
- questions
- someone to interview
- tape recorder (Here we discuss pros and cons.)

Then I say, "OK. I have paper and pencil, and I just happen to have a list of questions here. Who is going to volunteer to let me interview you?" My questions model a bad interview. They are short, they are unconnected, and they require mostly yes-no answers. A sample list:

- Where were you born?
- How old are you?
- Are you married?
- Did you vote in the last election?
Do you know very much about nuclear physics?

What's your dog's name?

We go through my list of questions very quickly. Then I ask what went wrong. After all, I had everything that was on our list of what we needed to do an interview. I even had my questions written down. The students tell me problems:

I couldn't tell what you were getting at.

You didn't give her a chance to explain.

The questions were bad.

After a general discussion of what went wrong, I hand out a list of my questions and we analyze them, coming up with categories for questions. The terms may vary, but we usually end up with the following categories:

- fact-feeling
- open-closed
- general-specific

We then talk about questioning strategies and purposes for interviews. An informational interview will include more fact questions, while an interview to find out someone's opinion will include more feeling questions. A specific question often needs to build on the background that is laid by a more general question. Follow-up questions such as "Why?" and "How?" work well to open up a closed question.

An interviewer seldom does nothing but ask questions during an interview. What other responses are appropriate? Here I introduce students to paraphrasing, based on Rogerian reflection (Rogers 1961). A response that paraphrases often begins in one of the following ways:

What I hear you saying is ...

It sounds like ...

You seem to feel that ...

So ...

It seems to me that you ...

We practice paraphrasing as a class first. Students give me a feeling statement, and I paraphrase it. If students have trouble thinking of a subject, we brainstorm a list of topics on the board:
classes
college life
parking
registration
abortion
the death penalty
leash laws
smoking

Here are some typical statements and paraphrases:

“Registration is a mess. It took me two hours.”
“So the registration system here needs some changes.”
“English is boring.”
“You don’t seem to find English very interesting.”
“The food in the dorms is lousy.”
“You don’t seem to think much of the meals here.”
“I think smoking is a dirty habit.”
“It sounds like you are strongly against smoking.”
“Yeah. My mom smokes and I wish she would quit.”
“So your mom’s smoking really bothers you.”
“Sure. She could die from it.”

Although I only ask students to make one statement, my paraphrase often elicits another comment, just as paraphrasing is intended to do.

Next we practice paraphrasing in pairs, with one student making statements and the partner paraphrasing. Often students call me over to ask if their response is a paraphrase. After practicing in pairs, we talk about what happened. Some students clarified the original statement; others misunderstood and the person making the statement corrected them. Here we find out the multiple uses of paraphrasing. It can clarify, serve as a check on understanding, and encourage a further response. Paraphrases are invitations to the people being interviewed to elaborate on what they just said.

Practice Interviews (One Class Day)

As a class, we brainstorm possible questions to ask someone during an interview that will lead to a short newspaper-style human-interest story. Students then individually plan a question sequence for doing an interview with a student in class. In pairs, students interview each
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other and then write up the interview. As a check on mutual understanding, the writer gives the paper to the person who was interviewed. We read and discuss the accuracy of the papers. I have students give an accuracy rating with a number from one to ten. A ten says, “This is perfect. You have the facts and the feelings, and the emphasis on everything is just exactly right.” A one says, “This isn’t me at all. You must have interviewed someone else.” Most students tend to rate the interviews at an eight or a nine, which gives us room to discuss what was presented well and to talk about slight inaccuracies. Where was a direct quotation especially appropriate? Where was a point made clearly? Where are the slight discrepancies? How did they come about—misunderstanding of facts or feelings, some point overemphasized or not explained, lack of clarity? Was something left out that should have been in there?

Interviews

Students are now ready to do the out-of-class interview that will form the basis for the written assignment. The two options come in here: (1) someone who would make a good subject for a human-interest story, and (2) someone holding a job that the student would like to hold in five to ten years. My students have interviewed mayors, professors, newspaper reporters, taxidermists, karate experts, crop dusters, bouncers, and financial aid officers, to name a few. Most of the people whom students have asked to interview have been wonderfully cooperative. Many want to see a copy of the final paper, thus providing students with another audience for their writing. Just advise them to avoid tax accountants from January through April.

We discuss their choices and how to approach the people. The Business Writer’s Handbook (Brusaw, Alfred, and Oliu 1987) has a helpful section on interviewing that I have used as a basis for suggestions. The students usually call the people to arrange the interview, explaining who they are, what they want to do, and why they chose the person. The interviews usually last from thirty to sixty minutes. We also talk about the importance of scheduling the interview at a time when students can take thirty to sixty minutes after the interview to jot down extra notes. Memory can be very short, and it’s hard to take enough notes during the interview without holding up the interview process.

I allow two weeks for students to complete the interview, though many do it right away. As students complete their interviews, they
report to the class on how the interviews went. Sometimes students think of questions they wish they had asked, and they call the people for extra information. Sharing successes and problems gives other students a sense of the variety of experiences that one can have while interviewing.

Students write up rough drafts of the interviews and discuss the drafts in small-group writing conferences, as they do with all their papers. They then revise the papers and hand in two copies: one for me to comment on and one to circulate for the other students to read. Since we have shared so much of the planning and preparation all along, students are very interested in the results.

Follow-ups

I use the interview assignment early in the term. Although I don't expect students to master the art of question asking, paraphrasing, or interviewing during this assignment, the introduction to these skills forms the basis for continued work on them throughout the rest of the term.

We continue the focus on question asking with self-reflexive meta-discourse during work on problem solving, analyzing, and evaluating. We talk about the kinds of questions we ask. I push for students' own discovery of Bloom's taxonomy of questions (1956, 1964). Our original categories of fact and feeling questions correspond to Bloom's cognitive and affective domains. Within those categories, Bloom's divisions are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive Domain</th>
<th>Affective Domain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Knowledge</td>
<td>1. Receiving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Comprehension</td>
<td>2. Responding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Application</td>
<td>3. Valuing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Analysis</td>
<td>4. Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Synthesis</td>
<td>5. Characterization by a value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Evaluation</td>
<td>or value complex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I never present Bloom's divisions, I simply use them as background knowledge for our in-class discussions of kinds of questions and what they accomplish.

I use a similar approach with paraphrasing. During class discussions I frequently ask students to paraphrase what another student said. We develop the habit of commenting on our own comments. The
oral paraphrasing that we do regularly provides a connection when we work on paraphrasing written texts. Students then simply extend a skill that they have already begun to develop.

Students continue to use short interviews to gather material for other papers, especially research papers. They have gained an awareness of the interview as an important research tool. They have developed and used connections among speaking, listening, and writing. And they have been involved in active, experiential learning.
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Who among us has not felt insecure about understanding others when they speak? We hear the words. We may note the body language and expression. We may even sense what goes unsaid, cleverly hidden in silences, quips, and diversions. But to hear the message behind the words, truly to hear the songs that individual people sing, requires skill and patience in listening, in questioning, and in interpreting.

Buoyed by the belief that these skills can be taught, and convinced that students genuinely want to learn them, I conceived the following assignment for my college composition class:

Write an essay based on one or more interviews you conduct with an individual on a specific topic. The topic, pre-selected by you and the interviewee, should relate to a controversial or sensitive subject. The essay, 2–3 pages in length, must synthesize the material, using paraphrase and direct quotes where appropriate to support your thesis. Focus on one or more of the recurrent themes presented by the speaker (his/her song). The paper should not be an attempt to recapitulate all the speaker said during the interview, nor should it rely solely on the unedited quotes of the speaker. The paper should present a coherent interpretation of a significant aspect of the interview.

Mild panic ensued among the students, many of whom were from nonverbal homes where communication is primarily (if not solely) functional rather than expressive, and for whom the thought of speaking to an adult is threatening. I immediately gave assurances that we would work on all the necessary skills together, and I introduced concrete approaches to the tasks before them. From the beginning, their fear was mixed with profound gratitude and eagerness to learn skills germane to their personal lives.

The curriculum comprised sets of skills which were introduced by informal lecture-demonstrations, by asking students to practice the skills in class, and by analyzing written examples of interviews and
essays based on interviews. Approximately 50 percent of the class time was devoted to conducting interviews, beginning with a class interview of me, interviews of students by their classmates, and a class interview of a guest speaker. Each of these was followed by analysis and discussion of the interview process.

Selecting an Interview Topic and Interviewee

Since the students’ final written products would be only as good as their raw material, I advised them to select a topic which was likely to render compelling material for them to develop. To ensure the power of that material, I built controversy and/or sensitivity into the requirements for the interview topic. Experienced writers and interviewers may be able to make the most mundane material interesting. For beginners, however, selecting provocative subjects gave them an opportunity to elicit stronger raw material and the challenge of dealing with difficult interpersonal issues as listeners and questioners.

I suggested the following topics:

1. A person’s beliefs or attitudes about a specific subject on which the speaker is well-versed, e.g., a genetic engineer speaking on gene splicing.

2. A period in a person’s life, e.g., immigration experiences.

3. The impact of a unique characteristic on a person’s total life experience, e.g., minority status, life as a twin, coping with illness.

4. A unique hobby or commitment pursued with a passion, such as working for an organization, e.g., MADD or a political party.

5. A critical incident or life event, e.g., childbirth, a reunion.

6. A person’s career and his/her feelings about it. Focus on fulfillment and lifestyle rather than a straightforward job description.

I urged students to take chances, to push themselves to talk with people and about topics which they had avoided in the past. If their initial interviewee was not responsive, or if the topic proved to be limited, I encouraged them to modify the topic or find a new interviewee and begin the process again.

A sampling of topics selected by my undergraduates included interviews with the following: a rape victim, a quadriplegic, a Vietnam
veteran, a mayor, a grandparent describing life in 1910, and a college athlete who had accepted payoffs discussing fraud in college athletics. Despite my offer to help find interviewees, all students found speakers on their own.

These topics did render powerful essays. Although many interviewees enjoyed the interview experience, I discussed with students the ethics of "using" the experience of another person's pain for personal, albeit academic, goals. This issue gained special meaning for students when the class interviewed a survivor of the Auschwitz concentration camp, who, despite her desire to share her experiences with a generation of students who knew little of the Holocaust, clearly was in pain as she recalled those experiences.

Students were instructed to explain to their interviewee that the interview was a class assignment; to discuss the parameters of the topic, including areas the speaker might wish to omit; and to decide beginning and ending times for each session, a location, and a method of recording the session. Use of a tape or video recorder was optional but could be employed with the interviewee's consent. Even if a tape recorder was used, students were to take notes on visual cues, their immediate impressions of body language and expression, and inquiries to return to later in the interview. Students prepared numerous interview questions representing general, specific, open-ended, and closed inquiries with rankings to indicate their priorities. Finally, I suggested that students thank their interviewees formally when the interview was concluded.

Processes as Content

Using lecture-demonstrations, I introduced several processes and concepts. Students applied them repeatedly while preparing and conducting interviews and analyzing both live interviews and transcripts.

In two class periods, I provided the following guidelines:

Setting the Stage

The primary goal in an interview is to create a climate in which other people can and will reveal themselves to you. Help interviewees tell their stories by facilitating their ability to remember, reflect, analyze, clarify, and describe their feelings, insights, and attitudes.
Listening

1. Be an active listener. Show interest. Look at the speaker. Use your body language to show your involvement and indicate that you are continuously alert and responsive to what is being said.

2. Show empathy and support. When the interviewee speaks of difficult or sad topics, for example, indicate with facial expressions, or gentle comments that you understand it is difficult for the speaker to share these thoughts, but you are prepared to hear them.

Be sensitive to the needs of the speaker. You are not a journalist in need of a hot scoop. If the speaker is uncomfortable, consider changing or redirecting a line of inquiry, or give that option to the speaker. A helpful comment is “I see that this topic makes you uncomfortable. Would you like to move on to another topic or take a little break?” Providing support reassures the speaker that someone is truly listening.

Some of what you hear may be painful and make you feel anxious because you cannot ameliorate the speaker’s problems. Most people do not expect you to solve their problems. They are grateful to have someone listen with care.

3. Be patient. Give the speaker time to reflect and to speak. Resist the urge to fill every quiet moment with talk. First thoughts are not always the most valid indicators of feelings. Giving a speaker extra time to think is time well-spent. The speaker may use that time to connect to relevant memories and initiate areas of discussion you could not have anticipated. Don’t be afraid of silence. Let it work for you.

Time is especially important with the elderly. Many older people need more time to process information, to collect their thoughts, and to articulate their answers. If they sense your impatience, they will cut short their answers and feel frustrated that they have not conveyed their views.

4. Provide cues to help the speaker develop ideas. Cues also indicate that you are listening and you desire to hear more about a topic. Helpful cues include “Can you tell me more about that?” “Can you give me an example of that?” “How do you feel about that?” “How did that make you feel?”

5. Periodically repeat or rephrase what the speaker has said to verify that you have understood. For example, “In other words, you feel that X led to Y. Have I understood you correctly?”

6. Do not impose your views on the interview. It is not a debate, nor is it necessary for the speaker to understand your position at this
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time. Even if you disagree with the speaker, do not be confrontational or aggressive. The speaker will feel defensive, and the level of trust will plummet. If you wish clarification on an issue, especially when you disagree, use such facilitative comments as "Could you help me understand your position on this?" or "Could you help me to understand how you arrived at your views?"

Questioning

1. The questions we ask determine the nature and scope of the answers we derive (Langer 1973). This concept needs to be emphasized in all stages of the interview process, from preparing questions to interpreting answers.

2. There are many useful taxonomies of questions. For this assignment, however, understanding the distinctions between general and specific, abstract and concrete, and open-ended and closed inquiries is facilitative and sufficient.

3. Avoid "loaded" questions which imply an answer or limit the speaker's response. For example, "What contributes to your unhappiness at work?" is loaded unless the speaker has indicated his/her discontent.

4. Discussion is usually more restrained and awkward early in the interview. Return to questions later in the interview if you feel the original answer was unclear, evasive, or not addressed. Rephrase the question or use material you learn during the interview to stimulate the speaker's recall.

5. Beware of sexism, racism, and bias in your assumptions and your language.

6. Periodically give the speaker a chance to comment freely and to initiate discussion topics. Helpful questions include "Is there anything you want to say about this topic which we haven't discussed?" or "Is there anything you would like to add or modify about what you have said thus far?" These questions invite the speaker to correct omissions and allow him/her to feel more in control.

In-Class Interviews

Immediately following a lecture-demonstration of the above concepts, we began in-class interviews. Students interviewed me on "Living in New York City." I chose this topic because I am a former New Yorker now living and teaching in a small midwestern city where students
tend to be curious about life in the Big Apple. Their initial efforts
at interviewing gave us ample material to see the dynamics of interview
technique at work:

**Student 1:** How many times were you mugged in New York City?
**Professor:** Never. [Silence]

**Student 2:** What were your favorite things to do in New York?
**Professor:** Spend time with my family, go to museums and theatre.
**Student 2:** [No follow-up]

**Student 3:** How did you feel about living in New York?
**Professor:** I loved it. I ... [a three-minute oration followed].

At this point I stopped the interview so we could reflect on what
had just occurred. Students could readily see that beginning the
interview with such a specific, closed question brought them virtually
no valuable information and led nowhere. They also recognized the
assumptions about New York City inherent in the question. The
inquiry about favorite activities was effective because it elicited specific
information. However, it was limited without a follow-up for clarifi-
cation, e.g., “Why?” or “Can you tell us more about them?” In
contrast, the open-ended inquiry, “How did you feel about living in
New York City?” was just the opportunity to reveal my feelings.

But not all interviewees do well with such general inquiries, as was
demonstrated in the next interview. A male student (Bob) interviewed
a female student (Ann) in front of the class where everyone could
observe their interaction on the topic “What will your life be like
ten years from now?”

**Bob:** What will your life be like ten years from now?
**Ann:** [Long silence] Well, in what way?
**Bob:** What will your career be?
**Ann:** I’ll be a marine biologist and probably live near an ocean.
**Bob:** And how many children will you have?
**Ann:** [Silence ... grimace] What makes you think I’ll have chil-
dren or be married—just because I’m a female? I’m the oldest
of nine children and I have no plans to have kids.

Again, it did not take long to generate material to analyze in class.
Students quickly realized that the generality of a question affects the
speaker’s ability to respond. The first question, a restatement of the
topic, was far too general and abstract. The question about her career
was useful, but without a follow-up, Bob lost a lot of material in his
haste to pursue the next line of inquiry. And finally, his assumption
that Ann would have children made her, and other women students, angry. Bob later acknowledged that his question was sexist because he would not have asked it of a male.

Students then paired off and interviewed each other on the same topic. We later reconvened to discuss their problems and insights into the interviewing process. The following guidelines were provided for interpreting interview data:

**Interpreting**

Begin with your gut feelings and challenge your tentative conclusions by asking yourself the following questions:

1. What is my overall sense of what was truly important to the speaker?
   - Which topics were emphasized by repetition and which were omitted, evaded, or undeveloped?
   - Which topics did the speaker take extra time to develop using great detail, emotive language, and emphatic voice inflection and expression?

2. What visual clues can aid in interpretation? Did the speaker's physical appearance, posture, body language, and facial expressions indicate attitudes and feelings?

3. Was there congruence between what the speaker said and how the speaker said it? If not, what might explain the disparity? In the speaker's comments, what was fact and what was feeling, and which facts were particularly influenced by feelings?

4. Were there any comments or incidents before or after the interview—for example, in the selection of an interview topic which might help me to interpret the interview material?

**Choosing and Subporting a Thesis**

Interpreting an interview is a complex and intimidating task for students. I encouraged them to reject the impulse to tie everything together in a neat package. Instead, I suggested that they pull out a few dominant threads from the speaker's comments, attempt to develop each, and select the one which renders the most interesting and well-supported thesis. Interviews tend to be sprawling with many unrelated or undeveloped elements, adding confusion to an already difficult task.

I used two methods to demonstrate this crucial selection process. Students read excerpts from Studs Terkel's *Working* (1972), in which
individuals discuss their lives and work. I then asked students to find three themes they could develop for each excerpt. As a class, we listed their themes, demonstrating that many topics are possible from any one interview.

The second method was analysis of a dramatic presentation by a guest speaker. A survivor of Auschwitz described her experiences. Students had generated and discussed interview questions, which I had given to the speaker before the presentation. Because she was retelling a period in her life which had an organic unity of its own, she preferred to describe it as a continuous narrative, incorporating responses to their questions. It was informative, engrossing, enraging, and poignant. At the next class, we discussed students' personal reactions to the experience of listening to such harsh and shocking events from this soft-spoken woman. Students felt shock at “witnessing” the result of humankind's potential for inhumanity and yet felt pride at their ability to cope with listening to and empathizing with her pain. Many felt that there was nothing they would be afraid to hear in the future. We then began to interpret what we heard and saw and to identify themes which could be developed for an essay.

We concluded the unit with an analysis of essays based on interviews. In keeping with the emphasis on topics requiring sensitivity or controversy, we discussed compelling essays describing the feelings of a man dying from AIDS (Morrisroe 1985) and the experiences of Japanese Americans interned in the United States during World War II (Kirk 1985).

The Interview Essays

When the first drafts of the students' interview essays were completed, peer evaluation based on specific criteria was used. The strongest essay in each evaluation group was read to the class. Paper after paper was powerful and moving. These students had learned their lessons well. They had questioned and listened. They had taken chances and permitted themselves to feel for others and empathize with them. They had heard unique and gripping tales, and many had understood the songs of sadness and pride, confusion and hope—the songs of human beings who want and deserve to be heard. But what I, as their teacher, sensed beyond their efforts to write sensitive and insightful essays was a new confidence and willingness to share feelings and thoughts—to elicit truly personal revelations, to listen with care, and to be heard.
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Junior high students are notorious for their tough and crude exteriors, their I-don’t-care attitudes, and their flippant responses or, conversely, non-responses. However, on Positive Strokes days they prove this stereotype to be in error. On these days an observer would hear genuine compliments, see active listening, and sense the pervading atmosphere of caring and camaraderie. He or she would witness the gamut of emotions and the shedding of numerous tears—by students and teacher—not at all what one might expect in a junior high school classroom.

Positive Strokes is one of those ideas that comes to teachers in a flash of enlightenment after finishing up the roll and looking out into those June-blues faces that are just marking time until graduation day. It came to me near the end of my first year of teaching in the GATE (Gifted And Talented Education) program. Acquainting myself with gifted youngsters and doing nightly stints at my desk to meet their varied needs, talents, and abilities was quite a challenge. Add the dimension of riding herd on a fairly tough, out-of-hand group of eighth graders, and you would have found one rather frazzled teacher standing at the podium that day. Then the light bulb of Positive Strokes glowed in my head.

I told the class that this would be their opportunity to say something good or nice to anyone in the class—only positive comments would be acceptable. Anyone who cared to speak would speak directly to the classmate being addressed, and the rest of us would listen without comment. “The purpose?” they quizzed. “To give everyone the opportunity to say something nice to another member of the class. Perhaps you may have thought this comment before but never had the chance to say it aloud. Remember, it won’t be long until we’re never together in this total group again,” I answered, still feeling the
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glow, regardless of their rather apprehensive and self-conscious looks. These kids were masters of the verbal putdown, but this new positive thing called for digging into previously untapped resources within themselves.

I chose the first student that we would compliment, taking care to select someone who was well-liked. "Positive comments for Rosemary?" I cheerfully boomed. Then I waited.

Some dear little soul spoke up: "You're always nice to people, and everybody likes you." The look of surprise on Rosemary's face was priceless.

Then another brave person said, "Thanks for the help you gave me in math this year."

If there was a lull, I'd ask, "Are there more positive comments for Rosemary?" When it was apparent that there weren't, it was my turn to say something positive to her. I praised her development as a writer, her kindness to others, and her maturity. Then there were two of us glowing.

Rosemary chose the next person and made the first comment about him. Then we proceeded as before. The students were beginning to get involved.

All was going fairly well when Allan, who was of superior intelligence but had not laid to rest a previous battle, picked John, his archenemy and class oddball, to be complimented next. We all knew that Allan's choice had been out of meanness; their latest altercation was fresh in all our minds. John poked out his chin in readiness for the verbal blows he expected, and Allan let fly with a comment that held a double meaning. However, before the air was silent, Lisa spoke up and told of the great improvement that John had made since the beginning of the year. Other students spoke up if they could find even the tiniest positive thing to say. John's strained and defiant face became relaxed and hopeful. I felt the tears welling up in my eyes and spilling down onto my cheeks.

That first two-day Positive Strokes session was memorable. We all learned about the power of language and the power of positive peer regard to lift self-esteem. We learned that people often brace themselves for scathing words but have difficulty accepting compliments and that we need to be able to accept the nice things that others say to us.

A pleasant and touching sideline of this exercise was the class's decision to give positive strokes to me. I discovered that I needed a lot of practice in accepting praise, too. The class beamed and kept handing me Kleenex.
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Since that first time four years ago, Positive Strokes has become a standard end-of-the-year activity. The eighth graders remind me that I'd better make time for it because the school year is running out. Of course the seventh graders wonder what it's all about. They look rather skeptical at first, but they soon join in.

It was with great pride this past June that I observed exchanges such as these:

"You're just a great girl, and you've been someone I could count on this year when I was feeling down."

"You were the first one to speak to me when I came new into this class."

"I know we've laughed at you and your car designs, but I really do think they're good and someday you're gonna be famous."

"I'm glad I met you this year, and I hope to get to know you better next year."

"I'm sorry for the way I treated you at the beginning of the year, and I'm glad we got to be friends."

"You've been such a friend to me from the first day of junior high. You're my best friend, and I'll miss you so much next year when we're at different high schools."

"I love to hear you laugh and the way you say, 'Oh, no!'"

"Remember when we had that journal assignment where we had to recommend someone for the outstanding student award? Well, I picked you because you always try hard and do your best and get just about perfect on everything."

"People tease you a lot about being Chinese, but you never get mad. You just shine 'em on."

"When we had study groups you got right to work on those definitions and shared what you had with me. I appreciated that."

"I admire the way you're always smiling."

This oral language activity is more than an exercise that promotes speaking and listening skills. It has the power to get inside each student and touch his or her emotions. A bonding occurs during this time of shared emotional expression that helps transform a classroom of individualists into a cohesive unit. This fact makes a strong case for using the Positive Strokes activity more frequently than at the end of the year.

Comments that are meant for another seem to have an impact on each listener. Receiving affirmation from their peers and hearing what constitutes desirable and valued behavior is especially crucial for adolescents; it plays a major role in helping them to sort out the jigsaw pieces of their own identities.
Positive Strokes also allows me to publicly communicate special messages to individual students, with implications for all. I told one student that I had observed her strength of character in the face of defeat several times this year. I had seen her not give up. I explained that this was the type of strength that people needed to survive throughout life and that she had already demonstrated that she had that strength. Apparently, my statement stayed on her mind because a few days later she reminded me of it and asked me if I had meant it. Another student, who had accomplished little this year, and his classmates heard me say that I felt that he'd been in a "holding pattern" this year but that I was confident that he would come out of it and that he had the ability to succeed in whatever he chose.

The boost in self-esteem and the opportunity to practice social skills that will help ensure success in getting along in our world today and tomorrow are further attributes of Positive Strokes. A seventh grader this year told me that he had really become more open and able to say things that he never thought he could before. He felt good about his accomplishment. I felt pretty terrific, myself. Please pass the Kleenex.
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